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Abstract 

In response to those who have been content to apply the terms "regional" and 

"regionalist" to David Adams Richards's fiction, this study is intended to demonstrate 

how the misuse of such t ems  leads to a reductive interpretation of Richards's works. In 

the course of demonstrating how Richards does and does not fit the description of a 

regionalist, the study oiitlines how he is primarily interested in the conveyance of a 

simple, universal sense of rnorality. The thesis brings out this moral standpoint by 

e x a . g  his representation of families, nature, and social institutions. It is argued that 

Richards's regionalism grows £?om his moral standpoint. 

This study focuses upon three novels, Blood Ties (1976), For Those Who Hunt the 

Wounded Down (1993)' and Mercy Among the Children (2000). These texts provide a 

representative sample of Richards's published-works to date. This study uses these texts 

to outline a progression by which Richards moves from a brand of regiond association 

built upon a comection to the region's geography and culture to a form of association 

determined by the political separation of the region fkom that which surrounds and 

influences it. Directly connected to this movement fiom one brand of regionalism to 

another are the shifts fkom subjectivity to objectivity in narration, as well as the shift fiom 

generality to specificity of regional detail. Despite these shifis, a simple form of rnorality 

remains paramount in Richards's works. Moreover, in an age when such concepts as 

nationalism and even regionalisrn are k i n g  questioned, Richards appears as a new voice, 

which calls for a movement forward by prescribing a lifestyle guided by a "Golden Rule" 

approach to existence. 
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Introduction 

The fiction of David Adams Richards shows a strong ccmection to a single 

region: the Miramichi river valley in northeastem New Brunswick. Based upon this fact, 

cntics and scholars have habitually used the terms "regional writer'? and '*regionalist" to 

descnbe Richards and his works. An anonymous reviewer of Richards's Hope in the 

Despwate Hour ( 1  996) observes that 

As far as the literary establishment and the mainstream media are 
concerned, David A d m s  Richards is the quintessential regionalist: a 
guff ,  intense, woodsy guy recording the tragic lives of people so much 
more real (so much poorer, so much less educated, so much M e r  away 
from Toronto) than the rest of us. (np) 

Richards reacts against such labels and the sentiment behind hem,  arguing that these 

terms are reductive, and therefore injurious to his work. He feels that the ternls 

"regional" and "regionalist'? suggest a high degree of specificity' and a confining 

connection to the geogaphy and society fkom which he writes: "As reçional writers. we 

are supposedly limited not by the bounds of our hurnan understanding, or human 

experience, but by the bounds of our garden or gate" ("My Miramichi Trilogy" 74-5). In 

interviews, conferences, essays, and also in his novels, Richards contends that his 

"human understanding?' is far greater than his critics have recognized. He goes as far as 

to champion the universality of his novels: "Al1 my books are based in the human heart?' 

(qtd. in Procenko np). We see that, in the debate over Richards's regionalism (or lack 

thereof), the terms "universal" and "regionalist" are placed at odds with each other. 

Some critics, however, have championed the universal nature of Richards's novels; for 



exarnple, Fred Cogswell praises Richards for his use of a specific setting to voice 

universal themes (200). 

Aligning myself sornewhat with Cogswell, 1 intend to demonstrate that Richards 

is, in many ways, a regionalist, but that he is primady a moralist (if we must appIy a 

single term to Richards's works). Although Richards's novels are rooted in a specific 

region and a specific culture, the morality of Richards's works lends thern a degree of 

universality that has ofien been overlooked by crities and scholars. My study focuses 

upon Richards's presentation of nature, family, and social institutions to outline the 

relationship between regionalism and morality in Richards's fiction. 1 argue that 

Richards favors family values and that he connects these values with the nature of his 

region. Throughout his work, family and nature are contrasted with social institutions, 

which Richards presents in a negative Iight. By discussing Richards's representation of 

nature, family, and social institutions, I will dernonstrate how, in Richards's eariy work, 

his regionalism stems fiom the Iandscape and the culture of the region in which he has 

been raised. This regionalism (or regional association, for these ternis are synonymous) 

is the foundation for a form of morality that carries few, if any, political implications. In 

these early novels, Richards's morality upholds family values and the natural 

surroundings of his region, and he favors these values over the social institutions within 

his region, which he sees as ineffectual and artificial. The subject matter of these novels 

is more universal than that of Richards's later works, in that these earlier novels focus 

upon such topics as family relationships, coming of age, finding love, and growing old. 

As Richards's career progresses, the same universal morality becomes the basis for a 

brand of relational regiond association, whereby Richards begins to place the positive 



moral values that appear to stem fiom the region's natural surroundings in contrast to the 

urban influences that increasingly enter the region. The novels Richards *tes at this 

point in his career show that his sense of region grows from the region itself. but also in 

relation to that which lies outside it. The morality and regionalism of Richards's later 

works exhibit a much more political flavor. These novels suggest that Richards defines 

the region not only ffom within, but also in relation to specific cultural and political 

centers such as HolIywood, Toronto, and Ottawa. In these texts, Richards's morality 

becomes the foundation for a specific, political flavor of regionalism; however, beneath 

thts political regionalism, we find the sarne universal morality that has been present in 

Richards3 eariier works. Throughout his career, Richards maintains a distinction 

between nature and family on the one hand, and social institutions on the other; however, 

as his career progresses, social institutions are ofien linked to political and cultural 

centers, such as the Canadian govemment, the Canadian literary canon, and the powerful 

United States, which is seen as a form of empire. Thus, regionalism and mordis. are 

constants in Richards's work, though their ~i~gificance changes as his career progresses. 

My study is shaped in such a way as to make clear the changing significance of 

Richards's regionalism and morality throughout his career. Chapter 1 is devoted to a 

discussion of regionalism. Specifirally, this chapter outlines the shift from nationalkm to 

regionalism in Canada. It also provides multiple viewpoints on the implications of 

regionalism in Canadian politics and literature. The terms "regional" and "repionalist" 

have been given multiple definitions by those who participate in regionalist discourse, 

and so this chapter also explains the various definitions of the terms involved in such a 

way that these terms can be applied to Richards's work. Finally, through a conceptual 



discussion of Richard's regionalism in relation to his morality, tfus chapter outlines how 

the chapters that follow will place Richards in relation to regionalkt discourse. 

Chapters two through four focus upon three of Richards's novels: BZood Ties 

(1976): For Those R%o fint The Wounded Down (1993)' and Mercy Among the 

Children (2000). These texts span a twenty-four-year period, and so an examination of 

these three novels will allow me to outline a progression in Richards's writing in terms of 

regionalisrn and morality. BZood Ties is Richards's second novel, uid 1 have chosen to 

work on this text for multiple reasons. Firstly and most irnportantly, Blood Ties offers a 

more cornplex discussion of the relationship between nature, family, and social 

institutions than do Richards's other early novels, The Corning of Winrer (1974) and Lives 

of Short Duration (1981). 1 discuss Blood Ties as a sort of bildungsrornan in which the 

young characters are corning of age under the influences of nature, farnily and social 

institutions. 1 *Il show how Richards's sense of morality is associated with al1 that is 

naiural and spontaneous, as opposed to that which is cultural/artificial and determined. 

Here, Richards's morality and his regionalism do not take on relational or poIitical 

implications, since the spontaneous action associated with the region's nature is not set in 

opposition to the determined action of any outside influence. The abundance (and nature) 

of the critical attention paid to BZood Ties is a second reason for its inclusion in my study. 

Critical response to The Coming of Winter was, for the most partl favorable, but it did not 

reach the depth needed in this study. As William Connor points out? 

Although most reviewers found more to praise in Richards' first novel 
than to object to, they generally felt it necessary to qualify their praise. 
Most saw his perceptions of the w-orld as both callow (Richards was only 
twenty-thee at the time) and narrow. Most also approached The Coming 
of Winter as thematically limited realism-the work of a somewhat naïve, 



albeit talenteci, observer of a regional setting who dealt mainly in surfàces. 
This initial tendency to place Richards in the important Canadian tradition 
of regional realism was natural in view of his talent for capturing the 
details of life in his region, yet it is unfortunate that Richards' success in 
depicting the surfaces of his characters' restricted lives should have 
caused so many critics to miss the psychological and symbolic depth 
beneath these surfaces. ("Coming of Winter" 3 1-2) 

Blood Ties displays rnuch geater psycl~ological and symbolic depth concerning 

Richards's characters. Moreover, the growing arnount of scholady wrïting dedicated to 

BZood Ties has elicited a variety of responses fiom Richards himself, in the form of 

interviews and conference papers, as well as through written responses in his later novels. 

These responses to Blood Ties criticism in his later novels were an important factor in my 

selection of BZood Ties for this study. Furthemore, 1 believe this novel to be more 

definitive of Richards's early work than any other tea.  

For Those Who Hzrnt the Wozrnded Down is the third book in what has corne to be 

known as Richards's "Miramichi Trilogy." Its two predecessors are Nights BeZow Station 

Street (1 988) and Evening Snow WiZZ Bring Such Peace ( 1  990). Scholars have often 

chosen to examine these three texts together; however, the size of this study does not 

allow a detailed discussion of ail three texts. 1 have chosen to look at For Those Who 

 HUM^ The Wounded Down because it contains the culmination of d l  the themes and 

subject matter presented in the earlier novels of the trilogy: heroism, social outcasts, and 

the cornparison between the urban mindset and rural moral values. More importantly, in 

Wounded, as in Blood Ties, Richards presents nature, farnily, md social institutions in a 

way that is seminal to the sense of morality he conveys. Richards's morality is 

increasingly critical of social institutions, and it shows a growing historical and political 

awareness. In turn, this increasing historical and political awareness marks Richards's 
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placement of his rural region in relation to the urban forces it encounters. In doing so, 

Richards's morality has become the foundation for an element of relational regionalism 

as he compares fiis region's values with those that enter it fkom the outside. This novel is 

representative of the work that cornes fiom the middIe portion of Richards's career to 

date. 

Mercy Among the Chikiren is Richards's rnost recent novel. Mercy is 

characterized by a form of regionalism that is more specific and political in temperament 

than that of any earlier novel, and so this text exhibits the continuance of the changes in 

Richards's regionalism. In this text, the sense of morality Richards conveys places the 

repion, with its positive moral values, in contrast to the neg~tive influences of cultural 

and political centers, such as Toronto and Ottawa. Richards also compares the region 

with the United States, which he presents as an imperid center. Because of such 

comparisons, Mercy's regionalism adopts the language of postcolonial discourse. I will 

be discussing this text as an example of Richards's later work, in which his sense of 

morality becomes the foundation for a form of political regionalism. However, despite 

the political nature of these later texts, it will be seen that at the heart of Richards's 

novels is a universal form of m o r d i s  that transcends boundaries, be they regional oi  

othenvise. 



Chapter 1 : Richards and Canadian Literary Regionalism 

... the terms regionalism and region have too ofien been used as 
conclusive rather than inclusive descriptions - the death knell, one might 
say - of various texts. Too ofien the terms are used as if they were self- 
explanatory - for example, T h i s  is a w x k  of regionalism" or "This is a 
regional novel" - and in a way that suggests regional writers (whoever 
they are) write Iike a chicken Iays eggs (and, of course, some are Iucky 
enough to lay golden ones); they just somehow, simply, absorb and 
produce. 

(Herb Wyile np) 

The ideologicd debate over regionalism in Canada has become increasingly 

popuhr over the last thirty years, both in politics and literature. This chapter is intended 

to provide a better understanding of regionalist discourse, the origins of regionalism, and 

the various viewpoints in this debate. After supplying an understanding of regionalism as 

it applies to polirics and literature, it will be possible to place David Adams Richards's 

work into this discourse. George Woodcock, in "The Meeting of Time and Space" 

(1987), outlines how the concept of regionalism has been present in what is now Canada 

since before Confederation: 

The process by which the regions of this country have emerged into 
kiistorical-cultural reality has of course been coterrninous with the process 
of the making of Canada. In fact, region making and nation making are 
aspects of the same process, since the special character of Canada as a 
nation is that of a syrnbiotic union of regions, as organic as a coral reef. 
rather than 2 centralized state constructed according to abstract political 
concepts. The e~nergence of regional consciousness among English- 
Canadians, and its expression in literature, proceeds histoncally fkom east 
to West. (3 1) 

The birth of regionalism, as Woodcock describes it, coincided wi*k early settiers' 

encounter with and response to the "organic" geographical features of the land. This 



relationship with a specific time and place, Woodcock explains, when coupled with a 

common history, results in a sense of community (21). This sense of community predates 

Confederation, so ir can be said that, in fonning Canada, each region invoIved chose to 

enter into this "federation of regions" for reasons having to do with the region itself. 

Provincialism, which came about with Confederation, is not the same as 

regionalisrn, since provincial boundaries are defined arbitrady, not necessarily alone 

natural, geographical divisions. It is a rnistake to confise the region with the province, 

since within any given province exists the potential for multiple regions. For exarnple, 

Cape Breton is a region of Nova Scotia, just as inland British Columbia remains in many 

ways distinct from the coastal region. The Maritime region became defined, as its name 

suggests, by a common connection to the sea. Historically, this relationship with the sea 

rneant that trade overseas and along the Atlantic seaboard was more lucrative than 

continental trade. As Emest R- Forbes notes, even the continental railway failed to 

bridge the geogaphical separation - which fostered political separation - between the 

Atlantic region and central Canada: 

In the period 191 7-23, with the integration of the Intercolonial Railroad 
with the bankrupt Canadian Northem and Grand Trunk in what became the 
Canadian National Railways, the federal government drastically increased 
freight rates, thus cutting off Maritime producers h m  the markets which 
they had developed in Western Canada. The longstanding commitment 
that Halifax and Saint John would become Canada's winter ports seemed 
irrevocably lost as the federal govemment "inherited," with the Grand 
T d  Railway, extensive harbuur facilities at Portland. (Maritime 
Rcgionalisrn 13) 

Cities in central Canada became places of opportunity and economic diversification, 

developing international north-south trade, while the Maritime region remained largely 



. ,- 
dependent upori "mdustries of primary production," such as Iumber, fish, and coal 

(Forbes, Maritime Regionalisrn 3). Maritimers ofien attribute their relative economic 

failure to the federal government, which did not do enough to ensure economic prosperity 

on the East Coast. 

Indeed. al1 regions in Canada have had their own needs and complaints. The 

discontent of the various regions provinces within Canad- coupled with the strength 

of the United States to the south, brought much fear to the newly-forrned Canadian 

govemment, which recognized that Canada's survival as a political entity was at stake. 

After Codederation, politicians and writers dike worked to establish a sense of Canadian 

nationalism by attempting to define a comrnon experience. George Woodcock points out 

that such works as Wugh MacLennan's Barorneter Rising (1941) demonstrate attempts to 

define and uphold this sense of Tanadianness" (Canadian Fiction 9). Woodcock goes 

on to Say that Canada's involvement in the two world wars resulted in a growth in 

Canadian nationalism, which the federal governrnent attempted to sustain in the postwar 

years (1 2). Canadian nationaIism culminated in 1 967 with the centennial celebrations. 

Out of the height of nationalism cornes George Grant's Larnent for a Nation 

(1965), which describes how Canada, having gained independence from Britain, is now 

losing its sovereignty to the United States. Grant identifies the instdlation of Amencan 

branch plants as the point of no return for Canada as a sovereign nation (40). Margaret 

Atwood's definition of a colony as "a place from which a profit is made, but not by the 

people who live there" (35-6), supports Grant's statement. Grant voices the concem that, 

because the Canadian economy is so dependent upon the United States, Canada's history 



(Le. its success in two world wars) is not enough to sustain the country as a political 

entity : 

Diefenbaker saw his destiny as r ev iv iwg  the Canadian nation. But what 
did he think that nation was? Certainly he had a profound-if romantic- 
sense of historical continuity. But a nation does not remain a nation only 
because it has roots in the past. Memory is never enough to guarantee 
that a nation can articulate itself in the present. (12) 

Grant's fear of American control over Canada's economy and culture has been al1 but 

realized; however? a major flaw exists in his discussion. Grant tends to oversimpliS, 

Canadian culture by assuming that al1 Canadians possessed strong national loyalties at the 

outset. In making this assurnption, Grant virtually homogenizes the experience of al1 

Canadians. While he acknowledges the %O solitudes" brand of difference between the 

English and French inhabitants of the country, he rnakes generalizations about the nation 

as a whole. For example, he states that ';in Canada outside of Quebec, there is no deeply 

rooted culture" (43). In order to lament the loss of the nation, Grant has first assumed 

that the nation-state had been made up of the sarne national, what he calls "local?' (88), 

loyakies that had been advocated b y nationalists. 

Up until the 1970s, the tendency to focus upon the country as a whole, and to 

create an imagined sense of national community, was vastly popular in Canadian politics 

and literature alike. This sense of nationalism began to fade &er 1967, and Woodcock 

supgests that Margaret Atwood's Survival(1972) is one of the last texts in a tradition that 

sou@ to define "Canadianness" in Canadian literature ( ; T h e  and Space" 9). In 

Suwival, Atwood suggests that Canadian writing is unified by a common theme: 



I'd Iike to begin with a sweeping generalization and argue that every 
country or culture has a single u n i m g  and inforrning symbol at its core. 
... The syrnbol, then - be it a word, phrase, idea, image, or al1 of these - 
functions like a system of beliefs (it is a system of beliefs, though not 
always a formal one) which holds the country together and helps the 
people in it to CO-operate for common ends. (3 1) 

Atwood identifies survivaVvictirnization as the unimg theme of Canadian writing. She 

rnakes reference to explorers and settlers struggling to survive against a harsh wilderness 

and the region's native inhabitants. She also discusses the swival  of the individual 

following a crisis or a disaster; cultural survival, such as the endurance of the French 

Ianguage; and the survival of Canada as a nation-state (32). While it is hardly debatable 

that survival has been one dominant theme in Canadian writing, Atwood's qoument has 

grown outdated for several reasons. For example, in the first sentence of the above 

passage. she appevs to equate the words "countryz and "culture." 1 have already 

discussed how Canada came to be, and in doing so 1 have shown that the country is made 

up of multiple regions, each containing cultural divisions. Despite her constant 

qualifications of such "sweeping generalizations," Atwood fails to acknowledge fùlly the 

diversity of cultures in Canada. Certainly, in what is upheld as a multicultural mosaic, 

minority and regional writers who do not discuss survival cannot be considered un- 

Canadian. Perhaps another reason why Atwood's argument has not endured can be found 

by examining the following passage: 

[Canadian Iiterature is] a map, a geography of the mind. Our Iiterature is 
one such map, if we c m  learn to read it as OUI- Iiterature, as the product of 
who and where we have been. We need such a map desperately, we need 
to know about here, because here is where we live. For the members of a 
country or a culture, shared knowledge of their place, their here, is not a 
lwury but a necessity. Without that knowledge we will not survive. (18- 
9) 



Atwood's suggestion that al1 Canadian literatwe is somehow "ours" ignores the fact that 

not every individual in Canada can relate to everything he/she reads, be it Canadian or 

otherwise. Since Survival, scholars have begun to lose faith in the shared knowledge of 

Canada as a unity. Many have begun to direct their discussion toward building a shared 

knowledge - or appreciation - of difference. in order better to appreciate this difference. 

critical focus has been shifted away fiom the canonical center of the country. This shifi 

in focus has allowed for greater representation to be given to the outlying areas: the 

Debate is ongoing as to whether this change of focus necessarily means the 

weakening of the country as a whole. During the age of nationalism, the popular belief 

was that the strengthening of regional ties equated to the underminhg of the country's 

intsgrity. More recently, scholars have come to different conclusions. Roderick Haig- 

Brown States that no individual "becornes a great patriot without first learning the closer 

loyalties and iearning them well: loyalty to the family, to the place he calls home, to his 

province or state or country" (qtd. in Woodcock "Time and Space" 23). Northrop Frye, 

in a discussion with Robert Fulford, takes a sirnilar stance, suggesting that the Canadian 

tendency toward regionalism is but one necessary stage in the country's maturation 

process (iGNationalism to Regionalism'? 9). He also suggests that the diversity of cultures 

in Canada is worth celebrating: 

1 think it's been of an immense benefit to Canada first that it went from a 
pre-national phase to a post-national phase without ever quite becorning a 
nation, and second that it never tried to be homogeneous, culturalIy 
speaking, and 1 think that is of tremendous benefit to the variety of our 
culture. (9) 



Here Frye's use of the word 'harion" is simikir to Atwood's "country," which suggests a 

political entity made up of people who share a common experience and culture. Canada, 

Frye suggests, was never such an entity. He praises the fact that, althou& nationdists 

worked to establish a common "Canadian experience, Canada has never pushed for 

cultural homogeneity. Frye's suggestion, Sien, is that if Canadians do not feel a strong 

sense of ~ o r n r n ~ a l i t y  as a nation, the government should not attempt to force such a 

sentiment upori them. George Woodcock, in T h e  Meeting of Time and Space," aligns 

himself with Frye when he suggests that if Canada is a confederation of regions, its 

politics and its literatwe should reflect uiis (43). If Canada has never pushed for cultural 

homogeneity, why then did Canadian literature attempt to achieve homogeneity, thematic 

or othercuise? It is arguable that, as the population of central Canada grew, the power of 

the English Canadian literary canon developed in Ontario; thus, the attempts to achieve 

homogeneity in Canadian writing reflect the nationalist discourse that was popular in 

central Canada. It is not surprising that, as the political focus shifts from nationalism to 

regionalism, the literary focus does the same. 

Since the 1970s, critics have begun to study Canadian literature as the sum of al1 

the diverse texts written in Canada. They have also begun to place more focus upon 

minority and regional texts - that is, texts that come fkom a region other than the 

metropolitan - considering how these texts reflect a sense of loyalty or community to the 

region fiom whence they come. This marks the beginning of regionaIism as a critical 

ideology. Recent studies in regionalism, such as Christian Riegel and Herb Wyile's A 

Sense of Place (:997), recognize that regiondism has become an important, if not central, 



paradigm within which to view miters and their w-ork (Riegel et al. x). Thou& 

regionaiism has lately appeared as a suitable substitute for nationalism, regionalism itself 

rernains problematic - Jonathan Hart warns that a cult of regionalism is still a cult (1 16). 

Mmy of the problems in regionalist discourse arise because of the varied use and misuse 

of the terms involved in this debate. Within the discourse of regionalism, one finds the 

terms "region," "regional," and "regionalist" used almost interchangeably. Moreover, 

each of these terms carries multiple connotations. This accounts for much disagreement 

regarding the causes and implications of regionalism. Riegel and Wyile acknowledge 

that "regionalism" has come to refer to 

the unifying principle of a corpus of literary texts (that is, a regional 
literature), the attachment of a writer to a particular place, the diversity of 
writing within the larger body of a national Merature' or a kind of 
ideological consciousness or discourse. (x) 

The multiple definitions of this term complicate any discussion of regionalism; thus, it is 

essential to my study to identiQ the overlap between "regional" and 'regiondist." The 

terms "regional" and "regionalist'? c m  both be used to imply a comection to a region. 

Alison Calder, in "Reassessing Prairie Realism" (1 997), indicates that a popular approach 

to regionalism defines literature as "regional" if it has a connection to the land. By this 

approach. the value of regional literature lies in its ability to mirror a specific 

environment and show what "real" life is like in a limited and peculiar environment (55) .  

She goes on to Say that 

regional writing lives a curious double life. On the one hand, it must 
convey the individual and the particular. On the other hand, it must be 
hoinogenizing, reporting on the general life of the region, smoothing over 
any intemal conflicts to present a unified view of life "in its typical 



expressions." There is no po& after dl, in regional writing if it takec 
apart the region it is supposed to be creating. (54) 

Accordhg to this definition? a text is "regional'? if it discusses a given region, reporting 

on the "general life" of the region. My study draws upon this definition of regional 

literature, and, by the same token, 1 define a regional writer as one who shows an 

attachment to a particular place, and who writes about the "general life" of this place. 

Marjone Pryse, in "Writing out of the Gap: Regionalism, Resistance, and 

Relational Reading" (1997), points out fürther complexities of the terms involved in 

regionalist discourse. She offers a feasible explanation for the parochial connotations 

that have been given to the word "region:" 

The very etymology of the word region reminds us that regions exist 
within, and are subordinated by, some other rule. Region derives fiom 
the Latin root, regere. to rule-as do the words rex and realm, those 
rhetoncai and political entities that perfom the act of subjugation on the 
region. (22) 

Thus, though the sense of region may stem Erom an individual or group's experience with 

a cornmon geogmphy, implications of inferiority or subjugation factor into the discussion 

as soon as the word "region" is applied to this geography. Such negative connotations 

are absent fiom the terrns "place" and "area'?; however, even "locality" has taken on a 

pejorative connotation. David Martin indicates that the term "local colour" implies a 

view of regional life from the 'out-side' and an attitude of condescension toward it, while 

'regionalisrn? implies a view of regional life fiom the 'inside' and an attitude of sympathy 

toward it" (36). 1 agree with this definition, since it is true that "local colour" has become 

a term of condescension. I also wish to use Martin's definition of "regionalisrn,'' since it 



places this term as a synonym for "regional association." In this sense? "regionalism" 

refers to the same sort of comection to the land as does "regional." A source of much 

debate over regionalism is that this term has also come to be used io describe those who 

take part in a discourse that is often political. This more political defuiition of 

regionalism refers to the practice of definhg diEerences betweer, regions or between a 

given region and a cultural or political center. One does not need to have a regional 

to take part in regionalism by this definition, since -the act of comparing 

regions dong social or political lines - fiom any standpoint - equates to a f o m  of 

regionalism. 

We find, then, that the definitions of the tenn "regionalism" cm be arranged into 

a sort of spectnim. On one side of this spectnun are those who feel that regionalism can 

develop fiom factors intemal to the region, such as the individual's relationship with 

geography George Woodcock. for exarnple, voices a "confederal" description of 

regionalism when he suggests that the multiple regions of Canada are constructed as 

goups of individuals find a sense of community through their cornrnon experience with a 

specific geographical space at a given time. He feels that regions constructed in this way 

are "organic as coral reef' ("Time and Space" 3 1). Toward the middle of the specuum 

we find more recent participants in regionalist discourse, who have come to place more 

emphasis on the cuItural aspect of regional formation. For exarnple, Majorie Pryse 

upholds that both a regionos geography and the culture found therein play important roles 

in creating a sense of region. She argues that the landscape reflects the society that 

inhabits it in the same way that humans reflect the landscape in which they live (19). 

While time and place play seminal roles in the shaping of a given culture, that culture's 



interaction with nature alters the Iandscape which, in tm, continues to define the 

region's society. The cycle that Pryse defmes places culture as an important aspect of 

regional identiw however, Pryse remains close to the confederal side of the spectrum 

because, by her defuiition, one c m  obtain regional consciousness - regionalism - fiom 

the cuIture and g e o p p h y  within the region. Janice KuIyk Keefer's Under Eastern Eyes 

(2987) also exhibits a similar confederd approach: 

'Maritime writers' [are] those artists whose work reveals a strong 
imaginative involvement with and cornmitment to the region. The minds 
of such writers are either saturated (as in the case of Buckler, Raddall, 
Richards) or ironically gripped (as with MacLennan and MacLeod) by the 
Maritimes - their work reveals the kind of eyes the region gives to a 
writer; the kind of things those eyes are compelled to notice and to 
represent. (5) 

She continues to Say that a Maritime writer engages in "making [the reader] 'see' - 

selecting, out of the welter of phenomena, impressions, actions, and events, those things 

that have a peculiar resonance for the writer and have been habitually overlooked by the 

reader" (7). Keefer's definition of Maritime writers does not involve a fonn of 

opposition or anti-centrism; therefore, we see that those who gravitate toward this side of 

the regionalism spectrum uphold a definition of regionalism that does not invoIve 

comparing the region to a cultural or political center. The "cor&ederaI" mode1 of 

regionalism, then, refers to a brand of regional association that stems fiom the 

individual's experience with a specific time and place. 

At the other end of the spectrum, we find the 3-elational" and political definitions 

of regionalism. Herb Wyile, in "Regiondism, Post-Nationalism, and Post-Colonialism: 

The Case of Canadian Literature(s)" (1998), suggests that more recent approaches to 



regionalism? "influenced by poststructuralist theories of marginality and difference, tend 

to emphasize the delineation of region in relation to what lies outside if'' (np). Members 

of ùiis camp posit that regionalism comes into being only in relation to larger ideological 

debates, such as nationalism or anti-nationalism, post colonialism, and globalization. 

According to Riegel and Wyile, 

in the last twenty years, economic, political and cultural developments 
have prompted a renewed focus on regionalism. Decentraiization, 
regional consciousness, and a growing suspicion of institutional 
nationalism. combined with the development of a global economy and a 
more eclectic international culture, have undermined the cohesion of the 
nation-state. The rationalizing effects of a global market economy have 
put pressures on local economies and cultures, throwing increasing 
attention on culture and politics at the regional level, and forcing a 
redefinition of the notion of comrnunity. (xii) 

Here, Riegel and Wyile suggest that the region is defined ix relation to larger, political 

forces, and that the 'tenewed focus on regiondism" has indirectly "undermined the 

cohesion of the nation-state." Nonetheless, they hold onto the notion that a region is ''a 

more organic alternative to the nation-state with its arbitrary borders?' (x). E. R. Forbes, 

in ChaZZenging the Regional Stereotype (1989), also takes on a "center vs. magin'' tone, 

as he describes how popular culture has perpetuated Maritime stereotypes: 

Both popular and scholarly literatwe has tended to se& explmations for 
the [Maritime] region's economic difficulties in deficiencies in the local 
people and their institutions - the iiblarne the victim" syndrome as the late 
David AIexander often called it. Explanations suggesting lack of an 
entrepreneurial spirit, a lazy and poorly educated work-force and an 
excessively timid business cornmunity have drawn more fiom the myth of 
regional conservatism than from any serious study of the history of the 
region. (1 0) 



Forbes goes on to suggest that stereotyping is a large factor in regionalist debate, and that 

regionalist writing usually cdls for a breaking d o m  of regional stereotypes in an attempt 

to improve external conceptions of the region (12). According to Forbes, then, 

regionalist writing carries a political weight. 

Frank Davey, in his essay, "Toward the Ends of Regionalism" (1997): goes even 

M e r  toward the political end of the spectnun as he suggests that regionalists purposely 

place themselves in opposifion to larger forces: 

Regionalisms develop the appearance of having %aturalYo boundaries - an 
inside and outside - as if these boundaries were beyond culture. Appeds 
are constructed to the landscape and climate to explain cultural foms  and 
customs. What is often obscured in these various constructions are the 
politically oppositional aspects of regionalism: that regionalism is cultural 
rather than geographic, and represents not geography itself but a 
strategically resistant mapping of geography in which historic and 
economic factors play large but largely unacknowledged parts. (4) 

According to Davey, regions are like nation-states in that they are cultural, political 

constructs. Although Davey recognizes that Canada is more separated regionally than 

any other country (2). he does not attribute this regional separation to geographic 

diversity; instead, he feels that the geography is used as a sign to conceal ideology (3). 

He goes on to explain that the sense of regional cornmunity, especially when used in a 

political fashion, cornes at the expense of the differences existing within the region (Le. 

ethnic, religious, differences in age and sex). This recalls Alison Calder's indication that 

regional literature "smooth[es] over any interna1 conflicts to present a unified view of life 

'in its typical expressions"' (54). Likewise, Jonathan Hart notes that the attempt to define 

a sense of local community at the regional level is often pi l ty of re-inscribing 

stereotypes of women, blacks, and natives (115). Thus, we see that the region has 



recently received the same criticism as did the nation for assuming a sense of cornmunity 

among its inhabitants. Linda Hutcheon, on the other hand, suggests that the growth of 

regionalism in the postmodern context has highlighted divisions within regions: 

The postmodem has . . . translated the existing emphasis on regionalism in 
literature, for example, into a concern for the different, the local, the 
particular - in opposition to the uniform, the universal, the centralized. 
The emphasis is the same, but the terms of reference anà context have 
changed. (1 9) 

As Hutcheon indicates, the shift fi-om nationalism to regionalisrn continues. Participants 

in this discourse have corne to ficus not only upon rnarginalized regions, but also 

marginalized people within these regions. Davey suggests that regionalists have 

traditionally tended to ignore such differences witiiin the region in order to create the 

appearance of a united front when addressing the nation-state: the region's "other" (4). 

We see that those who focus upon regionalism as ideology tend to use such terms 

as "other," "tenter," and "margin" in their discourse: 

the major characteristic that regionalisms share with colonies is the sense 
that power over them resides and is wielded elsewhere. In al1 the large 
Canadian regionalisms can be found strong resentments toward what the 
regionalist advocates perceive as the oppositional other, whether this be 
the Atlantic belief that "Ottawa" has mismanaged Atlantic fishstocks, a 
Maritime belief that strangers have taken over Maritime cities and their 
commercial institutions . . . (Davey, "Toward the Ends of Regionalisrn'' 
11) 

Davey's identification of Ottawa as the target of Maritime regionalist sentiment shows 

that the extreme cases of relational and political regionalism share mucli in cornmon with 

postcolonialism. Wyile identifies how the term "postcolonial" can be applied to recent 

Canadian literature: 



In most parts of the world, multinational corporations, through direct 
invesûnent, indirect (and direct) influence on policy, and the sale of 
consumer products, exert a control analogous to that of Europe during 
hi& colonialisrn, and even in a rniddle power like Canada one effect of 
an international corporate culture that privileçes the bottom Iine has been 
decreasing govemment fhding and enthusiasm for arts and culture and 
increasing reliance on corporate sponsorship -- thus M e r  fiaying the 
nationd affiliation of artists and wrïters.. . (np) 

Here, one sees that postcolonialism and regionalism are related through their common 

lack of national affiliation. Wyile goes on to defme the difference between regionalist 

texts and postcolonial writing: 

To assert a direct equation between regionalist and postcolonial writing 
and criticism is a dubious gesture, since the larger political, economic, 
historical, and cultural contexts in which that writing occurs are 
substantially different. Though writers such as David Adams Richards, 
Jack Hodgins, and Robert Kroetsch may foreground the marginality and 
the sense of politicd and cultural difference of the respective regions of 
which they write, their work is certainly of a different order fiom, Say, 
Chinua Achebe's Things Full Apart, Colin Johnson's Dr. Wooreddy, or, 
for that matter, Tirnothy Findley's The Wars. Despite the anticentrism of 
much so-called regionalist writing, regionalisrn, at least in Canada, hardly 
constitutes the kind of political, historical. and cultural deconstnictive 
project in which most critics see postcolonial writing as engaging centre- 
margin relationships. (np) 

According to Wyile? only in its most extreme examples does regionalism equate to 

Thus far, 1 have discussed the notion of regionalism in largely abstract terms. 1 

would now like to outline the position Richards occupies in the discourse of regionalism. 

As 1 will discuss in greater detail in the following three chapters, Richards's early work is 

characterized by a sort of confederal regionalism, as defined by Woodcock, Pryse and 

Kulyk Keefer. By Siis model, one sees that the region does not have to be created in 



relation to the nation state, or any larger discourse such as post-colonialism or 

globalization. In Chapter 2, I use BZood Ties to demonstrate that the region's geography 

and culture play a large role in Richards's early novels, and that the sense of regiond 

identity, or Ssaturat[ion]" (to borrow Keefer's word), in BZuod Ties cornes fiom within 

the region, and not fkom the practice of comparing the region with the worid that lies 

outside it In Siis novel, Richards's characters appear to have little knowledge of the 

outside world, just as his narrators take a sirnilar position, existing within, yet on the 

margins of the society of which they are a part. Aldiough, in Blood Ties. Richards 

discusses a single region, he does not include specific details of place. By avoiding such 

details, Richards maintains a geôt ded of universality. lnstead of focusing upon specific 

details a ~ d  issues within the region, Richards focuses upon the consciousnesses of his 

characters. The subjectivity of this narrative will be seen to combine with such universal 

themes as growing old, finding love, and fitting in, to produce a novel that fits the 

confederal mode1 of regionalisrn, but that is primarily interested in the conveyance of a 

universal brand of mordis-. 

In Chapter 3 , I  use For Those Who Nunr The Wuunded Down as an exarnple of a 

transitional text, to show how, as Richards's career progresses, his regionalisrn begins to 

involve an increasing awareness of outside influences. Here, Richards's narrator and his 

characters are more aware of their relationship to the world outside the region. The 

subject rnatter of this text is less universal, since details of place are more frequently 

introduced. The rekrences to places outside the region, and to the forces that çovem the 

region, indicate a form of relational regionalisrn. By the sarne token, Richards has shifted 

from his earlier subjective approach to a more objective narrative stance. While the 



subjectivity of BZood Ties allows a greater focus on the individual as an active subject in 

society? the objective stance in For Those Who Hunt the Wounded Down places 

increasing focus on ~ h e  specific social conditions under which Richards's characters live. 

Richards's objective approach presents the characters as objects that are affected by 

specific social conditions. The increased specificity of place and time in Wounded 

produces a less universal tone, as the region becomes more defined in terms of what 

surrounds it. 

In Chapter 4, my discussion of Mercy Among rhe Children outlines how, in his 

most recent text, Richards displays a form of political regionalism, which at times takes 

on a postcolonial flavor. Although Richards employs a first person narrator in this novel, 

we see that the shifi from subjectivity to objectivity has continued, and has brought about 

an increasing focus upon the specific social and political conditions under which the 

characters live. Often, in his later novels, when Richards criticizes certain institutions or 

cultural centers' he does so as a response to those who have misinterpreted his earlier 

texts. Ironically, then? Richards takes part in the ideological/politicd brand of 

regionaIism through his act of resisting his classification as a regionalist. Howevtr, 

despite the political nature of Richards's more recent novels? it will be seen that the same 

universal brand of mordity found in Blood Ties is at work in Mercy. 

Having outlined how 1 plan to classi& Richards as a regionalist, 1 would like to 

clariQ my argument by saying that Richards is not primarily a regionalist. 1 disagree 

with Wyile's suggestion that Richards "foreground[s] the marginality and the sense of 

political and cultural difference" (np) of his region. Certainly, political and cultural 

differences are evident, especially in Richards's later works; however, 1 argue these 



differences are not Richards's primary interest. Instead? 1 will show that Richards 

foregrounds a sense of rnorality. In "Firing the Literary Can(n)on: Liberal Pluralism. 

Social Agency and David Adams Richards's Miramichi TriloW' (1997)- Christopher 

Armstrong and Herb Wyile define the mordity of Richards's works by suggestinç that 

his novels "place under suspicion reason? causality. and larger complexes of social 

meaning, privileging instead spontaneity, chance and un-self-consciousness" (6). My 

discussion of Richards's rnorality focuses upon three rzcurring themes, or subjects: social 

institutions, farnily, and nature. Specifically, 1 will be looking at these three elements in 

reiationship to the moral concepts of "spontaneous" and "determinedY action. Richards 

insists that the "whole idea [in his novels] is that the underlying humanity of a human 

being continually fiees him. and that determined action never does'? (qtd. in Scherf, 

"Interview" 160). Armstrong and Wyile elaborate on this division between determined 

and spontaneous action: 

Such a philosophical world-view obviously discounts the 
possibility that "determined action" - which appears to include not only 
persona1 machination but also social reform and state planning - can be a 
force for good in society. (np) 

Ln Richards's works, social institutions are guilty of "determined action," because they 

are founded upon such things as progress, economics, and state control, while fmilies 

are founded upon natural, biological connections, and are more associated with 

"spontaneous" acts of love, selflessness, and compassion. Nature, because of its a-social 

qualities, can be seen as a neutral force; however, because of nature's absence of social 

zignifiers - its "naturalness" - Richards associates positive morals with the natural world. 

He appears to suggest that the individual's potential for goodness, even heroism, is 



greatest when he/she is outside (Le. marginalized fiorn) popular. ';trendy," culture. For 

Richards's characters, then, nature provides an escape fiom culture, or an alternative 

thereto, just as the region's connection to nature. though waning, continues to foster in 

many characters what Richards calls a "rural sensibility." At the risk of making a 

mistake cornmon among Richards's critics - that of reducing his work to stt-uctured 

binaries -1 will show t h a ~  as Richards's career progresses, the notion of spontaneous vs. 

determined action becomes aligned with other bimry pairs that Richards introduces. In 

his early works, the notion of spontaneous action is tied to the natural world, while 

determined action is associated with the negative influences of culture. Richards's region 

is praised for its rural, conservative connection to nature. In Richards's later works, he 

increasingly draws the contrast between the conservative, rural region and the progressive 

urban influences it encounters. This contrast, in its most extreme circumstances, borders 

upon the sort of margin vs. center division one fmds in postcolonial discourse. Thus. it 

can be said that the rnorality in Richards's work has a "universal" flavor, but that, as his 

career progresses, it becomes increasingly tied to his regionalism. 

Scholars and critics often see Richards's moralist writing as an example of 

conservatism. Armstrong and Wyile suggest that Richards's trilogy (Nights Below 

Station Street [1988], Evening Snow WiZl Bring Such Pence [1990], and For Those Who 

Hunt the Wounded Down 119931) is deliberately out of step with prevailing social thought 

and literary taste. Arguably, a certain amount of conservatism is to be expected in the 

literature of this region, considenng the region's remainine roots in simple economics: 

farms, fish, and trees. Alden Nowlan explains: 



The twentieth century came very late for rural Maritimes. In the 1930s 
my native place couldnSt have been much different from what it was in 
the 1 8 8 0 ~ ~  except that the ships had vanished Iong ago and the !urnbering 
was petering out, so that most people were poorer than their grand-parents 
had been. We had no telephone, no electricityt no central heating and no 
plumbing except a primitive kitchen sink. (qtd. in Kulyk Keefer 10) 

Perhaps the Maritime region has traditionally been "behind" other parts of Canada, in 

terms of technology and economy; however? Richards does not see this as a problem. 

many ways, he sees this as worth celebrating, since it creates an existence less controlled 

by what he sees as shdlow, progressive thought. George Woodcock sees this 

"stubbomess" as a trait that has aliowed this region to hold ont0 its l i t e r q  culture better 

than any other region, Save for Quebec ("Time and Space" 36). 



Chapter 2: Bbod Ties (1976) 

"I'm not sure what a defiriitive work of mine would be. I'd probably 
have to fa11 back on BIood Ties, 1 probably would, and Say that's a good 
place to start." 

- David Adams Richards (qtd. in Sherf, "Interview?' 158) 

BZood Ties, a definitive exarnple of Richards's early work displays a form of 

confederal regionalism, or a sense of regional association that is constructed fiom the 

individual's experience within a given region. In this novel, the consciousness of 

Richards's characters and his narrator does not extend beyond regional boundaries, and 

their association with the region stems fiom their interaction with the region's çeography 

(nature) and culture at a given time. Because of this, BIood Ties does not exhibit the sort 

of political didacticism that arises when comparing one's region to another region, or to a 

cultural or political center. Instead, 1 uill show that this novel primarily conveys a search 

for moral values that can be best outlined by examining nature, farnily, and social 

institutions in relation to the moral division behveen the notions of spontaneous and 

determined action, as defined in the previous chapter. 

In many ways, BIood Ties is about change. The novel revolves around the 

members of the MâcDmot  t'amily, Maufat, Irene? Orville, Cathy and Leah. These 

characters deal with the universal changes of life: growing oId, losing loved ones, 

coming-of-age, leaving home, finding love, and forging a place for themselves in their 

society. We are often made to follow the story backwards in time, as various characters 

remember and relive moments from their past, or as the narrator provides exposition in 

the form of a retrospective digression. Sometimes these "flashbacks" are set apart by 

italics, but often they are not. This leads to confusion on the part of the reader, who must 



detemine which pronouns refer to which characters, and which p a m p p h s  are in the 

present and which are part of a flashback. The overall result is a retrospective and 

f iapented  narrative, which, 1 argue, is modemist for its representation of a society that 

is breaking down and Iosing its sense of center. According to Michael Levenson. in The 

Cambridge Cornpanion to Modernism (1999), "figures of nihilism, of degeneration and 

despair'' (4-5) are comrnon in modemist art, as are representations of lost faith and the 

groundlessness of value (5). BZood Ties is particulariy modemist for its depiction of a 

place in which something (though we are never told specifically what) has gone wrong to 

brîng about a fdl, or, as Philip Milner puts it, the "disintegration" (201) of the society. 

Furthemore, Richards shows that, in this society, it has becorne difficult for hurnans to 

find real "goodness" or "heroisrn," since the standards by which this heroism might be 

judged do not exist, or, if they do exist, they are no longer respected. By comparing the 

past with the present, in terms of the changing role of family moral values, the changing 

relationship between hurnankind and nature, and the changing position of social 

institutions in the Iife of the individual, one can see how Richards praises selfless, 

spontaneous goodness, and hope. Al1 of these are becoming increasingly difficult to End. 

The past, then, becomes a romanticized time - a golden age - characterized by a stronger, 

more centered society, a more traditional family, more idealized natural surroundings, 

and a stronger sense of rnorality. 

Richards also depicts such changes as waning economic prospenty and shrinking 

population. Richards's cntics, upon encountenng discussion of unemployrnent and 

despair arnong the characters of Richards's novels, have assurned that Richards is voichg 

typical politically regionalist sentiment on behalf of his region. William Connor, in 



Toming  of Winter, Coming of Age: The Autumnal Vision of David Adams Richards's 

First Novel" (1984), notes that arnong cntics of Richards's early work, 

n i e  prevailing view is that Richards' primary aim is social cnticism of 
his native region and that he accomplishes this end by depicting it as a 
soul-killing cultural backwater. While his success in depicting the 
limitations of the Miramichi Region is generally admitted. most critics 
suggest that his art is lirnited by his subject matter and intention. (32) 

One may infer that the region's relative poverty and sense of hopelessness have come 

about with decreasing trade by sea, exhaustion of natural resources, and the waning role 

of the railroad, which once represented lucrative trade with centrai Canada. Perhaps 

cntics have assumed Richards to be a politically charged voice because he writes about a 

region that has long been active in relational/political forrns of regionalism. As E. R. 

Forbes suggests, 

Maritimers have sometimes worked together effectively to defend their 
interests while at others their failure to do so was a factor in the reverses 
suffered. An exarnple of success in this regard was their sustained drive 
to change the Canadian constitution to better accornrnodate their interests 
- a drive apparent in the regional protest agitation early in the century anci 
maintained, with a few lapses, through until the introduction of the 
"reasonable comparable" clause of the Constitution in 1982. (Regional 
Stereotype 1 1 ) 

In the previous chapter? I cited Frank Davey, who makes note of the long-standing 

Maritime concern that Ottawa h a  mismanaged Atlantic Canada's fishstocks ("Toward 

the Ends of Regionalism" 11). It c m  be said, then, that the Maritimes do take part in a 

margin-center sort of "regionalism;" in fact, Maritime regionalism has become clichéd in 

such a way that many expect regionalist messages to come fiom the literature written in 

this region. Janice Kulyk Keefer suggests that, in fiction, cultural "expressions of 



regional 'spheres of consciousness' usudly go hand in hand with demands for eccnomic 

justice or a degree of autonomy" (23), and that the regional wrÏter is a politically charged 

voice for the "inarticulate and impoverished" (161). Richards would have been 

conscious of movements for Maritime rights; however, in his early work, he does not 

allow a great deal of political commentary to enter uito his novels. He never goes as far 

e ion. as to imply causes for the decline of the r g' 

Although Richards depicts a region that is decaying andlor becoming de-centered, 

the novel is not meant to be a socioeconornic study of the region. Instead, the story 

focuses upon the individuals who exist within this society. Linda Hutcheon, in The 

Canadian Postmoderi? (1 988), explains how a writer's focus on the individual necessarily 

extends to include the society of which he/she is a part: 

But it is a truism of the novel as a mimetic genre that it is set in a 
particular place and time. Given that, what novel would not be regional 
in some way? The density of realistic social and geographical detail in 
David Adams Richards' Faulknerïan novels about the Maritimes have 
earned those works the label of regionalist. ... But surely the very 
specifically rooted Manawaka novels of Margaret Laurence, like those of 
Richards, transcend geography-as do the novels of Joyce, Dickens, and 
Balzac. In the novel fom, it is difficult to write about the individual 
without placing her in a geographical and social setting, and thus writing 
about an entire society, with its communal history and values. (1 95) 

This statement answers those critics who assume that the region takes pnmary focus in 

Richards's early wrîting. Along these same lines, Keefer argues that "al1 art is, in a 

sense, regional - owing its energy and authenticity to the particular physical, cultural, and 

social context which 'authors' it" (30). The use of Miramichi life in Richards's novels 

allows him to deal with farniliar characters acting under famiiiar conditions. Especially 

in his earlier novels, Richards uses this fictionalized region as a vehicle through which he 



voices his moral views. He does not depict the region as a mistreated society in order to 

reveal the nature and results of a troubled political relationship between the federal 

government and the Atlantic Provinces. 

Having argued that Richards' early work has more focus upon the individual than 

upon the region, 1 should also explain how some critics (those whom Richards favors) see 

Richards's works taking on a certain "universal" flavor. In an interview with Sandra 

Martin (2000): Richards describes the universality of his novels: 

"1 think jThomas Hardy] is one of the great novelists of the last century 
and, of course, he sold dick-al1 in his oum life," Richards says. "But so 
did many of the people 1 admire. So did Conrad, so did Emily Brontë. 
The reviews of Wuthering Heights were so condescending and snobby, 
and when you read that book, it is absolutely fiiggïn' brilliant," he says. 
What Richards admires about classic writers like Hardy, Conrad and 
Tolstoy is the saine quality that illuminates his own work: storytelling 
that imbues desperate people in small cornmunities with universal 
significance. His characters are the poor and the downtrodden of his 
native Miramichi, the dreary misfits and ne'er-do-wells of modem social- 
welfare files. Yet his compassion and his love elevate them from the 
pitiable to the iconic. (Martin np) 

Frances Macdonald, in "War of the Worlds: David Adams Richards and Modem Times," 

supports such statements by Richards and Martin. She argues that Richards's characters 

are "certainly locals, they either grow out of the landscape or stand out fiom it, but by 

exploring and making manifest their humanity, he universalizes them'? (1 8). Likewise, in 

"Some Notes on the Development of Regional Fiction in the Maritimes" (19851, Fred 

Cogswell praises Richards for his use of a regional setting to voice universal concerns: 

Richards' novels, using techniques perfected by William Faulkner, 
explore with increasing range and depth the imer lives and characters of 
men and women of al1 ages comprising a society of semi-outcasts to be 
found on the banks of the Miramichi River in New Brunswick. Through 



his imagination, compassion, and honesty displayed over a milieu that he 
knows and loves, and because he seems completely Çee fiom the 
solipsism that jarred in Buckier's work, Richards in literary and hurnan 
terms has already equalled the achievernent of many of his predecessors, 
and I predict with perfect confidence that ultirnately he will be regarded 
as the Maritimes' greatest writer. He ... fiaç proved that regiond 
experience, if expressed rightly, is as valid an equation with universal 
experience as are many others. (200) 

In opposition to such statements by Cogswell, Pryse sJggests that the specificity of 

regional Iiterature necessarily detracts fiom its universaMy (19). The passage quoted 

fiom Cogswell was written in 1985, before Richards had shifted (as 1 will demonstrate) 

from a confederd brand of regionalism to his more recent relational or political sense of 

region. 

1 would argue that, in his early work, Richards does achieve the sort of 

universality Cogswell describes. For this reason, 1 wish to align rnyself with MacDonald 

and Cogswell to suggest that, in Blood Ties, the changes taking place in the region should 

be considered as secondary to the individuai, more "universal" changes Richards 

discusses in the text: birth, coming of age. finding (and keeping) love, and death. Each 

major character in the novel is involved in the everyday stmggle to find, or maintain, a 

place for himherself while being pulled upon by what 1 see as three major areas of 

influence: social institutions, family, and nature. Specifically, Richards associates 

positive family morals and spontaneous action with the region's nature, and he 

distinguishes between the positive influence of family and the negative influence of 

social institutions, which are not connected to the region's nature. We find examples of 

the influence of social institutions in BZood Ties as Richards describes the local church 

and the school, but Richards also presents more generic social influences, such as social 



expectations and codes of conduct. 1 must now qualifi the distinction 1 have draun 

between the family md society, since it is m e  that the family is ultimately a social 

institution - society's "most important institution," according to Susan McDaniel and 

Wendy Mitchinson's "Canadian Family Fictions and Realities: Fast and Present" (1 988) 

(12). 1 will show that Richards frequently aligns the family with nahxe in such a way 

that family values conflict with the influences of society. The very title of the novel 

raises the question of whether the natural blood ties uniting the family are enough to 

withstand the social influences that increasingly pull the family apart. 

Having outlined such an opposition between nature/family and society, 1 should 

mention what 1 see as the comrnon mistake among critics of BZood Ties. Frequently, 

critics oversimpliS the novel by reducing it to structured binary pairs or opposites. For 

example, George Byrne's article, "The Blood Hardened and the Blood Running: The 

Character of Orville in BZood Tiés" (1982), focuses primarily upon the divisions between 

men and women, and good and evil in the novel. Richards sees this sort of division as the 

"most deplorable way of dl" to approach his witing (qtd. in Scherf, "Interviewr?' 159). 

William Connor's response to Byrne's article (1983) identifies the flaws in Byrneos 

reading of the text: 

Byrne builds his argument for Orville's centrality on unfounded 
assurnptions that implicitly diminish the novel. For example, he takes for 
granted that most of the main characters can readily be tagged "good- or 
"evil,'' which tends to deny their psychologicai complexity. (142) 

Yet even Connor is guilty of oversimplifying Richards's works. In "The River in the 

Blood: Escape and Entrapment in the Fiction of David Adams Richards'' (1 986), Comor 

rerninds us once more that "the characters are more complex psychologically than has 



generalIy been allowed, even though their me-to-life inarticulateness tends to dispise 

this complexity'? (270); however, he still tends to divide the characters into two groups: 

those who Ieave the region, and those who "cannot bring themselves to go" (273). 

Looking more closely at BIood Ties, one sees that the narrative strategy of the novel 

creates a great deal of ambiguity as to what Richards sees as "good" and what he sees as 

"bad," or "evil," and this arnbiguity makes such structured readings of the text difficult. 

In Blood Ties, the narrator is remarkable for the position he takes in relation to the 

characters. This narrator stands outside of the story and has access to the thoughts of the 

characters, but, at the same time, remains attached to them in such a way that the 

narrator's sphere of consciousness is only as large as theirs is. This limited omniscience 

allows for the appearance of passivity in the narrator's telling of the tale, since much of 

the narrative is made up of the thoughts of the characters. In an interview with EIlison 

Robertson, Richards outlines a trend in his writing career by which he shifis fiom a 

subjective to an andytical style: 

Blood Ties was quite subjective, and l*yical 1 suppose you could Say. The 
last three or four books have been more analytical, with a narrative 
overview that is more objective. 1 suppose that's the biggest change, and 1 
think most writers experience that when they get older: they become more 
objective: tend to have more narrative or more of a narrative overview, so 
that' s probabl y the only change. Philosophically, 1 haven' t changed very 
much in my view of things. (np) 

Richards suggests that his "view of things" has not changed "very much." This is in line 

with my argument since I will show that Richards's moral views do not appear to change 

throughout his career. Furthermore, the subjectivity of Richards's early works suggests 

that Richards is more concerned with the psychology of his characters, and their moral 



values, than with the regon in which these characters live. This helps to maintain a hi& 

level of uni ver sali^, since the reader is able to associate with the characters who have 

experiences that are not necessarily unique to a given region. The novel is virtually fiee 

of political didacticism (as 1 will show); however, a sense of morality remains. It is 

important that the characters seem to take an active role, not only in telling the story, but 

also in passing judgment upon the moral issues of the novel. By making his characters - 

not his narrator - take such an active role in passing judgment, Richards avoids the 

appearance of preaching. His own moral views are filtered through, and distorted by, his 

characters and his narrator in such a way that he becomes detached fiom the issues of the 

novel. 

A dominant issue in the novel is the change that has occurred in the region. 

Richards constantly provides evideme of this change by comparing the present 

disintegration of the region with the more prosperous past. Many glimpses of this former 

time corne through the character of Annie. Annie is comected to an age in which the 

Church played a more rneaningful, idedized role in the life of her family: "M%en Annie 

tcsed to corne they rented their pews; Annie had the pew dosest on the lep" (86). 

Furthermore, Annie remembers a tirne when the relationship between society and nature 

fostered economic prosperity in the region: '-You know, I've lived to see long rafts on 

this river-I've lived to see long logs on this river-I've lived to see pulp drives on this 

river-and now I've lived to see nothin on this river?' (256). The remnants of her 

family's barns only remind the young generations of their region's former prosperity: 

"Now there was nothing but the remainder of the roof, and the grass that grew about it 

greener than the rest. The roof looking srnaller than it had when they cIimbed upon it . . ." 



(78). Finally, Amie's larger home represents what used to be a thriving, happy family: 

"[TJhe quiet soundless porch emptied of al1 that used to be there, emptied of the vases 

and chairs and tables and the life those objects gave" (10). The more prosperous age to 

which these quotations refer has long passed by the time the novel's primax-y action 

begins, but by scattering glimpses of the region's heyday throughout the novel. Richards 

is able better to outline the decline that has come to pass. The narrator's sense of history 

in the novel extends only as far as Amie remembers the past. Because the consciousness 

of the narrator and the characters alike is limited to a single time and a single place, a 

form of codederal regionid association characterizes the novel. Richards's later texts 

wilI exhibit an awareness of the region in relation to extenor influences, as well as a 

greater understanding of the history of this region, and this will equate to relational: and 

Iater political, brands of regionalism. 

The young generation of the novel is the greatest victim of the change that has 

taken place within the region. Indeed, children are ofien the focus of Richards's novels, 

and BZood Ties is no exception, since it centers on Cathy and Orville MacDurmot, 

Annie's grandchildren, who are coming of age. I wish to consider Blood Ties as an 

exarnple of a bildungsroman, with Cathy and O r d e  as its central figures. Much of the 

novel's conflict stems from their attempts to define places for themselves in a region that, 

because of the disintegration that has occurred. does not offer them many positive role 

models, or opportunities to excel. The struggle in which Cathy and Orville are a part - 

the central conflict of the novel - is essentially that of development and of holding ont0 

goodness in the face of the surrounding social forces that make this difficult. 

Specifically, I will show that this society has changed in such a way that farnily values 



have begun to disktepte; social institutions fail to take the place of the f'amily; and 

society, as a whoIe, has shrunk, leaving few opportunities for the region's youth. 

We most often view the region through Cathy's eyes, and much of the novel 

revolves around her relationship with her boyfiend.. John, and her desire to leave the 

region. It c m  be argued that Cathy is the protagonist of the novel; however, for the 

purpose of my study. 1 will focus more upon Orville, for the following reasons: Firstly, 

Orville, at thirteen, is younger than Cathy? so he is now dealing with many of the issues 

that she has already experienced. This is to Say that Orville struggles with the influences 

of society, f d l y ,  and nature more than any other character (including Cathy). 

Secondly, the fact that Orville is a male character who is misunderstood by those around 

him gives h m  much in cornmon with Jerry Bines and Lyle Henderson, the central fibwes 

of For Those Who Hunt the Wounded DOM%? and Mercy Arnorg the Children respectively. 

My focus upon Orville wiI1, therefore, allow me to make stronger connections between 

the three novels of my study. FinalIy, Orville is more characteristic of a biZdungsroman 

character simply because, in the course of the novel, he undergoes more changes than any 

other character, including Cathy. Though 1 will focus upon Orville, one can see that the 

hvo characters react in similar ways to the influences they encounter fiom their society 

and from their family. 

Positive moral values corne to Cathy and Orville primarily through their mother, 

Irene, the embodiment of al1 that is good in the family as an institution. Her selflessness 

and love are evident throughout the novel as she takes care of her own children, her old 

and dying mother, and her grandchild. The scene that best defines Irene as the central 

figure of the farnily comes early in the novel as she takes Cathy with her to Annie's 



house. In this episode, Irene plays the role of the mother to both Cathy and Annie, who 

has reached a second infancy. (Irene changes and washes Annie' and feeds her baby 

food.) Here Irene's positive influence can be seen reflscted in the actions of her 

daughter, Cathy: 

"How are you today?" [Cathy] asked. 
She knew that there would be no answer. When was the Iast red answer 
given she couldn't remernber. But she knew that she must Say 
something, or even without knowing it at al1 spoke, perhaps through 
kindness not for the woman but for her mother or herself. But she knew 
that there could be no answer. not more than the face lifting, tilting 
slightly sideways at their entrance as if jerking her head upwards at 
something completely unexpected. The sad human face jerking md 
bobbing, the radio on the windowsill and she in the chair with cushions 
by the stove. (1 1) 

Richards demonstrates how Irene's caring has been passed on to Cathy, and he also 

makes a particular effort to connect these three characters as three generations of one 

farnily. Instead of referring to the three characters by name, he ofien refers to Annie as 

"the old one" (18) in such a way as to suggest that the three women are differentiated 

only by age. George Byme points to the white moles above the eyeIids of Annie, Irene, 

and Leah as a signifier of such a familial comection (601, and 1 suggest that Richards's 

reference to Cathy's first menstmal period M e r  connects the women in the family: 

'What's wrong?" 
Y need a bandage 1 pess." 
And then Irene was frightened of sornething-of herself. Then 

she said: 
T o m e  here, 1'11 get you something, okay?" 
And Cathy said "Okay" and her mother never watched her with 

her eyes, kept avoiding her altogether. But they both knew what it was, 
how it would be hereafter. Then the next day there was a small pamphlet 
on her bed. (1 3-4) 



1 list the m e n s t d  cycle as being among the novel's many instances of blood ties, since 

Richards uses this cycle to unite the women of the novel on a biological level. In doing 

so? he establishes the matdineal farnily as the most natural of social institutions. 

The role of the faniily is somewhat more complicated in Orville's self-definition 

than it is in Cathyts. As George Byrne suggests, 

A closer reading of this highly poetic novel reveals that the oniy hope for 
the community (as it is presented) lies wïth Orville. There is hope in his 
discovery of himself, of his place, and of his tnie feelings. and most of dl ,  
in his discovery of the importance of blood ties, which is r e d y  what the 
novel is about. (55) 

While it is perhaps hyperbolic to view Orville as the "the only hope for the comrnunity," 

Orville's discovery of blood ties is sipificant, since it is one of the few instances of hope 

in what becomes a rather bleak conclusion to the novel. Orville's discovery of the 

irnpo~~ance of blood ties is a dificult one, and it takes the entire length of the story, 

possibly because, as Richards presents it, Orville's society is opposed to family values in 

many ways. For exarnple, Richards shows that, while Irene is a good mother to Orville, 

his relationship to her is antithetical to his acceptance by his society: 

When he went along the path in the darkness he began to run, hearing his 
own breathing, hearing the woods, hearing the car as it traveled the shore 
road. He clutched his red trunks with his right hand. Then he thought of 
his eye and stopped d n g .  Irene said: "Yozî watch that eye, " ivhen he 
was playing tvith the knqe on the l m n  with Edmund. hene said: "You 
watch that eye, " when he was going fishing with Edn~und and J e r a d  
Irene said: " You watch that eye; i f ' s  the onIy one you got, you know rhat 
notv. " Then she said: " E h u n d ,  you be careful of Orville; tviZZ you be 
careful of Orville? " And Edmund said: " Yes " that way and he said: "1 
ain 't goin fishin, " and went back inside with Irene saying: "why aren 't 
you gonna go-go on, why aren 't ya gonna go? and Jerard aird Edmzrnd 
waiting jus1 outside the door. (60) 



Onille was born with a bad eye and has worn a patch his whole life. This sjmbol of 

difference appears to be responsible for Omille's difficülty in society. Furthemore, 

episodes like the one quoted invnediately above, which have corne about because of 

Orville's patch, may be responsible for Orville's desire to separate himself from his 

family. He ofken locks k s e l f  in his room and fmds escape through buming candles and 

listening to the radio. Despite what appear to be loving ties between OrvilIe and his 

family, we see evidence of alienation between them. 

This same dienation exists between ail of the family members. For example, 

while hene and Cathy share a common understanding (;;they both knew what it was, how 

it would be heredter" [14]), they do not comunicate their understanding in words 

("..-the next day there was a small pamphlet on her bed" [I4]). Sirnilarly, Annie has 

gown so old and feeble that she cannot communicate at all. The alienation that Richards 

illustrates within the househoId suggests that the role of the family in society has 

decreased. 1 argue that Richards laments ihis loss wishes to reaffixm the family's 

importance as a social institution. Frances MacDonald, in "War of the WorIds: David 

Adams Richards and Modern Times," accurately describes Richards's use of the family 

in his novels: 

Although we have to admit that fâmilies are not always the best protectors 
of the interests of al1 their members, rnost of us still believe that by and 
large they are, and it is difficult to find evidence of any widespread 
superiority of other institutions, state or church, in providing a safe and 
caring place for children to thrive. For al1 tlie weaknesses and faults of 
the system, it seems that we take better care of our own than we do of 
strangers, or than strangers do of us. Even if the ways of our fainily don? 
make sense to outsiders, more often than not, they prove to be better for 
us than the ways of another family not our own, or of a public institution 
that takes on the role of the farnily. (22) 



To take MacDonald's reading one step M e r ,  1 argue that Richards sees pubiic 

institutions as having specific social agendas that are based upon economic and political 

foundations, and are often dedicated to change, while families are founded upon bioIogy, 

and good families are founded on love. In Richards's later work, social institutions play 

a more prominent role' as we see examples ofjails, hospitais, courts, police departments, 

universities, social workers, and govemmental agencies. Here. however. Richards does 

not talk extensively about such organizations. Perhaps this is because they are not a large 

part of his experience as he writes this novel. It appears that when Richards w~ote BIood 

Ties, he had not yet become as cynical concerning these aspects of society as he had by 

the tirne he was writing For Those who Hunt the Wounded Down, for example. 

In Blood Ties, we do find Richards using churches and schools as examples of 

social influences that pale by cornparison to the positive infiuence of the  fmily. We see 

the shortcomings of social institutions when we examine Orville's and Cathy's 

experiences with organized religion and with their school. Both of these institutions are 

representative of the negative change, if not the disintegration. that has corne to pass in 

the region. For example, the Church no longer functions as a centering force because it 

has lost its comection to pure religion. As Cathy and Orville grow, they begin to see that 

the Church, as an institution, fails to provide them with positive vdues: 

It was so strange. Even to himself he couldn't admit that at one 
time he had wanted to be on the altar. That being on the altar seemed to 
him the greatest possible thing-and every Sunday he would go into the 
vestry after mass. First he would kneel by the altar r a i h g  and Say, "Hail 
Mary full of grace, the Lord be with Thee." Then he would genuflect, 
light a candle below the statue of Mary and Joseph with the little Christ. 
He would be hoping the priest would be watching-and then he would 
clirnb the stairs to the vestry, the stairs and the vestry smelling older than 
any other place' filled of the taste of the brown wood. The altar boys 



themselves towered over him-and it seemed to him at the tirne that 
being one of them was the greatest thing in the world, as if nothing else 
was better-as if being one of them (the way they took off their sneakers 
and threw them in the wooden sneaker boxes, and pushed each other 
abom and undid their surplices and soutanes and hurg them lazily)-that 
being one of them was the most important thing he could do. Because 
Irene said, when they wore the red garments- "Don? they look good!" 
(1 57) 

This passage exhibits Orville's views on the Church as they change throufhout the novel. 

We see that his desire for approval fiom his mother and fiom the pnest was what 

originally led him to become an altar boy; however, as he grows, he begins to see through 

the shiny exterior of the priest: 

The priest grunted and coughed, took a handkerchief ffom his sleeve and 
spit into it. His face was yellowed and wrinkled and tired. He rnumbled 
something to Orville but Orville didn't hear him. Then he rnurnbled 
again. 

"What?" Orville said. 
"1 said-afier the next storm, you'd think someone would corne 

domm here and shovel out my walk-instead of me having to wade up to 
my knees to get over here." (158) 

The priest's yellow skin is stained Iike the "piss yellow" (245) ice of the bay. This 

symbolizes the priest's irnpurity and- draws attention to the disparity between religious 

beliefs and the role of the Church, especially when cornpared to the pure white candles 

Orville steak from the church to burn in his roorn. These candles are symbolic of the 

unstained religion that Orville saw in his y o d .  As Orville cornes to see the 

shortcomings of the Church, he uses the candles to create a substitute for organized 

religion in his room. Here, he might find his own sense of faith, fiee fiom the Church's 

pressures and dognm. When 

Orville from his church. As 

Father Lacey catches Orville stealing the candles, he bans 

George Byrne suggests, the priest's failure to forgive is 



exceptionally un-Christian (559, and 1 suggest that his equation of stealing fiom the 

church to stealinç from the Lord only mises the question as to whether the Church can be 

synonymous with God. 

While Orville is just now coming to recognize the darker side of the pnest. Cathy 

has already grown to see the cracks in the Church's veneer. T'le very si& of the local 

church reminds Cathy of the hypocrisy it represents: 

They said the foundation was hard stone and it took a year to dig under it 
deep enough to lay it out, where the charred bones of Indians were found, 
that the workers threw up the stone and dirt and shale, the bone no more a 
part of anything but of the dirt itself, no more than the shale itself. 
Sometimes a bursted skull that the workers found. And the priest then, 
which was a hundred years ago or more, blessed the workers as they dug. 
yet blessed nothing of the bone because the bone was more shale and dirt 
that they threw with their picks and shovels than anything else in 
existence. "Yet it was their sorta church before it was our church,'' Leah 
said. (83-4) 

The ultimate staternent Richards makes is that the Church can be a self-glorifying social 

institution, characterized by what Richards calls "determined action." In Richards's 

novels. selflessness and charity, which should be associated with a true Christian, are 

rarely attributed to any figure connectéd to the Church. 

Richards makes a similar statement about the school that Cathy and Orville 

attend, showing how it does not play for them the role that it should: 

'&If ya c m  do as good as Cathy in school then ya'll be doin sornething," 
Irene said. 'So  she might like school cause 1 don't like school," Orville 
said. "Well ya could do good too,'' Irene said: "1 don? like school," 
Cathy said. "1 used to like it when 1 was yer age but 1 don't like school 
any more." "Well ya do good," Maufat said. "Ya didn't fail a year-ya 
never fai led4rvi l le 's  gonna fail." "He's not gonna fail-now put that 
into his head that he's gonna fail, al1 ya need ta do is put that into his head 
that he's gonna fail!" (143) 



The question may come to mind as to whether failing at school equates ta failhg at life, 

and in this case, the school appears to be unrelated to the sorts of lives Orville and Cathy 

wish to live. The schoolteacher~ as representative of the school as a whole' is like the 

priest in that he is a figure of scorn: 

'&If x equals a to the fi& power," he said. "1s that what you cal1 the fifth 
problem?" 

. . 
'-No, but 1 didn't feel good," she said quickly. 

"Most mornings 1 don't feel good either-most monüngs 1 have to come 
in here and look at people the likes of you," he said. '-But 1 get my work 
done-it would be too bad for me if I didn't." (147) 

Cathy has not completed her homework because her menstnial penod has made her ill. 

Because the social expectations of the school are in direct opposition to the natural 

demands of Cathy's body, this scene brings into question the value of the school's role in 

the individuai's life. The school is no place for Cathy to be when she is sick, since it is a 

social place, based upon outward appearances, radier than the natural or biological: 

She would not go to the sick room-she would go home. because you had 
to lie d o m ,  and the teacher would ask questions about it and then he 
would give you aspirin and make you Lie down. He'd stand in the 
hallways and look back. The door would be open so that a11 the noise 
came in, al1 the noise and the smell of the janitor-polish in the hallway. 
He'd look at you to make sure you were lying down, that you were really 
sick. And when the students passed changing class. or at noon how 
they'd look in, they'd say: "Uliat's wrong n o w - e h  eh, what's wrong 
now?" She would go home-if she was sick she'd go home! (143) 

Home is a place of comfort for Cathy because the fmi ly  is built upon deeper, Ioving 

connections, as opposed to superficial social connections. Irene, as the head of the 

family, is then an ideal role mode1 for Cathy. George Byrne asserts that she is more 



Christian than the priest (59), and the sarne c m  be said about her role as an educator, 

when compared to Cathy's schoolteacher. 

Cathy finds herself virtuall y surrounded b y powerful, admirable female role 

modeis, in the form of Leah, Karen, and Mary - who have stren-gth enough to leave - and 

Irene, who is ultimately in power of her family. These influences on Cathy make her 

sû-uggle less difficult than that of Orville, who has no such positive role mode1 in his life. 

Orville finds himself under the influence of more "old school" male influences, as 

represented by hunting, fighting, and other displays of machisrno. His weakness (his 

patch) often makes it difficult for him to live up to society's expectations of male 

behavior, and it becomes a hindrance to his acceptance by his peers. For example, when 

Orville leaves the house with Edmund and Jerard, Irene draws attention to Orville's patch 

in such a way that he loses the desire to go fishing, which is, stereotypically, a social 

practice of young boys. Later, when OrviIIe and his fnend, Rance, go to the church 

picnic, Orville's lack of depth perception prevents him fiom winning a ring-toss game, 

while Rance proves his manliness by drinking liquor (Orville never drinks)' wiming the 

garne. and, finally, putting Orville down: "Can't ya do nothin?' Rance said. 'Can'tcha do 

nothin?'" (87). 

Orville's experiences with guns - phallic s p b o l s  of male power - also show how 

he does not fit into the roles prescribed for him. In one scene, Orville has taken his 

father's p n  without asking, and when he attempts to hide it under his clothing, he injures 

his body and embarrasses himself in front of his sister and his love interest, Karen. 

He moved a little farther into the drain, trying to put the rifle in now so 
fast that the sight gouged at his thin right leg. "Oh fùck it fuck it 1 don't 
care." He put the rifle in and the rifle stock beneath his shirt. The car was 



coming alongside him and he was doing up his pants, his fiesh thin and 
glaring like bone. It seemed he was bleeding on the leg. "Oh fück it fiick 
it 1 don't care." He could oniy see the car at the corner of his eye. Cathy 
was running up, her woman body with the woman motion ninning. And 
he was tryng to pull up his pants. (57) 

Here, the father's gun fails as a syrnbol of male power for Orville. These passages 

suggest that maleness is something to be displayed through superficial demonstrations of 

"manly" behavior. This tendency for the region's men to value superficial signifiers of 

maleness ultimately draws a divide between actions and characters that are "manly" and 

those who are not. This leads t~ a sense of dienation between members of the society 

because those who are "manly" wish to show their dominance over those who are not. 

George Byrne goes as far as to Say that the men in BZood Ties "destroy the cornmunity 

with their drinking, their inability to comrnunicate, and their attempts to conform to a 

standard of male behavior . . . [while] the women are left to pick up the pieces as best they 

cm, or leave" (55). 1 disagree with this statement, and 1 wish to argue that men, rather 

than destroying their society, are victims of the changes that have occurred in this society 

through no fault of their own. The loss of economic prosperity has made it difficult for 

those who are not well educated to find jobs and assert their power as manly breadwinner 

figures. The traditional male roles are breaking down, and while this may be one of the 

novei's only exarnples of positive change, sadly, the male characters are not adapting to 

this change. 

Orville, as a young male in this society, sees that the men in his life are not ideal 

role models for him. Apart fiom the priest (mentioned above). the major male influences 

upon Orville corne fkom his father, Maufat, his uncle, Cecil' and John Delano. Because 

of their inability to adapt to changes in society, these men have essentially negative 



influences upon OMlle; however, even the characters Byrne offers as representations of 

evil (Cecil and John) have their good qualities. Perhaps the most obvious male influence 

upon O d l e  comes fiom his father. We see that Maufat's role in the family is the 

"rnanly" position of the breadwinner. Since he spends most of his time drinking beer 

(another stereotypical display of "manliness"), he appears to have little to do with the 

goings-on of Ziis household, and even iess to do with the society that surrounds iiim. His 

inability to &ord an automobile throughout much of the novel is similar to Orville's 

patch? in that it is indicative of his lack of power in his society? and it ofien makes him a 

pathetic figure: 

When the bus stopped Maufat stood back until the rest of thern 
were on. 

"Mind if 1 corne up with y% Ramsey?" he said. 
He didn't take a seat he stood just above the door, his hand on the 

bar. . . . 
T m  gonna haveta get myself a car," Maufat said. 
He lurched unsteadily with the bus, with the grating of gears and 

the sluggish movement, his large tight fist on the bar. Wnen others 
entered he'd move closer to it. "Excuse me," he'd Say. "Excuse me." He 
could have taken a seat if he'd wanted, yet he stood, once in a while 
almost falling when the bus lurched fonvard again. his lunch bucket 
placed at the top of the steps, it too tilting. "Ya got your lessons done??' 
he'd Say and then look to Ramsey and wink. 

T l 1  haveta =et myself a car," he said. 
Ramsey didn't answer. (1 3 9-40) 

As a figure of parhos, Maufat is not an ideal male role mode1 for Orville: "Orville said: 

'Ya always Say yer getting a car and ya never get one"' (145). Maufat's inability to 

afford a car shows his lack of social power; however, I suggest that Orville's refusal to 

enter any vehicle throrighout the novel shows that he does not wish to confom to 

society's codes of male behavior, as embodied by John and Andy. For these boys? the car 



is symbolic of sexual potency, as they drink alcohol and take Cathy and Julie dnving: 

T e c i l  would say: 'Ya well she got into it; she got into 2, she got into the goddamn thing. 

her own goddam fauZ1 with a bunch offickersfiorn up town aZZ Ziquored up-drivin-"' 

(63). Andy will later die in a motorcycle accident. Accidents involving motor vehicles 

are, in fact, the most fiequent cause of death in Richards's novels; thus, cars becorne, at 

best, ambiguous syrnbols. At the end of the novel, Maufat fmally does buy a car, and this 

shows that he has gained power in Society, and he has made Irene happy: ". ..she threw 

her arms around his neck and at first she \vas lau-&ng and then she was crying, feeling 

herself sink against him. He put his arms around her. She was shaking and crying" 

(268). Nevertheless, considering the many negative connotations of cars, we can see 

Maufat's purchase of a car as a shallow victory, if it is a victory at d l .  

This mixture of good and bad qualities is characteristic of Maufat, and indeed 

many of the characters of the novel. In some cases Maufat is a good father? and in some 

cases he is not. By means of example, when Orville is caught stealing caridles, Maufat's 

first impulse is to beat hirn: 

"1 hoped ya kicked his arse for it," Lome said. 
"Oh, 1 was goma-don't ya worry, I slapped him and 1 was gonna, but 
Irene stopped me fiom doing it-she's always stoppino me fiorn 
something," Maufat laughed. (1 90) 

Again Richards displays the positive role that Irene plays in the household, and we see 

that Maufat is not an ideal father. In another scene, however, Maufat goes to Leah's and 

Cecil's house to talk to Cecil after he has thrown Ronnie against the stove and tlueatened 

to kill himself. Here, Maufat embodies the family working the way it should, caring for 

its members. Leah is not even Maufat's red daughter, but his concern for her suggests 



that he cares for her as if she were. Thus, we see that Maufat, as a role mode1 for Orville, 

is less than ideal; however? he does have redeerning qualities that have often been 

overlooked by critics and schoiars. 

The same can be said for Cecil, though such a statement is especially unpopular 

among critics. Many of Richards's critics, Byrne included, place Cecil as the epitome of 

the negative stereowes people (mostly those who know little of the region) have 

attributed to the Miramichi: drinking, fighting, child abuse, and unemployrnent. In much 

of Richards's early work we see examples of l a q I  poorly educated workers, and other 

stereotypes, including the bootlegger figure and the abusive husband. In these novels, 

Richards, writing pnmarily in the vein of redism, presents society as he sees it, and does 

not attempt to break down stereotypes for any regionalist purpose. Realism, according to 

Janice Kulyk Keefer, is another quality that connects Richards with other Maritime 

writers (1 6 1). In fact- Richards ofien deah with the above-mentioned regional 

stereotypes, as well as those of the bureaucrat, the corrupt priest and the wealthy, 

arrogant American, in order to voice his moral concerns. Because Echards's eady 

novels do not appear to break down stereotypes, Richards received a great dea! of 

criticism fiom within his region. By the same token, those outside of the region, upon 

recognizing such stereotypes as the unemployed man and the preg-nant teenager, suggest 

that Richards's work is an example of a politically regiondist voice, which lashes out 

against the central governrnent, blarning Ottawa for the condition of this region. M e n  

one looks more carefully, one sees that even the most obviously stereotypical characters 

in the novel are actually more cornplex than they first appear. Cecil's character is 



perhaps the most overlooked, because he, at first, appears to fit into the abusive, callous 

father type, due to one act he has committed: 

"Against the stove as if he were a goddarnn dog," Leah said. Her voice 
was breaking out, her fingernails still scratchinp at the labe!, her face 
twisted down sadly. "As if he were a goddamn dog!" Her voice was 
broken now but it was not pathetic, it came out strong and harsh and 
through her teeth that way, came out as if she were trying to hold it in, 
hold back. (29) 

Cecil has been immediately characterized by what he does, and not by who he is. The 

reader automatically assumes that Cecil is a dangerous, evil character. Since this is how 

the farnily tends to look at him, he becomes another negative influence on Orville. 

Looking more closely at Cecil, we find that Richards treats him much more 

syrnpathetically in the later chapters of the novel. When Leah is about to leave him, he 

recalls the night that he and his fiend, Sheldon, were involved in a car accident that 

killed a mother and her baby. The night of the accident, Cecil's thûughts turned to his 

own wife and child: 'What time was it? Leah would be at Mass and then Lorne would 

drive her home afier Mass, and the snowfall" (241), "He did not h o w  why-but he was 

smiling and conscious of smiling the way Ronnie sometimes smiled when he was afiaid" 

(243); thus, Leah's decision tc leave Cecil takes on a greater intensity as it is combined 

with the accidental death of the mother and child. The death of the child on Christmas 

Eve carries an even greater significance, since it suggests a failed redemption, or a sense 

of hopelessness for Cecil's future. 

Cecil, for the first tirne: realized that the baby was dead-that what he had 
felt so much like some tiny animal in his amis was a Iimp dead child. He 
stared straight into the snow blinding his eyes, and held it and held it-as 
if to keep it warm until the ambulance came. (243) 



But even as Leah leaves him, sornething - perhaps his newfound appreciation of family 

or of the home - rernains to give him hope: "Tonight he sat in the dark house his large 

fists closing and opening on the white table. At moments the wind blew so heavily and 

the rain came so fiercely that he felt sheltered and wann" (244). Richards, himself. 

defends Cecil's redeeming qualities, in response to such articles as Byme's: 

Some becarne greatly annoyed with me later on when, after my second 
novel Bhod Ties was published, 1 began to defend Cecil, the drunkard, 
bully and husband of one of my favorite characters, Leah McDunnot. 1 
defended him, because not only in the context of the novel was he 
forgiven by Leah, and finally by himself, but Leah would be the first to 
defend him to the death-as he would her. Neither did my entics seem to 
understand that the reason they loved Leah so deepIy was because of 
Cecil continually recognizing for us why she should be loved. ("My 
Miramichi Trilogy" 78) 

Sadly, many readers and critics will pass an early judoment upon Cecil in the novel's 

second chapter. These readers will fail to acknowledge Cecil's redeeming qualities when 

they appear later in the novel. 

While Cecil and Maufat represent the sort of man Orville may become, the 

character to which Orville is most directly comected is John Delano. Like Orville, John 

is a young man who is growing up in a disintegrating region. John, however, has not held 

onto the same sense of morality that Ondle  has. In their first encounter, John and Orville 

are said to be "even in height" (59), but the most obvious comection between the two 

boys cornes through their relationships with Cathy. John's relationship with Cathy is a 

social one and a sexual one. This relationship can be seen as being counter to f m i l y  

values, since John refbses to enter the household throub& most of the novel: '"No, no 1'11 



wait here.' He was eyeing p s t  her into the kitchen where her mother ironed with her 

head down" (91), and because he pollutes her blood through the sexually transmitted 

disease she catches f?om him. While John's recklessness and his treatment of Cathy are 

bad influences on Orville, he is nott as Byrne suggests, 'rhe local version of the 

embodiment of cornplete evii" (56). The fact that Richards allows the reader a view into 

John's head, and even into his dreams, suggests that the reader should extend him a 

certain amount of sympathy. Furtherrnore, it is possible that John is a composite of 

people Richards once knew: 

Richards profiIed some of his boyhood fï-iends in Hockey Dreams. . . . He 
wote  about them, partly because they were "poor little bastards who 
never got out of Newcastle" and partly because now they're gone. Tobias 
hanged himself and Michael was ki1Ied in a car wreck. Other kids he 
knew are aIso gone. More hangings, a drow-ning and murders. Richards 
lost count somewhere after 15. The ones who didn't rnake it into Hockey 
Dreanzs or Lines on the Water are in his fiction, bits of them in one 
character or another, and he writes about them with profound compassion. 
He hasn't forgotten them. He can't. (Randolph 1 02) 

Considering this passage, John may be a form of elegiac reminder of Richards's Iost 

fnends. John, we will see, is actually somewhat of a hopeful character, since even he is 

given a second chance. As the fortune-teller infoms him' his life is merely on the wrong 

track: 

"... you have to decide because you will travel in your life and you will 
have money sometimes and then sometimes you will not have money but 
mostly you will have enough money and fiends though you wiII be sad in 
your life also, depending on the road you will live long or not long but 
there are things you have to know and decide and one road you will be 
married and have children and one road you will not marry though you 
are young now and uncertain and have to decide." (1 03) 



The palm-reader tells hùn that he has control over his own fate, and that he need only 

make the right choices to improve his condition. 

Orville, too, must make the sarne sorts of decisions in his process of self- 

definition. Throughout the novei, we see that Orville is more solidly rooted in the farnily 

than John is. OMlle's relationship to his sister is important to him. though he fails to 

express this. An example of this failure to communicate is provided when Cathy tries to 

bring him Cotton candy from the fair and he slams her hand in his bedroom door: 

"'Understand,' he yelled again; c ~ n g  because she was crying, because Irene was out of 

bed, saying: 'What did you do Orville-what did you do?' And he couldn't answer 

because he didn't know why" (1 16). It seems that Cathy does understand Orville better 

than any other character in the novel, but they are not able to bridge the communication 

gap. This distance between Cathy and Orville ultimately shows how Orville is not 

altogether different fiom John: "he could hit her, he couid punch her. becazise she 

thought: her hair al her neck and her blouse tucked N1 that wo), because she thought: that 

John came down here only when he was drunk and she didn'r hnow" (109). Richards 

suggests that Orville is capable of the sarne violent behavior that John exhibits, and that 

he must reject this violent side of him in order to find a place for himself in society. 

If the major male influences in Orville's life are, for the most part, negative, it is 

nature that teaches Orville what is tmly important to him. In nature, such notions as 

manliness and social expectations do not exist; nor does any proof of the disintegration 

that has taken place in his society. This fieedom from society makes nature an ideal 

place. In one episode, Orville leaves the house altogether and goes into nature, the a- 

social space, in order to detach himself compIetely h m  his society: T m  buildin' a 



goddamn fort in the woods so as 1 won? havta come back here again" (69). Nature's role 
Y 

in Orville's struggie is best seen in the first chapter of the February 7968 section, when 

Orville finds himself lost at night. Here nature helps Orville simate hirnself in relation to 

the major influences of his life: tbose of faith, family, school, and society as a whole. 

First, we see O ~ l l e  come upon a rabbit, caught in the snare he has set. The rabbit sits 

perfectly still, waiting to be saved, and Orville's instinct tells him to set the creature fiee; 

however, something in his social conditioning makes him kill it: 

T l 1  let you go, rabbit - 1'11 let you go." He watched it for a long time, it 
unmoved -the day quiet. ... Then suddenly he grabbed up its ears and 
held it; it kicking out, before he cut through its throat, the clear blood 
spurting and receding. "Hello rabbit," he said. "Hello." 

There was something in this darkness as he ran dong the lane, the 
sky and the earth and the sound of his boots. It was like the blood 
hardened and the blood ninning, the exposed dits along the throat and the 
pulse and vein. (1 10) 

OrvilIe'ç hesitation before killing the rabbit suggests an intemal conflict whereby his 

social conditioning directIy opposes his instinct to protect. In a parallel passage, Cathy 

describes Orville's killing of a small bird: 

Irene bent over and took the hmds slowly off the cushion that lay across 
the woman's [Annie's] lap and the woman started, bobbed her head up 
and opened her mouth a little, Iooked around fiom one side of her to the 
other. Her face was narrowed and with her mouth opened that way, 
fiightened. Frightened like the bird that day falling fiom its nest and 
Orville, instead of putting it back when Cathy asked him, ran and got his 

and shot it in the naked back with a pellet. Between the bone joints 
of the wings, and the bird turned its head around and Iooked at them that 
way, its beak opened. Frightened. And Cathy yelled, "Put it back up, 
Orville, put it up," but instead he took a rock and threw it on the bird and 
the bird threw its naked wings out and burst at the naked belly. (1 7) 



In one sense, the connection Richards makes between Annie and the bird draws attention 

to the blood ties that exisr between h m a n s  and animals. In another sense, Kathleen 

Scherf suggests that 

we have here a clear statement that, confronted with fear, the instinct of 
the female characters is to nurture, while that of the males is to inflict 
h m .  It is worth noting also that Orville doubly rejects the concept of 
nurturing, because it is a baby bird, failen out of the (matemal) nest, 
which he kills. ("Blood Ties: Essentially Women" 3 1) 

Given Orville's hesitation before killing the rabbit, 1 wish to suggest that Orville's 

inclination to kilf is a result of social conditioning, which has shown hirn that a boy 

should display his manliness by killing. At one point we see hirn bragging about the 

animals he has killed: "'Rance, he never caught one rabbit al1 Iast winter ... Guess how 

many 1 caught,' Orville said. '1 caught seventeen'" (270). This syrnbol of prowess 

arnong young men is directly opposed to the more positive f ~ i i l y  impulse to protect, as 

represented by Irene's care of h i e ,  and Cathy's pleas to Save the bird. In the following 

chapters I wiI1 address how Richards shows that humans are instinctiveIy mercifid, but 

that society ultimately changes them as they grow. 

Afier Orville kiIls this rabbit, he appears to fee! regret, and Richard draws many 

connections between Orville and the rabbit. The references to the blood hardened and the 

blood ninning are the first signs of this connection: "He couldn't tell if there was blood 

running or blood hardened on his knee" (115). A fùrther sipificance of the bIood 

running and Cie blood haïdened is that the blood that nuis represents life, while the 

hardened blood connotes death. As Orville sits in the cold, thoughts of life, death, and 

the "immense desolate expanse of bay" (1 11) combine to make him feel insignificant. 



He asks himself, "if he were out there now, in it how far out? Where would he be?" 

(1 1 l), and he is reminded of his schoolteacher's explanation of infinity. In one sense, the 

infiity to whkh Richards refcrs is the idinity of an afternoon at school: "He shuddered 

in his seat-the linoleum floor, the quietness of the place, the afternoon, the ticking of the 

heat. The snow reminded him of supper-the taste of going home" (1 12); however, this 

infinity is also evident in the vastness of a chaotic, possibly godless, universe. 

This scene shares much in cornrnon with the tempest scenes of Kirtg Lear: 

specifically, we see that Orville is blinded - ". . .his eye b!urred by tlle fieezing.. ."(l16) 

- and he cannot find his way. Like Lear, he fmds himself surrounded by a bleak 

Iandscape. Richards describes thk landscape as  a cold, empty void: "Nothing was here. 

Nothing" (1 13). In this void, Orville sees n o t h g  but "a distant invisible blackness" 

(1 17). Like Lear, Orville feels that he has been wronged by the god in which he has 

invested his faith: "'Christ, he yelled.' 'You think you're so fuckin good,' he yelled" 

(1 15-6). We know that Richards is farniliar with King Lear because, in Mercy Arnong the 

Children. Sydney Henderson quotes the lines from this play, (IV, i. 38-39): "As flies to 

wanton boys, are we to the gods;/ They kill us for their sport" (1 19). This quotation is an 

apt thematic sumrnary of Orville's momentary ordeal in the fields at night, since the 

Orville-rabbit relationship is directly connecteci to the god(s)-Orville relationship. Just as 

the rabbit waited patiently for its fate, which is in Orville's hands, now Orville finds 

himself wondering whether God will Save him if he chooses to wait. Unlike the rabbit, 

Orville chooses not to wait for some divine intervention: "He wanted to go home. He 

would not wait. BzriId a fire so thaf the smoke is mJay fiom your face and si[-$ it S 

night don? move" (1 18). On the one hand, Orville's puskingon through the snow 



signifies that he takes his fate into his own hands; yet, on the other han& Orville's later 

decision to remain in the region equates to a different form of waiting, which Richards 

treats more arnbiguously. (For example, Cathy's choice to leave the region is positive in 

that she escapes John and is expected to find a better life; however, by leaving. she brings 

about sorne of her family's fragmentation.) Further ambiE&y in Orville's choice not to 

wait for help cornes at the end of the chapter, as Richards implies a form of divine 

intervention in Orville's discovery of the way home: 

Then a Iight snapped un in the porch. ... And the night black as it 
was had the goodness of the shed and house. "Christ, he said. "Christ." 

He knew where he was now-down at least a mile fiom the lane. 
It was the wong  one-the wrong field he had circled to. He was 
laughing now. m i n g  along the highway, the night and smoke and the 
vicious wind shouting at him, and him laughing and it shouting at him. 
''Christ," he said. "Christ." (1 19) 

Despite the ambipities of this scene, it is possible to see that this experience teaches 

Orville what is important to him. This ordea! is directly Iinked to his experience at 

school, since both situations remind Orville of the importance of family - in both cases, 

he oniy wants to go home. 

As a result of this ordeal, Orville cornes to achieve a better appreciation of his 

farnily. We see this newfound sense of fmily best in the novel's final scene, as Orville 

stands his ground against his doppelganger, John. and displays his position as a protector 

of his family. 

[Cathy] heard Orville on the stairs coming down and she felt 
weak. Bruce tried to grab the bottle fiom [John] but he held it away, and 
then Orville was in the kitchen. 



Ir was because he ivas drunk-it was because of that. 
Orville was in the kitchen; she didn't remember. He wazi in the 

kitchen and Orville said: 
'.Get the fùck outa my house." 
John looked at him and set the bottle down. 

Orville said: 
"You go on out of rny house-leave rny sister alone, leave my 

sister alone, you go on out of my house and Ieave her done." 
... Then they were on the porch and Bruce was holding John and 

Orville was crying. She heard Orville crying out in the yard and he kept 
saying: "You get out of here, you get out of here and leave my sister 
alone." (278) 

OrviiIe's decision to stand up for Cathy shows that his family ties are the strongest part of 

his character; thus, it can be said that he is a figure of hope for the family and for the 

region. Orville's actions at the end of the novel, which uphold the value of family, 

represent the sort of positive morality that Richards conveys throughout his novels. 

Other elements of the novel's conclusion are less hopeful: Amie has died; Cathy 

and Leah have Ieft home; Irene has been left to look after Leah's son, Ronzld, who wants 

to become an altar boy; and Betty is unhappily pregnant at the age of forty-four. Maufat 

and Irene are lefi to look back at the Edenic existence they once bnefly lived: 

There was a sparrow and it was on a limb of spruce that grew solid 
in the ground. When she was a young girl it was the spruce smell that she 
loved in the spnng because the air carried the smell aIong the bog road. 
And now the poignante of its srnell came when he drew his hands on her, 
and a trembling came upon her-as if she was the bird cherries on the 
hedges and the moss sloping limbless on the trees . . . 

They lay in the g r a s  above the shaie pit, the afiernoon shc a wide 
and brilliant blue-timelessness of space and motion. (264) 

At this point in the p s t ,  the two lovers were at one with nature, f?ee fiom the whole of 

society; thus, for an afiernoon Maufat and Irenc existed just as did Adam and Eve did 

before the original sin. Such a moment cannot be sustained, so just as Orville could not 



permanently remove himself to nature, Irene and Maufat can only temporarily escape the 

influences of society that invade their family and gradually pull it apart. As Lorne sells 

Annie's house to an American couple, he assures them: -"Oh, we care up here for sure . . . 

There's neighbors up here that-Il care when sornething goes wrong-we're like one big 

farnily up here"' (259). Lome's comment is painfilly ironic, since, though he is Irene's 

brother, he has not inherited the sense of family that she has. Lorne does not notice the 

negative changes - the disintegration - that takes place al1 around him. By depicting 

these changes, Richards calls for a r e m  to the mord values he associates with the past. 

Thus far, 1 have discussed the sort of change and stniggle that takes place w-ithin 

the region, showing how Richards avoids taking a political stance by focusing upoi: the 

day-to-day lives of individuaïs who have a very lirnited sphere of consciousness. Even 

the narrator shares this lirnited sphere of consciousness in such a way that the world 

outside the region almost appears not to exist for the better part of the novel. For 

example. Maufat works for the railway, but in a sedentary job, and no mention is made of 

where the train goes until Leah leaves to go west-an idealized place that promises 

employment. We see the further isolation of the region when Richards describes the bay 

to the east as a distinct border ("The wall of the bay behind them spread out blue" [85]), 

and the rest of the world cornes only in fia-ments: "[h.laufat] knew a girl once when he 

was OnriIle's age-Eleanor; and she had become a nurse in London during the second 

war, and now she lived somewhere else. Somewhere else, he thought" (257). To Maufat, 

London is merely a place narne. London is not compared with the region in any way - it 

is merely somewhere else. This lack of awareness of the world surrounding the region 

characterizes a codederd form of regiondism. 



O d y  at the end of the novel does Richards make the reader especially conscious 

of the world outside the region, and how it relates to his region's inhabitants. Here, 

Richards provides a glimpse of the sort of relational regionalism that will become more 

evident in his Iater texts. The introduction of the Arnerican couple who buy Annie's 

house represents the forces exterior to the region that bring about change. Americans 

purchasing land dong the Miramichi is a popular issue among Miramichi writers, and in 

Blood Ties, the Amencan couple is an obvious symbol of forces that move into the region 

and bring about change. They represent everything the region's society (at least 

stereotypically) is not: They are politically conscious (they have left the United States in 

part because of the Vietnam war)? well-traveled (they have been to Leningrad), well 

educated (the man was a university professor and the woman is a professional artist), and 

they do not dnnk alcohol. Richards does not suggest that this couple is any better or 

worse than, for exzniple, Maufat and Irene. They are simply very different; thus. they 

also represent the growing diversity of the region that comes fkorn the increasing 

influence of popular culture. The growing influence of outside forces (as 1 wilI discuss in 

the following chapters) brings about change that breaks down a sense of regional 

consciousness. 

Perhaps one display of a sort of political regionalism comes when Richards 

describes the visit of the prime minister to their town: 

At the town hall the Prime Minisier sfood with the frag above him and 
everyone was cheering and screanzing, and Maufar said, "1 thought he 
was gonna be taller or something, " and Cathj~ said, "Oh Daddy-he 's 
tau enough. " and Maufat said, "No now, 1 thought he wus gonna be taller 
or something, " and Cathy laughed and she was lrene Zuughing long ago. 
(259) 



Richards does not go as fs as to represent the Prime Minister negatively, as a symbol of 

nationalism or central control over the region. hstead, the Prime Minister and the flag 

are shown to be of little consequence to the region or to Maufat whose allegance is to 

his family. The introduction of the Prime Minister and the Arnerican couple at the end of 

the novel is but a hint of the relational and political regionalisrn that is to corne. The 

ambiguous presentation of the Amencan couple and the Prime Minister demonstrates 

Richards's refusal, in his early work, to pass judgment or make a political cornmentary. 

His later texts prove to be much more deliberate in their criticism. 

We have seen that, in BIood Ties, the sense of morality Richards advocates 

appears to stem from the division between spontaneous and determined action. The use 

of a subjective narrative style allows for an increased focus upon the psycho1og)r of the 

characters involved and, by extension, a decreased focus upon the political conditions in 

which the characters live. This, combined with the abstraction of place and time, helps to 

create a text that is able to use a single region to convey universal themes. 1 have stated 

that BZood Ties is representative of Richards's early work; however, having said this, it is 

also arguable that Lives of Shorr Dura~ion (1981) does not appear to fit my description of 

Richards's work from this period. Lives exhibits an awareness of outside influences upon 

the region. Images of popular culture surface throughout the text, and the characters' 

consciousnesses expand beyond regional boundaries. This c m  be said to represent a 

relational brand of regionalism, since cornparisons between the region and that which lies 

outside it are implicit. At the same time, however, this text features a subjective. Stream- 

of-consciousness narrative style. This hi& level of subjectivity places the focus upon the 

characters' psychology instead of upon the implications of this outside influence. The 



negative representation of such outside influences does not appear to uphold the region 

over the outlying forces that invade it. Instead, these extemal forces appear as influexes 

upon the individual who searches for happiness for hirnherself in a modem world. The 

subjective representation of this universal search for happiness in a modem world makes 

Lives sirnilar to Blood Ties, even if its regiondism is more typical of such later noveIs as 

Fcr Those Wlo Hunt the Wounded Down. 



Chapter 3: For Those Who Hunt The Wounded Down (1993) 

In a way it was a trilogy that was dangerous for a witer to embark 
upon because 1 was saying that in each work separate fiom each other, 
that critics do not understand the world as a writer understands the world, 
and a writer's job, as Browning maintained, was to overcome the 
misapprehensions of the age. And only a writer willing to take on the 
age, was able to overcome it, and what better writer to overcome it than 
those who had been always held in suspicion by it, who had appropriated 
or gained little by belonging to it-a writer who was fi-ozen out-a 
regionalist. 

This was not an entirely conscious throwing down of the glove, 
for if it had been it wodd not have worked as literature, but in a way, in 
my life, the gIove had been thrown down since chifdhood, since those 
days 1 was pained by hidden motive and manipuIation as opposed to the 
feeling significant joy in the tmth and courage of spontaneous action. 

(Richards, "My Miramichi Trilogy" 80) 

By comparing For Those Who Hunt îhe Wozrnded Down with Blood Ties, one c m  

begin to outline Richards's shift fiom a confederal fonn of regionalism to a relational 

brand thereof. In Wounded, Richards's narrator and some of his characters have 

consciousnesses that extend beyond regional boundaries. We c m  also trace the shift 

from subjectivity to objectivity in Richards's writing, and this suggests that the 

psychology of his characters is less important in Wounded than it was in Blood Ties, and 

that the social conditions in which these characters exist are becoming increasingly 

important. This increasing focus on society marks Richards's shift fiom more abstract 

subject matter to a more specific commentary. Wounded demonstrates a sort of 

maturation and a growing awareness of the social and literary worlds in which Richards 

writes; however, his critique of this society still takes on an essentially moral, as opposed 

to political, stance. It will be seen that the morality of this later text is essentially the 

same as that of Blood Ties; however, where it is difficult to identiq the objects of 



Richards' favor and scom in Blood Tics: the morality of Wounded is more cxplicit and 

accusatory. Nature, family, and social institutions play sirnilar roles here as they did in 

Richards's earlier work; however? in this texL Richards points even more obviously to 

social institutions, such as churches, hospitals, and academia, as perpetrators of 

"determined action." 

To look more closely at the nature of Richards's mûral didacticism in Wounded, 1 

turn to Sheldon Currie, who suggests that "Richards' fiction is al1 about the wounded in a 

wounded world" (71). Drawing fiorn this statement, 1 posit that the reader's experience 

in reading the novel ultimately equates to a series of judgnents which place al1 of the 

characters in the story on a sort of moral spectnim. At one end of this spectrum are 

characters who are mostly wounded by society, and on the other end, we see those who 

pri~narily inflict wounds. On the wounding end of the spectnim, we fmd characters like 

Vera P i l l q  who are more representative of socid institutions and trendy thought, wlich 

Richards scorns. Jerry Bines is on the wounded end of this spectnun, since he is often a 

victirn of these social institutions, while he himself is more representative of fmi ly  

values, more connected to nature, and more characterized by spontaneous action than any 

other character in the novel. 

Directly connected to this moral division between spontaneous and deterrnined 

action is Richards's division between the conservative mindset of his region and the 

liberal/propessive way of thinking that comes to the region fiom outside influences. We 

also fmd Richards outlining the contrat between rural and urban consciousnesses. Such 

contrasts represent a relational form of regionalism, since Richards compares his region 

with what lies outside it. Again, it should be noted that it is dangerous to define such 



clear divisions in Richards's works, since a certain arnount of arnbiguity aiways figures 

into his novels. At the sane  time, however? vire see t h a ~  as Richards's career progresses, 

he virtually invites these sorts of readings. For example. the relational separation of the 

rural fiom the urban is the beginning of the more political separation of rnargin from 

center, which surfaces in Mercy Arnong the ChiZdren. 

The increasing political flavor of Richards's work appears to reflect an increasing 

political awareness on the part of Richards himself. In 1995, just two years after the 

publication of Wounded when asked to discuss what Canada means to him, Richards 

wrote: 

To me, Canada is a kind of understated sense of justice and fair play - 
and a sense of place. This was brought home to me when 1 was in Spain 
with my wife and son, working on my next noveI, during the turbot war. 
We were there when the whole thing blew up, and 1 felt very strongly 
Canadian, very proud that Canada had finally done something. Of course, 
t h i s  is an East Coast issue and perhaps the people of Central Canada don't 
know how much it had bothered us over the last 20 years: the 
disappearance of the fish stocks on the Grand Banks and dong the 
Atlantic seaboard. 1 was very happy Canada did something. And 
certaidy, for the first timc in a long time, Canada was a distinct entity-a 
distinct place-to Europeans. ("Reflections on Nationhood" np) 

This passage exhibits Richards's gowing political and historical awareness: not o d y  

does he compare his region with Canada as a whole, he also defines a place for Canada 

on a global scale. On a smaIIer scale, Richards acknowledges that the debate over turbot 

fishing rights has been "an East Coast issue." Such statements show that the east Coast 

region has corne together in the face of foreign adversaries in the turbot war. On a larger 

scale, this f o m  of regionalism is also seen to grow in such a way that it envelops the 

whole country in a f o n  of nationalisrn. While Richards's sense of Canadian nationalism 



may seem at odds with my discussion of Richards's regionalism, it is notable that his 

"sense of place" is not "brought home" to hirn until he goes to Spain and is able to 

compare his homeland to what lies outside its borders. 

As Richards's description of what Canada means to him continues, we find at 

work a brand of relational regondism: 

That is part of the problem with Canada: you cannot be a distinctive place 
if you are not a distinctive place to others. If you're just a blob of pink on 
a map, then it is hard to define yourself. But i f s  a gamble. You need 
mord courage to assert yourself as a country. And 1 think we did that 
with the fisheries for the first time in our lives. In the larger community, 
we have been too polite. 1 think that is partly a result of seeing the 
smacking kind of shallowness that cornes fiom parading oneself too 
much: Americans like to parade themselves, and Canadians smell a rat in 
that kind of thing. (np) 

In this paragraph, Richards al1 but describes Canadian identity as being built upon the 

concept of "not Arnerican." Such a cornparison shows that Richards's nationalism is, to 

some extent, built upon a form of relational regionalism on a larger scale. The final 

paragraph of Richards's thoughts on Canada shows that, to Richards, the concept of 

Canada involves a certain amount of interna1 division, or regionalism: 

But just as Canadians have been generally ignored by the outside world 
for their contribution to that world, Maritimers have been ignored by 
Canada, That has shaped our feelings towstrds Canada. Also, there have 
been a lot of times when people have spoken on television and on the 
radio about what Canada's consciousness is, and they have generally been 
talking about an urban consciousness. They weren't talking about my 
consciousness. 1 corne fiom a very m a l  sensibility. For instance, 1 know 
very well why people want guns, and it's not to go rob banks. 1 can 
understand why people are upset about the gun legislation, because, while 
there is crime down here, we think of guns as things to use when we're 
hunting, or around the f m  when we're trying to get rid of predators. It's 
part of the tradition of being a rural Canadian. (np) 



Richards States that Canada's tendency to ignore the Maritime region has "shaped our 

feelings towards Canada." By extension, it is obvious that this same (rnis)treatment is an 

important element in Richards's definition of his region. Apart fkom indicating that 

Richards's Maritimes is becomulg increasingly deterrnined by political factors: he also 

clearly defines the division between the urban consciousness of Canada as a whole and 

the m a l  consciousness of the Maritime region. 

Given that Wounded was written within two years of such statements, it is not 

surpnsing that Wounded exhibits traces of the political awareness of the region, and also 

shows a clear distinction between rural and urban. In this text, Richards's morality is 

interlaced with a discussion of the disparity between rural and urban. The rural setting of 

Richards's region, specifically its comection to nature, appears to foster a more positive 

sense of morals. In contrast to this, Richards demonstrates that an urban consciousness, 

which he comects to detennined action, does not foster a positive sense of morality. 

This is not to generalize by saying that the rural region is mordly good, while the urban 

centers are morally evil, since even the best of rural characters appear to have their flaws. 

At the sarne time, however, we see that the moral weaknesses of the characters in 

Richards's region are ofien comected to outside influences. The very awareness of such 

outside influences indicates a certain relational brand of regionalism, whereby the region 

is compared to the places fiom which it receives these influences. This awareness also 

cultivates a form of morality that is more explicit in targeting specific, and sometimes 

political, targets. 

Richards's position as a moralist at the end of the twentieth century is a 

complicated one. Frances MacDonald, in a typical reading of Richards's fiction, 



indicates the sort of  abstract and indefinable ideas around which Richards's novels 

revolve: 

What is hard work, is getting through life with enough integrity to keep 
our humanit)-) recognizable, and with lu&, a few shreds of digniiy to cover 
our nakedness. The people Richards concentrates on are the ones who 
succeed at that? and it is these people who make his books memorable, 
and who make reading them uplifting. He renews our faith in the power 
of the human spirit to work out its own redemption. And he does not let 
us forget the forces that oppose the human spirit; fiom the de-humanking 
demands of modern industry.. . (20, italics added) 

The postmodern mode of this age, with its metafictional and self-reflexive qualities. and 

its tendency to deconstmct "Truth," hardly seems a suitable means through which to 

discuss "humanity and the "human spirit." Christopher Armstrong and Herb Wyile 

descnbe the paradoxical position into which Richards places himseif, as a rnoralist in the 

postmodem context: 

Richards's trilogy seems almost deliberately out of step with prevailing 
social thought and literary taste; his work reflects the concerns of 
traditional forma1 realism - "character, action, morality, represeniation of 
reality" (Hutcheon 11)' - and in a literary environment increasingly 
characteïized by postmodern innovations that disrupt those concerns in 
various ways, allowing Richards the actudity of his fictional world may 
be too big a concession, particularly because of the overt editorializing 
and didacticism of the trilogy. (np) 

Armstrong and Wyile also suggest that the didacticism of the t r i loa  "combined with its 

traditional realist aesthetic, closes the reader out of the narrative, a problematical effect 

when viewed in relation to curent postmodern interests in the reader's creative role in the 

construction of the text" (9). It is quite possible that Richards generally stays away fiom 

the postmodem mode both because he wishes to voice moral messages that are out of 



place in the postmodem style of writing, and because he consciously wishes not to appear 

trendy. However, contrary to what Armstrong and Wyile suggest? Richards does not 

close the reader out of his novel. While the morality and redism of this noveI make it 

atypical of a postrnodernist text, Richards does show an awareness of postmodernism in 

Wounded. Linda Hutcheon notes that, Tanadian writers ... may be primed for the 

paradoxes of the postmodern by theîr history' as Leonard Cohen saw in Beauriful Losers, 

and also by their split sense of identity, both regional and national" (4). We saw Siis split 

between regional and national in Richards's description of what Canada rneans to him, 

and so it c m  be said that the elements of postmodernism do exist in Richards himself. 

-. 
Hutcheon goes on to Say that in postrnodern literature, "Truth has been replaced by truths, 

mcapitalized and in the pluraly (ix). In Wounded, Richards breaks down his narrative 

into a series of tniths, which are ofien contradictory. At the sarne time, paradoxically, 

Richards intends to convey a single sense of rnorality, which discusses, as MacDonald 

suggests, such abstraction as hurnanity and the human spirit. I suggest that the multiple 

truths Richards presents in his novel as a nod to postmodernism also serve to disguise the 

morality that hides behind them. Through this disguise, Richards avoids an obviousIy 

didactic stance. 

More specifically, Richards avoids a didactic stance by rnanipulating the narrative 

in such a way that the reader draws comparisons between the characters to establish their 

own sense of morality. Through these comparisons, the moral worth of one character is 

determined primarily in relation to the others, instead of in relation to a preexisting, 

transcendental morality. Two of the novel's characters, however, are exempt fiom such 

~Iassification. Ralphie and Andrew serve as stand-ins for the reader, since they too must 



interpret the various 'auths" to which they are exposed in order to pass jud_gment upon 

the other characters - specificdly the central figure. Jeny Bines. They experience Jerry's 

goodness first-hand early in the novel? and are then subjected to various m o r s  and 

stories which contradict what they already know about him. Ralphie meets Jerry and 

finds him to be an amicable person' but Ralphie's conversation with his wife, Adele 

(Jerry's cousin), tells him things about Jerry that Ralphie cannot completely defend: 

". . . who 15ngered the tractor-trader?" 
"1 don't know." 
''Who was Daddy trying to sober up?" 
RaIphie didn't answer. 
Yeny - who everyone told hùn not to trust - who knew Dad had 

to pick up 120 thousand dollars' worth of cigarettes - who knew he was 
going to go to Saint John." 

Ralphie lit a cigarette and looked out the window as if he were 
very interested in something outside. (143) 

Ralphie responds to this interrogation with a series of questions of his own, and these 

questions make it difficult for Adele to maintain her former opinion of Jerry: 

"... Whose family is the o d y  family on the river ever to love 
him?" 

Adele didn't answer. 
There was a long silence,. . . 
"Because he is their own. And he's come home not - asking 

forgiveness -" 
There was another silence. 
"Looking for shelter." 
There was another silence. Then Ralphie whispered: 
"Tired of being hunted doun." (144) 

Ralphie wishes to see Jerry in a positive light, but the information he l e m s  fkom those 

around him makes it impossible for him to be certain as to Jeny's virtue. By the same 

token, Adele wishes to see Jeny as primarily a bad person, because he is partially 



responsible for the death of her father; however, she is constantiy introduced to 

information that contradicts what she already knows. Andrew's experience is the same: 

This is the theory that had surfaced in the Iast few months. That Jerry 
tried desperately to get off the hook because Rita was i11. It seerned a 
nice thought to the boy. 

His uncIe countered this by saying that Jeny had a more perfect 
sohtion. Take no responsibility for it - pay no money for it' refiise to 
help move it, until Joe Walsh was charged with it, and they would be 
home fkee . . . 

. , 
"The idea that Jerry was protecting someone like Joe is a good 

story - the truth is always somewhere else." (1 94) 

In this passage, Richards describes the reader's role in the novel. Through the character 

of the uncle, Richards suggests that the reader is loohng for "a good story," a d  that 

he/she will create one fiom the available information. The good story, as the uncle 

suggests, is that in which Jerry is a genuinely good man who is persecuted because he is 

misunderstood. In the epigraph to this chapter, Richards achowledges the balance 

between throwing d o m  the glove and writing a text that works as literature. DirectIy 

connected to this balance is the notion that a reader who privileges the "good storf of 

Wounded can downplay the didacticism that lies beneath it. 

Perhaps it is easiest to focus upon Jerry's "good story" when we examine his 

relationship with his family. Family, throughout Richards's fiction, rernains the most 

universal theme, and, as in BZood Ties, Richards uses representations of family in 

Wounded to represent positive moral values. William Connor, in his article "The 

Unlikely Heroes of David Adams Richards's Second Tdogy'' (1 W8), describes how 

Richards connects these positive family values to his region by tying them to the rural 

landscape in which his characiers have gown: 



The idea of an older culture in conflict with a newer set of ideas brought 
into the area through university education and mass media is central in the 
second trilogy, and, as outsiders lacking formal education, the three 
central characters are linked to the indigenou culture. Al1 three shy away 
fiom the sorts of superficial relationships that pass for fiiendship among 
many of the rninor characterso and prefer to retreat fiom the t o m ,  where 
they are outsiders, to the woods where they are more at home. This 

for the wilderness points to their connection with the more 
primitive, more traditional life in the Miramichi Region, where lurnbering 
has always been the primary industry and where, not long ago, hunting 
and fishing were important sources of food. In traditional local society 
people relied more on neighbors for assistance than on social institutions, 
and although they are outsiders, Joe, Ivan, and Jerry al1 show an old 
fashioned willingness to help anyone in need. ("Unlikely Heroes" 75) 

The significance of this passage is twofold: firstly, Connor reaffmns that the narrator of 

the trilogy shows a geater awareness of history than that of BZood Ties. Frank Davey 

makes a similar observation in relation to Nights Below Station Street: 

The unspecified narrator of the novel . . . not only is privy to the concems 
of al1 these characters, but is able to relate them in the past tense, 
apparently in possession of a sense of history which the characters - who 
in effect live only in the present tense - lack. (Post-National Arguments 
69) 

SheIdon Cunie, in "David Adams Richards: The People on the Roadway" (1994), goes 

further to Say that "Richards is a master of the novel as social histo j' (72). This 

increasing awareness of history marks the beginnings of the shift fiom a confederal to a 

relational f o m  of regiondism. Secondly, with respect to the notion of family. Cornor's 

above passage suggests that Richards makes the distinction between more traditional "old 

fashioned willingness to help" and the social institutions that have corne to replace it. He 

goes on to outline how this willingness to help is connected to a rural existence. We see, 

then, that family values are tied to the nature of the region, and that families and nature 



are united in opposition to social institutions? just as they were in Blood Ties. In 

Wounded however, Richards places family values in conflict with more specific 

influences. such as academia and govemment agencies, which are depicted as outside 

influences. This aIso marks the beginning of a more relational form of regionalism. 

When one examines the families of Wounded in relation to those of Blood Ties, 

one sees that Richards's representation of the faLnily is c h a r g ~ g  dong with the shifting 

views on the family, not only in the Miramichi region, but also throughout Canada: 

Two themes seem important to mention at the outset in 
characterizing Canadian families of the i980s. The first is that there is no 
longer, if there ever w s ,  a single family form. The second is that family 
membership is less a cornerstone of Canadian society than it used to be, 
but family remains more important to most Canadians than any other 
aspect of their lives. (McDaniel & Mitchinson 19) 

Wounded presents multiple forms of the family, including single-parent, adopted, and 

extended, but despite the changing shape of the farniIy, Richards still upholds farnily as 

the best of social institutions, and he exhibits this most clearly through the character of 

Jerry. io whom family rnatters above all. William Connor points out that, although "Jerry 

shows little regard for either law or social proprieties, his sense of  the more fisdamental 

human responsibility for farnily is strong" (73). Frorn his first appearance in the text, in 

which he speaks to his uncle, Joe Walsh, we see Jeny's gea t  sense of fmily: 

Then he asked about Joe's farnily. And then he paused, as if 
trying to think of something to Say. 

"Your daughter Adele's got herself a good lad now," Jerry said 
innocentiy. "Ralphie Pillat, right - 1 2ike Adele - dways have," he said. 
"When 1 first went to Kingsclear - she was the only one to write - only 
one.'? He glanced away when he said this as if thinking of something.. . . 

"Don't blame those who didn't," he said. (2) 



This passage not only shows that Jerry cares for his relatives, it also dernonstrates that he 

is forgiving to those who have wronged hirn. The care Jerry shows for his family is 

something one does not fmd in a social institution. Love of one's family, and 

forgiveness, then, can be seen as two f o m s  of spontaneous action, as well as defining 

traits of a good Christian. Jeny has not leamed these qualities fiorn the Church; thus, 

Jeny's care for his family c m  be Iikened to Orville's and Irene's in BZood Ties. 

Jerry's sense of family is based upon love and sacrifice. Throughout the novel we 

see that, despite his wife's treatment of him, Jerry remains a good father: ''Poretta] also 

feIt indebted to him because of the bone marrow. And he knew this and hated it. Did she 

not think he would do it in a heanbeat?" (136). Because of Jerry's love for his farnily, he 

does not want his son to grow up with the stigma of the Bines narne attached to him: 

E s  wife had lefi him and had taken the boy. He didn't mind any 
more. And he knew what was going to happen now, and, because of this, 
he had corne to ask his wife a favour: "1 think we should change his 
name." 

'To what?" 
"To your name - your name - it'd be better for the boy - better for 
William.'? 
"WelI, everyone on the river knows who he is." 
"No, no - better for the boy," he added again, staring through her. 
He didn't like this but he couldn't think of what else he could do at 

the moment, (14) 

Perhaps Jerry's treatment of his relatives is most remarkable for the fact that his own 

upbringing did not foster such a positive sense of family. We know that his mother died 

when he was Young, and that his father beat him. Despite these factors, Jeny's devotion 

to his family remains a prime exatnple of spontaneous action: 

"Ln Septernber of 1970 I went to Iive with rny father again." 



"Why did you feel you had to do this - was there pressure fiom 
him?" 

"No - no pressure. He was drunk as an arse d o m - t o m  sitthg in 
fkont of Lounsbiuy's with people stepping over him. I was on my way 
home Eom schooI - fiorn school and went and heIped him. 1 sat d o m  by 
hùn, to keep passersby f?om bothering him - you know, botherïng him - 1 
stayed there three hours - three hours keeping an eye on km." 

"1 sec:" Vera whispered. "Did you feel obligated to do this? 1 
mean, why did you feel you had to?" 

Bines did not understand these questions. 
"Obligated - no - not so much. He was my father." (35) 

The narrator's insistence that Jerry "did not understand these questions" further 

demonstrates the innocence (dluded to above) to which Jerry has clung, despite his 

mistreatment by nearly everyone in his life. This passage also makes clear the 

selflessness Ierry alwuys displays in matters of his farnily. The following is another 

particularly notable exarnple of Jerry's sense of family, and his spontaneous generosity: 

=. . .T'm trying to quit this smoking racket - 1 have this gum - it don't do a 
thing for me - just makes my teeth numb." And he smiled at her. "1 also 
got a beeper - cost me a hundred dollars. You're only spose to smoke 
during the beeps - 1 never fi-gred it out.?' 
And he took it out of his pocket and showed it to her. 

'That's what 1 should get," she said. 
"Here," he said, handing it to her immediately. 
"1 can't take it," she said. 
'Go on - it's yours - yours," he said. "Quit smokin - it's yours." 
Then he got up to get her tea. 
"1 don't need any te*" she said shyly. 
"WelI, you don? drink - so 1'11 make you some te%" he said. And 

he went into the kitchen. 
Always one act for Bines proved his ultimately generous nature, 

which in the common man would never be seen as anything more than 
civil. (1 07-8) 

Jerry does not hesitate when he knows that he can help Adele. He gives her his device 

"immediately." 



Having considered these examples which more than prove Jerxy's seIflessness 

through his relationship with his family, it is possible to go even m e r  to show how 

Richards's stnicturing of the novel often pairs Jeny's acts of goodness (which Say a g e a t  

deal about Jerry on their own) with similar acts on the part of other characters in such a 

x7ay that Jerry's heroism appears greater. With regard to farnily, Richards draws 

particuIar connections between Jerry's farnily, the Savoie family, and the farnily of Vera 

and Nevin. Ln the case of the Savoies, Richards tells us that "Alvin was married to 

Jeny's atm& Frances, and Bines cared for her - and therefore for Ahln - as best he 

could" (37). In direct contrast to Bines' care for his family, Richards presents Buddy 

Savoie as a terror to his brother's family: 

. . .he wouId sit on the stairs with o d y  his toes visible to the little children 
sitting in the room below, and Say that everyone had betrayed hirn, he had 
a list - he would flash this list out over the stainvell - and he would get 
them al1 back, sooner or later. (41) 

Jerry has a similar mental list, but he does not have the sarne sense of vengeance. Jerry 

remembers more vividly those who have helped him. 

Jeny's love for his family and the sacrifice he makes for them connects him to 

nature, through the story of the deer. The phrase ? h e  hunters always keep coming" (90) 

aligns Jeny uith the buck, since Jerry is behg Iiterally hunted by Percy Rils and 

figuratively hunted by those who are p i l ty  of deterrnined action. In contrast to the 

hunter role, we find that of the protector. Like the buck, Jemy finally sacrifices himself 

for his mate and child. The protection of the family, especially the Young, is a nahxal 

action for many species, but it is not something that one sees among the society that Jerry 

inhabits. The story of the deer makes Jerry's spontaneous, "natural" actions even more 



noble, compared to the actions o c  for example, Vera White and Buddy Savoie. who think 

of themselves first. 

Ln another comection between Jerry and nature: Richards compares Jerry to the 

hunters in the hunting camp. These men apparently hunt for the sake of socializing, and 

they spend more time in the camp, gossiping and spreading m o r s ,  than they do in the 

woods. According to Frances McDonald: 

There will not be another generation of hunters, though hunting may 
survive as a form of golf, with those who can a o r d  it paying handsome 
fees to be allowed to spend t h e  doing something pointless in a 
constmcted and maintained piece of artificial nature. (23) 

We see the beginnuigs of the decline of hunting in W o u ~ d e d ~  as the men's hunting is a 

social practice, not an act of providing sustenance. The hunting camp can be seen as a 

s i s  of society moving into nature - a trend we also saw in BZood Ties. Jerry's camp is 

" M e r  away" (8) (i.e. M e r  removed from town) t!!an the camp in which the hunters 

stay. Also, unlike the hunters, who go to their camp to socialize, Jerry goes to his camp 

to escape society. In this sense, we see nature playing a similar role in Jerry's life as it 

did for Orville, Maufat and Irene in BZood Ties. It is a place that is fiee (or at the very 

least, more free) of social influences and sicnifiers. Jerry's buming of his camp is a 

tuming point in the novel because, in destroying the camp, Jerry gives up his ability to 

escape society, even temporarily. It is no coincidence that when the camp blows up, 

Jerry is placed temporarily in the hospital - a social institution. On the whoie. nature 

does not play as important a role in Wounded as it did in BZood Ties, and 1 suggest that 

this is reflective of the declining role that nature plays in the individual's life due to the 

increasing urban influences on the region. Despite this, nature does function in similar 



ways in BZood Ties and Wounded, as a place of escape and as a representative of positive. 

family values. 

Having exarnined how Jerry is c o ~ e c t e d  to family values and nature, I will show 

how Richards places these concepts in opposition to social institutions. Social 

institutions generdly represent a form of determined action, or a sort of artificiality that is 

opposed to the more natriral role of the family. For example, the hospital to which Jerry 

takes his son does not show the sarne care for the individual as does the family 

institution: "They're al1 frightened of taking responsibility for the boy. They didn't even 

consider it was Ieukemia. At first they just thought it must've been me beating him" 

(139). Richards also treats the Chrirch in a similar way in Wüunded as he did in BIood 

Ties, satirizing it throughout the text. Early in the novel, we are introduced to Jerry's 

wife, Loretta a "fervently religious" woman (3), "a Pentecostal girl - fkom upriver" (881, 

who leaves Jerry "because of his temble past" (5) .  The comection between Jerry, 

Loretta and the Church is best outlined as Loretta reads the newspaper article claiming 

Jerry's virtue. '-More simed against than sinning," she said, Iooking up at hirn again in 

consternation, and puzzlement, as the evening now smelled of snow and brown mud. It 

was as if she didn't want to tell him. He Iooked at her and smiled" (133). She does not 

want to tell him what the article means because it indicates that she has been wrong about 

him. When she explains the piece of wrïting to him, he asks? T s  yer rninister more 

sinned against than sinning?" (133). Her reply, "Of course" (133), leads the reader to 

question the true worth of her religior., as does the description Richards provides of 

Loretta's two ministers: 



... a father and son who looked identical (each weighed over two 
hundred pounds, and wore identical suits? and the boy's hair dyed to look 
like his father's), came one day to [Loretta's] house to visit. and ate pies 
and cakes sitting in the living room in the mid-after-noon. 

Each looked very canoned, rninisterial, as the cold snow fioze in 
the puddles. and their cars, both Buick Regals, were pulled up bumper to 
bumper in the little drive outside her house. Each wore leather shoes that 
were pointed to make them look like they only had a couple of toes on 
each foot, each wore the same gold jewellery - watches and rings. (214) 

Ironically. these men do not look "ministerial" at all. Their Buick Regds and their 

appearance suggest that they are more kingly than ministerial; in facf in the above 

passage alone, Richards characterizes thern in terms of two deadly sins: gluttony and 

vanity. In doing so, Richards voices the age-old criticisrn that the Church does not 

embody the virtues it preaches, and that the way to God is not through the Church. 

Loretta in one of her few gestures of pure Christianity. quotes the following to Jerry: Y 

am the tme vine - and my Father is the husbandman; no one comes to the Father except 

by me" (137). Here, the suggestion is that the Christian Church fails to reflect the virtues 

Christ embodies. 

Jerry's "old fashioned willingness to help" shows that he is a better Christian than 

the preachers in Wounded. In many ways, Jerry embodies the positive moral values that 

Christ does; in fact, Richards draws direct cornparisons behveen Je rq  and Christ. The 

most obvious link comes through the young boy, Andrew: "Learning his catechism at 

Sunday school, and learning about the crucifixion, he was told that each drop of blood 

Christ shed wâs shed for a particular sin" (10). Though this idea comes to the young boy 

fiom a social institution, it makes reference to self-sacrifice, the most revered form of 

spontaneous action. When Andrew first sees Jerry, he sees "a smile which suggested that 

he would die in a second for whatever he believed in, in whaiever place. no matter what" 



(7-8). Jerry's genuine conviction is directly contrasted with Vera's superficial social 

activism and her assertion of her religious zeal. At the novel's end, when Jerry dies to 

protect his family (on Christmas, by a wound in his side, no less), he becomes a martyr, 

or, at the very least, he atones for his one major sin: the theft of the tractor-trailer. 1 

identiQ this as Jerryls major sin because it is the cause of R h ' s  vendetta against Jerry. 

which ultimately results in Jerry's death, and because Adele blarnes this action for the 

death of her father, Joe Walsh. Although Jerry is only partially responsible, he feels 

guilty for this sin because it has been comrnitted against a farnily rnernber. 

In contrast to Jemy's atonement for his sins at the end of the novel, Richards 

provides a scene involving Nevin White, who has opted to change his life by entering the 

Church. The similarities between the two men are obvious, since both have been 

mistreated by their wives and by Society, and both men are arguably more s h e d  against 

than sinning. M e r  Jenyos death, we see Nevin helping to finish the construction of a 

new church while the two '%ninisteriaI" preachers look on. As Nevin lifis the church's 

cross to the top of the steeple, he becomes a Christ figure, complete with a reference to 

stigrnata: "Nevin's face was cut and his hmds were tom. He bled from every knuckle" 

(220). Frank Davey, in reference to Nights Below Slation Srreet, argues that 

The characters who attempt to change their lives are mostly depicted as 
having rnerely the illusion that they are choosing to change; what is really 
happening to them is that they are being shaped, moulded and scripted by 
large social forces beyond their understanding. (Post-National Ar-gurnenfs 
74) 

M i l e  Nevin's acceptance of Christianity is rneant to be a redeeming act, 1 argue that 

Davey's staternent cari be applied here. Nevin does make a new life for himselc 



however, in joining the Church, he essentially trades one set of social rules for another. I 

make this point to demonstrate how Jerryos redemption is the greater of the two: Nevin 

chooses to find his salvation in the Church, while Jerry finds his within; and Nevin gives 

up his sex manuals, books of philosophy, cookbooks and comic books, while Jeny gives 

his life. With respect to such sacrifice, William Connor suggests that. in Richardsk 

trilogy, "heroic acts are defined not by their consequences but by the quality of rnind out 

of which they grow - by unselfishness of an individual's motives'' ("Unlikely Heroes" 

76) .  In Wounded, we see that Jerry's act of heroism has very few consequences, positive 

or negative. Jen-y's first wife, who wouid have nothing to do with him, comes looking 

for money (226); Joe Walsh remains implicated in the theft of the tractor-trailer (226); 

and the g m  that would have protected Jerry's household has been lent to one of the 

ministers, who uses it to hunt deer out of season (225). In a more arnbiguous scene, 

Richards hints that Loretta Bines is to form a relationship with Nevin: "he felt he could 

easily mistake her for his first wife" (221). Loretta's final comment, "we're al1 as brave 

as we have to be . . . and none of us are any braver," can be read as an act of true Christian 

forgiveness for Netin's sins. At the sarne time, however, it shows that, like the rest of 

society, Loretta has forgotten that Jeny was braver than he had to be. 

A comparison of Jerry and the Church shows how Richards's morality in 

FVounded, like that of Blood Ties, favors spontaneous action over determined action. 

When we go fürther to compare Jerry to rnembers of academia, we see how this 

institution, as a representative of urban thought, wounds the individual - especially the 

rural individual - because it does not foster spontaneous action. Moreover, academia is 

represented as an external, urban influence on the region. Because Richards compares 



the region to the influences that enter i~ we see that his sense of morality and his 

regionalism are both relational in temperament. Such a relational flavor did not exist in 

BIood Ties. Richards provides Vera Pillar as the embodiment of (what he sees as) 

academia's trendy, determined methods of thought. As Armstrong and Wyile suggest, 

"Vera embodies a consistent theme in the trilow: the questionable sincerity of those with 

an academic, liberal perspective" (np). We l e m  fiom her husband, Nevin, that her 

relationship ~ 5 t h  academia has given her the tendency to become involved in trendy 

issues, it seems? for the sake of being fashionable: 

Y got mixed up in the Strax affair," Nevin said, T e r a  and 1." 
"1 don't know what that is," Bines said. 
"It was a movemerit in the sixties at the university,?' Nevin said, 

and, screwing up his eyes and trying to think, he continued: "It was 
positive - it was a positive thing." 

He told Jerry he went on protest marches, and burned the 
American flag - well, he did al1 the things the American children did. 
( 1 22) 

We see that Vera's motivations are generally self-senring. Early in Wounded, we learn of 

Vera's intention to write a book about Jerry: 

It wasn't that his story interested her so much. But he fitted a 
pattern that she had concemed herself about over the p s t  four or five 
years. And she had convinced herself that she could expose this pattern 
better than anyone else, show this kind of male violence, show the 
broader scope of such violence and how it "impacted'? on children and 
women. "hpacted" being the new word of choice for her at this 
moment. 

He was going to be one of the rnany people she would wite  about, 
but she felt that he wodd be at the centre of a long history of "maleness" 
and "patriarchy," which is how she described it, to her fiends and 
devotees. 

She felt that she too would become famous with this book, at least 
in a small way amongst a certain group. (22-3) 



Her connection to trendy, pretentious methods of thought is especially evident because, 

not only does she use affected language, she invents it. She is not interested in telling 

Jeny's story for his sake; instead? she wishes to better her own position in life in relation 

to a '-certain group" of people (academics) to which she belongs. Vera is? then, the 

epitome of determined action, but also of a liberal, or urban, consciousness. 

Such methods of thought have taken over Vera's life in such a way that they have 

infected her family. Richards deliberately draws cornparisons between her farnily and 

Jerry's to dernonstrate this fact. Like Jerry, Vera wants to change her child's last narne: 

"When Nevin got to the house he found out that Vera only wanted one thing ... she 

wanted to change Hadley's name to hers. Coldness always has its roots in sensible 

thought" (59). Jerry's wish to change his son's name stems from his love, while Vera's 

decision to change her daughter's name stems from coldness and sensible thought. This 

sensible thought, which Richards connects to the external and urban consciousness of 

academia is poles apart fkom the spontaneity that he associates with the rural setting. 

The interviews Vera conducts with Jerry M e r  demonstrate that these characters 

come from two different worlds, and have completely different ways of thinking: 

"You must have hated your dad very much," Vera said. 
. . 

"Oh, no," he said: his eyes shining, "1 never did." 
But he knew at that moment that she simply did not believe him. 
"1 never did," he said. "Never did." 
"That's a natural reaction," Vera said. "You just have to realize 

that he's no longer worth protecting." 
Bines looked at her. It seemed as if the very tEJngs he had wanted 

to make her see had been mistaken or misconstrued. The chasm between 
them had grown not lessened. 

. . . 
"What you want to protect," she said, --1s the male line, that's dl. 

But when the truth gets said it's dways painful - especially when you 
discover it does not agree with your former notions." 

"1 have no notions," Bines said. 



"Well, you certainly have some idea that you told on someone - 
and you don? like it. You probably always protected your father - your 
rnother probably protected hirn as well. It's natural now to feel ,.lilt." 

Suddenly he realized he was being used for something much more 
conlplex than he ever realized. He never would understand this fuIly, and 
would go into the d x k  groping for it. (1 82) 

Vera's statement, "when the tnith gets said it's always painful - especially when you 

discover it does not agree with your former notions:" is ironic because, if a single truth 

does exist, it is obvious that Vera would not have access to it. According to Richards, 

"ofcen tnith finds itself buried under a trend" ("My Miramichi Trilog" 78). Jeny and 

Vera' s conversation continues: 

"Why do you want your boy's name changed?" she said- 
'7 don't know,'? Bines said. "Seems like a good idea." 
"You want to get rid of your father's name,'' Vera said. "You 

want to stop the bleeding - that's why -'?' 

And she smiled that certain srriile that was present one moment 
and gone the next. A smile that was always controlled and said the tnith 
of the moment was to her the truth of d l  time. 

Al1 of her life Vera had gone from one religion to another 
asserting herself as its principle devotee. A11 his life Bines was searching 
for some notion of God, without ever having a concept of why he was. 
(1 83) 

When one compares Jerry's innocence with Vera's conceit, Jeny becomes an even more 

pathetic victim because he does not fully understand his own victimization. Jerry is so 

far removed fiom such affected, trendy ways of thinking that he can hardly understand 

their falseness. We see this again through Jeny's reverence of academia: '"Mr. Pillar's 

been to university,' Jeny said, with an inflection of absolute respect, so that his son 

would also show it" (881, and also through his infatuation with Vera, whom he sees as 

. . 
"someone almost untouchable, a part of a world he would occasionally glirnpse and 



swipe at, like a cat at an ascending bird (1 82). In contrast to Vera's knowledge and 

Iiberal thought, Richards appears to favor the sort of innocence Jerry h a .  maintained: "1 

have no notions." Armstrong and Wyile provide a simila. reading of Richards's works, 

as they suggest that 

In Richards's fictive world, voluntarist affirmations of social identity are 
the object of deep suspicion, even hostility. This suspicion is reflected 
particularly in the consistent disjunction between consciou intention and 
the act of speaking ... This disjunction suggests that self-fimation and 
premeditation are self-serving because rneaning c m  never be grasped at 
the moment of utterance and is afterwards endorseci as if it were meant to 
be. Consequently, the characters receiving the most sympathetic treatment 
are those least able or least inclined to articulate their identities, their 
desires, their sense of what is right. (np) 

If self-afinnation and premeditation are self-serving. then Richards's position as a writer 

who favors those who are inarticulate is somewhat paradoxical, since the act of w ~ t i n g  is 

premeditative. This will be addressed firther in the following chapter. 

When we read Wozinded, we seem to find a book about Jeny Bines within a book 

about Jerry Bines; however, Vera's book is not actually about Jeny: 

... the book wasn't called "Jerry Bines" as the boy thought it would be. It 
was called: The Victims of Patriarchy (and Its Inevitable Social Reszrlrs) 
... the book was riddled with words Iike "sexual deviance," and 
"malfllilction,'' and "dysfunctional," "hereditary rn~isculine reaction," 
"empowering," "cross-addictive personality." and "impacting" - al1 of 
which the boy stumbled over and became bored with. The worst of it 
was, to the boy, the book had no life. It did not show how Jeny Bines 
shook your hand. (5 1) 

Jeny never fully understands the motivations behind Vera's book, though he feels that he 

is being used for something "much more complex than he ever realized" (1 82). Unlike 

Vera's book, Richards's novel is about Jerry Bines, it does show how Jerr). shakes your 



han& and it aIso goes further to attack dl of the rhings for which people like Vera stand. 

Richards has become fmiliar with this sort of individual through his expex-ience with 

critics: 

. . . though the growth and sacrifice of the inner man and woman is 
evident in my novels, they have been looked upon with displeasure by my 
hometown, who see only the poor or broken people that the critics 
sometimes see.. . 

My books in a sense have suffered the same fate as my characters. 
("My Miramichi Trilogy 83-4, itaiics added) 

Richards makes it clear that his novels are about the "inner man." Again, this is 

unpopular subject matter for the postmodern literature of the day. At times, Richards's 

response to critics' treatment of his writing appears to be directed toward very specific 

targets: 

. . .since [Jerry] never mentioned the word "iove," Vera took this to mean 
that his family didn't love - and that love was replaced by the violence of 
a domineering father. Which proved her case in a way about the things 
she at this moment believed - that the idea of love comes with being abIe 
to articulate love, which to Vera was part of the prominent Iexicon of 
progressive thought. (1 70) 

On its most basic level, this passage suggests that Richards is opposed to progress for the 

sheer sake of progress. On a more specific level? Richards's description of Vera's views 

on love is likely a reaction to such statements as George Byrneos identification of 

%motional sterility" (55) in the male characters of BIood Ties. This sort of attack does 

not arise in Blood Ties because Richards had not, at that t h e ,  experienced as much 

criticism. We see that, just as Vera attempts to force Jeny into a mould that she has 

constmcted, critics have attempted to pigeonhole Richards's novels according to their 



own designs. With this comection between Jeny and Richards in mind. the reader c m  

see how Adele's judgnent of Vera's book conf~rrns the significance of Richards's title. 

When she sees the book in the store, she sees it as "wounding someone in the heart. 

hunting someone whc was wounded d o m "  (224). For Those Who Hunt the Wounded 

 DOM^ is written for, or more accurately, in retaliation to social institutions, who, through 

their "determined action" hunt down the wounded of the world. We have already seen 

that, for the most p a )  these social institutions represent urban thought, which Richards 

places in contrast to the rural consciousness of the region. 

1 have demonstrated how, throughout most of the novel, Richards establishes 

Jeny as a good man who demonstrates spontaneous action; however, it rnust be said that 

Jeny is by no means perfect. William Connor suggests that "In H'azrnded, the rumors, 

gossip, and lies ... becorne the main narrative device, and the real Jerry Bines remains 

partially hidden behind a reputation created by people who in some cases barely know 

him" ("Unlikely Heroes" 72). Richards purposely does not allow the reader to define a 

"real" Jerry Bines. For exarnple, the narrator of Wounded does not display the sort of 

subjectivity that, in BZood Ties, gave redeeming qualities to even the most unsympathetic 

of characters. Near the end of Jerry's story (within the space of two pages), Ralphie, 

Andrew, and by extension, the reader, have sirnilar revelations about the darker side of 

Jerry's character. Andrew is told a story in which Jeny exhibits his irrationality and 

dangerousness. Jeny offers to blow up the miII to please Ralphie, and after this 

encounter, Ralphie "had begun to see something, like the other side of a leaf, and the 

curious patterns therein" (1 72). When the story is finished, Andrew has a sirnilar 

reaction: "Andrew did not care so much about this anecdote at first, but slowly, like al1 



anecdotes about Bines, it had a peculiar aspect to it d c h  showed the total character" 

(173). A comparable revelation is made to the reader when Loretta Bines gives her 

statement to the police, and alleges that "Jeny always had cocaïne'? (204). This is the 

novel's first and only reference to dmgs in relation to Jeny, and Richards presents it with 

a great deal of ambiguity. On the hand, it is possible that Loretta is fabricating this 

information as an attempt to justi@ her treatment of Jerry throughout the nove1. On the 

other hand, it is possible that Jerry did have cocaine, since, during this section of the 

novel, we also leam other things about Jerry that had not formerly corne to the surface. 

For example, it is revealed that Jerry had another wife before the action of the novel 

begins. 

Richards shows an awareness that his depiction of Jerry's 7otal character" is 

It was strange, becaiise ail of his life Ralphie had reacted with 
aversion to this kind of manipulation. But now, within the sanctuary of it, 
it al1 seemed different. It seemed possible that al1 the things Jerry did 
were misconstrued, were even wonderfül- (the story about him escaping 
fiom prison one time now seemed a wonderful S ~ O V ) .  And Ralphie also 
knew that within the government, within academic circles, the same kind 
of manipulatiovt happened. But contemplating this was another 
bothersome feeling that perhaps no one, not even Adele hew.  At first it 
wasn't noticeable but lately it had become prevalent. (82-3, italics added) 

In the above passage Richards uses the word "manipulation" twice, and this draws 

attention to his authorial presence in the novel. This brand of metafictional self- 

reflexivity is an exarnple of Richards paying homage to the postrnodernist mode. When 

Richards goes the extra step to compare this sort of manipulation to the rhetoric found in 

the government and within acadernic circles, he shows that he is aware of the 



complicated position in which he writes. He wishes to avoid current trends and to keep 

away korn the hypocrisy of cuitural centers (i.e., the government and academia). but at 

the same tirne, he writes novels for a living and must therefore appeal to these sarne 

cultural centers to sel1 his works. Again, we see that Richards's writing of this text 

equates to his walking the line between '?hrowing down the glove" and creating a text 

that works as Iiterature. Thus, Richards hides his didacticisrn - his manipulation of the 

novel, and his response to cntics - beneath the 'ii..onderful story?' in which the reader 

finds h i d e r s e l f  an active participant. At the novel's end, we l e m  that Jerry has been 

kerping a lock of Andrew's hair next to his heart. .4ndrew remembers Jerry saying, 

"You corne back and get it when you're seventy. It'll still be here - next to my heart" 

(229). By including this Iast piece of information, Richards allows the reader the 

wonderhl ending to the wonderful story they desire; however, I argue that readers who 

subscribe totally to Jerry's goodness rnake the same mistake as do the characters that 

condemn fiirn, though perhaps to a Iesser degree. 

Having stated earlier that Wounded has much to do with holding ont0 one's 

humanity and sense of "goodness" despite opposing forces, 1 posit that the act of reading 

the book is much like the act of growing and gaining knowledge, regardless of where 

(Le., in which region) one grows. The reader is like an innocent child at the onset, 

sharing in Andrew's romantic views of Jerry. As the reader grows? by reading the novel, 

he/she gains expenence, and it becomes difficult to hold onto such innocence. We have 

seen how Richards favors Jerry's innocence in certain matters, but we also know that a 

certain amount of experience is necessary to see the Yotal character" of the things 

(people. places, ideologies, novels) we encounter. This is to Say that, if we deem Jerry to 



be a totally virtuous m- we make the rnistake of being too romantic and naïve. On the 

cther hand, if we condernn Jeny, we make the mistake of subrnitting to the sort of 

manipulation we encounter as we gow.  In the endy however, it does not matter whether 

we believe Jerry to be essentially good or bad, because the very act of judçing Jerry leads 

the reader to implement Richard's own sense of morality. In Wounded we have seen that 

this morality is such that urban modes of thought are criticized when compared to rural 

ways of thinking. In Richards's Iater texts, we will see that this morality, and the 

regïonalism that grows fkom ity go beyond the rnerely relational exercise of rural W. 

urban. In these works, Richards voices a much more specific political comrnentary, 

which, in its most extreme examples, involves the contmst of the region with the political 

center. The specificity of regional detail in these later novels should not, however, be 

mistaken for a Iost interest in the individual members of society. A brand of morality that 

functions upon an individual level remains paramount, even in Richards's most 

politically regionalist novels. 



Chapter 4: Mercy Among the Children (2000) 

"I've matured as a wrïter . . . Now 1 am not tembly too concemed 
with pleasing the crîtics. 1 have enough things to Say and I'm going to 
say them." 

(Richards, qtd. in Procenko np) 

Through my discussion of Blood Ties and Wounded 1 have shown that, from 1976 

to 1993, morality and regionalism have remained constants in Richards's works. Mercy 

Among the Children (2000), an exarnpie of Richards's Iater work is like BIaod Ties and 

Wounded in that it has, at its center, a strong sense of morality. In Mercy, as in his earlier 

works, Richards advocates a system of moral conduct which is based upon spontaneous 

action as opposed to determined action. Moreover, Richards continues to associate 

spontaneous action with the region's nature. In Blood Ties we saw that the division 

between spontaneous and detennined action places nature and farnily in opposition to 

social institutions within the region. Similarly, the regional association of Blood Ties was 

seen to stem from factors interna1 to the region, such as geography and the ïegion's 

society. Since this regional association did not corne through comparing the region to 

any exterior regions or influences, BIood Ties is characterized by a confederal brand of 

regionalism. in my discussion of Wounded? 1 quoted William Connor, who connects 

Richards's characters' "old fashioned willingness to help" wÎth the "primitive, more 

traditional life in the Miramichi Region" ("Unlikely Heroes" 75). In Ff7ounded, when 

Richards places the spontaneous action of Jeny Bines in opposition to the detemined 

action of general progressive, urban influences, we are able to see how Richards's sense 

of morality fosters a brand of relational regionalism. By this relational form of 

regionalism, Richards defmes his region in relation to non-specific outside influences. 



In Mercy. Richards goes M e r  to illustrate the distinction between the positive 

morality fostered by the region's nature and the amorality that exists in specific political 

and cultural centers, such as Toronto and Hollywood. RicharOs presents these places as 

being guilty of detemiuied action, and so, in this text, we fmd that a specific, political 

commentary - a political form of regionalism - derives fkom the sarne universal divisim 

between spontaneous and determined action that we saw in works as early as Blood Ties. 

My discussion of Mercy focuses upon nature, family. and social institutions to 

dernonstrate how Richards's regionalism is directly comected to this simple brand of 

moraiity. Specifically, it will be seen that the central family's connection with nature 

makes this institution the repository of positive moral values and strength, which promote 

spontaneous action. Through the course of the novel, Richards presents the growth and 

subsequent fia-entation of the Wenderson farnily. By examining the members of this 

family, considering how they relate to each other, and by focusing upon the contrast 

between this family and other families in the novel, we see that Richards uses the 

Hendersons to convey a sense of morality. The positive rnorality of the Henderson 

farnily is contra-distinguished from the amorality that appears to corne f?om political and 

culhiral centers. Upon rec~~piz ing  this distinction, one c m  clearly see how the sarne 

general mordis. of Mercy is the foundation for the political regionalism of this novel. In 

outlining the connection between the morality and regionalism of Mercy, 1 wilI also 

demonstrate how Richards appears to mask the didacticism of the novel beneath the 

disguise of fate. 

Because Richards defines the Miramichi region by placing the positive morality 

that stems fiom the region's nature in contrast to the arnorality of cultural and political 



centers, it can be said that Mercy dispIays a political form of regionalism. In fact, in 

Richards's recent work, such as Mercy and Hope in the Desperate Hour (1996): his 

nanators, as well as some of his characters, show a much greater awareness of their 

region in relation to progressive forces, such as academia, government controll and 

American popular culture, which enter it fiom the outside. This awareness marks a 

regional consciousness - a regionalism - that is much more relational and political than 

that which we saw in Blood Ties and Wounded. 

The political temperament of Richards's regionalism in Mercy is especially 

evident when one examines the narrative structure of the novel. One voice narrates the 

prologue and afterword, and another narrates the body of the text. Each of these voices 

exhibit forms of regionalism that are more political than those of Richards's earlier 

narrators. The frame narrator displays such regionalism as early as the novel's furst page: 

Temeux lived in a smail apartment on the fourth floor of a rooming 
house in the south end of Saint John, New Brunswick.. .. 

Temieux's place was away fiom the city center, arnong the newly 
renovated waterfront buildings and down a half-hidden alleyway, in an 
area that smelled of the docks and Irving pulp mill. There was a smell of 
diesel, and a shapeless conglomerate of depressed buildings and houses 
that ran off around the corner, where there was posted a Pepsi sign over 
an oId convenience store, faded cigarette advertisements, and a newer 
advertisement for sanitary napkins. The door was open and cold air hung 
at, the entrance. (1) 

From the nove1's outset, we find Richards describing the Maritime region; however, we 

see that he does so in a more specific manner thar, he did in his earlier works. For 

example, Richards's reference to the Irving pulp mill in the above quotation is notable in 

that such an allusion carries a specific connotation for those familiar with the region, and 

therefore marks Richards's straying fiom the more universal subject matter of his earlier 



works. (Again, we will see îhat the underlying morality of Mercy remains universal, 

despite its specific political temperament.) In BIood Ties and Wounded, Richards' region 

is disguised and abstracted by his avoidance of place narnes and specific regional issues. 

Such is not the case here, as Richards firmly locates this part of the story in Saint John in 

Novernber of 1997. and the reçt of the novel is set on the outskirts of ~ewcastle.' 

Richards's depiction of Saint John, with his use of the word "alleyway'? and his 

description of the "shapeless conglomerate of depressed buildings" lends this city urban 

characterïstics. Perhaps Richards is trying to break down stereotypes of the region as 

pastoral and rural by including these details. As EE. R. Forbes suggested in a passage 1 

quoted in Chapter 1, the cal1 for the breaking down of stereotypes is characteristic of a 

relational form of regionalist writing (12). We see that Richards has now reached the sort 

of political regionalism defined by Forbes and Frank Davey. 

Another sign of such political regionalism cornes as the f k n e  narrator exhibits a 

historical awareness of the region in relation to the political forces that surround it: 

The Sturnps was a tract of land in northeastem New Brunswick, 
dong the great Miramichi River, which flowed out of the heavy forests 
into the Northumberland Strait, north of the western tip of Prince Edward 
Island. ... It had been settled first by Micmac Indians and then by 
displaced French, who hid during the British expulsion of the Acadians in 
1756. The Irish - like Henderson - came half a century later, for some 
reason still loyal to a British crown that had pissed in their face. They 
worked the woods and eut the timber, and towns grew up along the great 
river that ran south and east almost to the top of the state of Maine. its 
people were fies., rough, and not without brilliance. It was the river 
where Terrieux had been a police officer years and years ago, when he 
himself was not only Lyle's age but in height and colour looked 

* man. exceptionally like that youn, 
For a moment Lyle stared out at the old wooden docks of this 

largest city in New Brunswick, part of the receding empire of British 
North Arnenca, quickly being swallowed by the more vigorous and 
certain empire to the south, so that the very narne Empire Hotel took on a 



splendid quaintness for the detached, very usplendid building in the fog. 
( 3  -4) 

Using this passage as a basis of cornparison between this narrator and those of Blood Ties 

and Hrounded it is possible to outline the continuance of trends in Richards's writing. 

The narrator of BZood Ties seems to know no more about the world outside his region 

than do his characters. This represents a codederal brand of regionalism. In Wounded? 

the narrator is only slightly more knowledgeable about the world exterior to the 

Miramichi. This narrator's knowledge gave the regionalisrn of Wounded a relational 

temperament. In Mercy, we see M e r  evidence of the movement fiom subjectivity to 

objectivity, as well as the continued shift 6om confederal to political regionalisrn. The 

above passage shows an objective narrative stance, as it focuses not upon the thoughts of 

the character involved, but upon the region's setting. The passage also shows that the 

narrator is endowed with a thorough knowledge of the region in relation to its 

surroundings, as well as a sense of sociopolitical histov that is much more complex than 

in earlier works. More importantly, this narrator shows ân opinion toward the region's 

history. According to the above passage, the people of British North Amerka have been 

mistreated by England, and are now being "swdIowed," or colonized by a "vigorous and 

certain empire": the United States. Thus, the narrator of Mercy appears to have specific 

views that he speaks in relational, political, and even postcolonial terms. 

As the frame narrator continues, we see that many comments he makes bear 

semblance to similar politically regionalist statements made by Richards himself, in 

interviews and essays. In fact, the initial descriptions of Terrieux and Lyie border on 

self-portraiture: 



Terrieux . .. had been a naval officer for some seven years. Then, 
feeling betrayed in a way by Canad% or by the failure of his marriage that 
came about because of his position, he had resigned and drified to the 
States, where he had worked in New Orleans on the docks and in the Gulf 
of Mexico on an oil rig. . . 

Now at fi@-seven he stood between fathers and their children, 
parolees and the parole bclard? a buffer between out-of-fashion men and 
those who wished to change the life of those men. He knew the men, 
because he was one of them. He knew the lives they led, lives no better 
or worse than others he had dealt with. And he was cynical of change in 
a way most intelligent people tend to be. That is, he was not cynical of 
change so much as cynical of those who would in fashion conscience 
alone commit themselves to it. 

Lyle Henderson had a story to tell, perhaps about this very thing, 
and was hopuig Tenieux would listen. This was not an unusual request 
fiom the men that Terrieux h e w ,  but was unusual for a boy of Lyle's age 
and demeanour. The demeanour was something seen only in youth, a 
kind of hopefdness in spite of it all. In spite of the blast of misfortune 
that would crumble lives into powder. Tt seemed as if Lyle understood 
this, without benefit of much in his Iife. Perhaps while standing here in 
the dooway of the Empire Hotel he understood how much the man he 
was talking to had himself suffered. Perhaps they were reflections of each 
other, in youth and middle age, a mirror into the p s t  and future of rural 
men caught in the world's great new web. (1-2) 

Richards's own views of the region corne through in Terrieux's recognition that these 

people lead lives that are no better or worse than anyone else's. AIso, Richards's position 

as a regional writer has made him, like Temeux, a buffer between these "out of fashion" 

men and those who wish to change them. Like Temeux, Richards is one of these 

individuals, since he has often made reference to his own "rural consciousness." Most 

importantly, Terrieux's position in relation to change, which places hirn between the 

progressive urban consciousness and the conservative rural sphere, bears liking to 

Richards's own position as one who is, as Armstrong and Wyile suggest, "out of step 

with prevailing social thought and literary taste" (np), but still a part of this sarne literary 

world. The reference to '%hose who would in fashion conscience alone commit 



themselves to [change]" alludes to the type of person represented by Woundeds Vera 

Pilla, who was obviously an object of Richards's own scorn. Perhaps Terrieu's sense 

of having been "betrayed in a way by Canada" is a reference to Richards's position as a 

misunderstood writer in Canadian literature. Keeping in mind these similarities between 

Richards and Temew, we see that the M e r  connection the fiame narrator rnakes 

between Lyle and Temeux, as "reflections of each other, in yoiith and middle age, a 

rnirror into the past and future of rural men caught in the world's great new web," aErrns 

the close relationship between Richards and these two characters. Indeed, they are parts 

of the same whole. 

The comections behveen Richards and Lyle are especially important to my 

argument, since they outline how the brand of political regionalism Richards voices in 

interviews and essays pervades the whole of the text. The main body of the novel 

consists of Lyle's first-person recounting of his "blâst[s] of misfortme" to Temeux. Any 

use of the first person narrative style raises questions as to the narrator's relationship with 

the author, and here 1 argue that the gap between Richards and Lyle is narrow. Richards, 

in an interview with Chapters-ca, when asked to name the fictional characters to which he 

relates, answered, '7 suppose 1 identi@ with Lyle from Mercy .4nzong rhe ChiZdren" r O f f  

the Cuff With David Adams Richardso'). It is not surprising to find Lyle displaying a 

brand of relational regionalism similar to that which Richards has exhibited in earlier 

interviews and essays. For example? Lyle shows his awareness of Canada's relationship 

with the United States: 

. . .vide0 garnes, cable, and satellite dishes brought the world to our door - 
the geat  empire to our south. We drove Arnerican cars, played American 
music, dressed in American clothes, danced American dances under the 



glitter globes, and yet there was a glass partition that kept us on the far 
side of the Amencan expenence. (1 60) 

Here we find a tone similar to that in Richards's description of what Canada means ro 

him, as quoted in the previous chapter. Furthemore' recalling Margaret Ahvood's 

description of a colony as "a place fiom which a profit is made, but no[ by the people who 

Zive there" (36): such statements by Richards's narrator take on a postcolonial flavor. It 

appears that Lyle larnents how the people of his region have lost their former fire and 

brilliance to the influences of American culture. Tn fact, the tone in this passage is similar 

to George Grant's fear of Amencan influence in Lament for a Arafion. 

In a more politically regionalist passage, Richards describes the relationship 

between the progessive ';national consciousness" and the people of his region: 

Once or hnce  in their lives people from Mathew's background would 
have a moment where they would prick the national consciousness; they 
wou1d be interviewed and condescended to, with such gaiety of dismissal 
it wasn't even registered by our more educated countryrnen. OveraII, 
men Iike Mathew were laughed at, ridiculed or feared most of their lives. 
If there was bigotry against First Nations they were accused of it (even 
though he had worked with First Nations men and women far more than 
those professors or writers who would accuse him). If there was 
intolerance they were accused, even though he had worked on roads and 
shared his bread with black men from Afncville. Chauvinism they were 
accused of, even though he thought of Cynthia as his superior. (95) 

The division between the national consciousness and the people of the Miramichi 

exemplifies a politically regionalist stance. In the above passage, Richards attacks 

acadernia as well as the media for their perpetuation of regional stereotypes. We find 

Richards making a similar attack on the media in the scene in which Lyle's grandfather is 

blamed for a riot he did not intend to cause: 



Ali of this was documented by a local reporter. A picture was taken 
that day long ago. Unfortunately, standing on the hulking min of 
srnouldering machinery, a half-crazed drunken smile on his face, was 
my grandfather. It made the fiont pages of the provincial papers. He 
liad not exactly done what my father had advised hirn to do. Ln fact he 
looked like a vigilante fiom the deep south stomping the ruins of 
innocence. It was how they wanted him to look. (16, italics 
Richards's) 

Richards's emphasis on the word "ihey" reinforces a relational form of commentary 

by which the powerless people of the region are victimized by the dominating press. 

Considering the above passages, we see that both the h e  narrator and the 

characterlnarrator, Lyle Henderson, prove to be much more politically conscious and 

opinionated tlian any of Richards's earlier narrators. In fact, these two voices are 

very similar in their views. We have seen the fiame narrator refer to the British 

treaiment of the Irish by saying that the British "pissed in their face" (3). Later, 

Lyle's anger brings about similar statements - at one point he calls men in general 

. . 
"gutless pukes" (1 12). While this statement from Lyle does not carry regionalist 

sentiment, it shows that the tones of both narrators are similar. Richards's statement 

that he relates to Lyle seems to indicate that he is very closely comected to both the 

narrators of Mercy, most noticeably because, as we will see, they share a similar form 

of regionalism. 

Thus far, 1 have demonstrated how the regionalism in Mercy is of a 

relational/political nature. In the previous chapters, 1 have outlined how the shift 

fiom codederal to relational regionalism directly aligns with the movernent fiom 

subjectivity to objectivity as well as the shift fiom universal subject matter to specific 

issues. In reference to The Bay of Love and Sorrows (1998), Janet MacNaughton 



notes that Richards's later fiction continues these trends. She explains how Richards 

adopts "a storyteller's voice, telling readsrs not only what happened, but everything 

they should know about the characters" (41). She goes on to Say that Richards's "flat 

narrative style jars at first, but it does throw characters into high relief, allowing 

Richards to explore moral issues in a stark way few modem authors would dare" (4 1). 

In saying this, MacNaughton identifies Richards's objectivity as being directly 

comected to his mordity. 1 agree with this c o ~ e c t i o n ,  but go M e r  and argue that 

Richards's objectivity is aiso directly related to the political comrnentary of his 

novels. In Mercy, we find that a convoluted plot has essentially replaced Richards's 

earlier focus on the psychology of his characters. At first, the plot appears to revolve 

around the concepts of fate and tragedy; however, upon closer analysis, one sees that 

Richards's wpresentation of fate or tragedy contains a moral criticisrn of the 

sociopolitical system of which Richards's characters are a part. 

My argument is directed in response to critic John Bemrose, who, in two 

reviews of Richards's fiction, repeatedly uses the terms "fate," "doorn" and "tragedy" 

to describe Richards's works: 

Very few try - as Thomas Hardy and William Faulkner once did - to 
evoke the poetry and pathos of a doomed soul's descent. Irony, black 
humor, psychological realism and a dozen other approaches are much 
more in favor. Yet at least one Canadian writer has kept a c o ~ e c t i o n  
to the tragic tradition. ("Harmed and Dangerous" np) 

Critics and reviewers have constantly drawn comparisons between Richards and 

Hardy. In response to Bernrose's use of the phrase "the tragic tradition," it is worth 

mentioning that recent studies in Hardy's fiction have turned away from readings of 



his novels in terms of tragedy. For example, Peter Widdowson, in On Thomas Hardy 

(1998), suggests that the discourses of tragedy and fate in Hardy's novels ultimately 

point to a fonn of social satire: 

... while the satire of Hardy's fiction may be articulated by 'absurd' 
instances of chance, coincidence and contingency, these are not its 
cause; rather, they are the telling representation of an ideological 
artifice which niins human lives from behind a screen 'realistically' 
depicting the unjust and predatory current social order as natural. 
inevitable and sanctified. (1 76) 

I argue that the same can be said for Mercy, since much of this novel revolves around 

instances of chance, coincidence and contingency.' For example, the 'iragedy" of the 

novel can be traced back to the episode in which it happens, by chance, that Lyle7s 

grandfather, Roy Henderson, is caught jigging salmon. It is notable that this original 

act was comrnitted to impress Amencan businessmen. Furthemore, this episode of 

coincidence involves wardens, who represent a social institution. ln this scene, as is 

infallibly the case. these representatives of a social institution do more harrn than 

good. Furthemore, we see that the tragic vein of the novel is actuaily based upon 

Richards's moral critique of such institutions. In "The People on the Roadway" 

(1994), Sheldon Cunie also suggests that social criticism is an important aspect of 

Richards's novels. Curie generalizes about the experience of Richards's characters, 

describing them as 

people whose visions. through no fault of their own, are restricted by 
firm horizons, people who are intelligent and talented, but who realize 
too late, if at d l ,  that somewhere in the past, because of a lack of 
opporhinity, or a deficient gene, or because of bad luck or bad 
management by themselves or by someone else, they missed a grade, 
or a beat, or an experience, or a fùndarnental bit of advice at the 



opportune moment, and what they missed was seminal; they missed 
getting to the part of the river of their lives that opens out into the 
ocean, and they are doomed until the grave, or some serendipitous 
luck, to an uprïver existence. (68, italics added) 

Richards's novels most often address the notion of bad management by "someone 

else." In my discussion of Blood Ties and Wounded, 1 identified social institutions as 

being guilty of mismanaging the protagonists of these novels. The same can be said 

for Mercy - we have seen that the legal system is a social institution that falls short of 

justice, and pales by cornparison to Sydney's simple sense of moraiity. In this novel, 

however, we find that nlost often the "someone else" at whorn Richards directs his 

moral cornmentary is clearly representative of an outside, ofteri political, progressive 

influence. This is where cornmon ground exists between Richards's political 

regionalism and his morality. In Wounded, the moral division between spontaneous 

and determined action is ali-ged with Richards's own more relational distinction 

between rural and urban consciousnesses. %y the same token, Mercy contains both a 

general, moral commentary and a political commentary that stems fiom it. The 

remainder of this chapter is organized in terms of this division. 

1 now tum to provide an examination of nature, family, and social institutions, 

to demonstrate how Mercy's morality serves as the basis for a specific political brand 

of regionalism. It will also be seen that Richards appears to hide the moral 

didacticism of the novel beneath the disguise of fate. On a simple, moral level, we 

see that the Hendersons' connection to nature appears to foster their positive family 

values. Such a brand of positive, natural morality is most apparent in Elly 

Henderson, one of the most unarnbiguously good characters in the novel: 



"1 will name one of my children Auturnn,'? Mother said, "for the wind 
has informed me I will have a daughter." 

.. .Diedre told my mother she could have a job in Fredericton 
far away from Sydney Hendenon and my mother should count herself 
lucky. My mother did try to feel lucky, but could not. The road, the 
little leaves on the trees - dl of this, the dusty quality of the clouds, al1 
these miracles she would miss if she went away. (3 1-2) 

This character's positive farnily values appear to stem fiom her close comection to 

the nature in which she has grown. Elly's daughter, Autumn, is also connected to 

nature, not rnerely by name. Autumn's albino complexion represents her purity. In 

Lyle's narrative, this natural whiteness is compared to the appearance of Penny 

Porier, who comes from a more prosperous farnily down the road: 

Penny Poner was a little older than 1 w-as. Dressed in a white rabbit 
coat, with a white fur hat and muff and white Ieotards, she entered my 
life smelling of peppermint and tied up with a Christmas bow one 
December afternoon when 1 was eight or nine; to me the embodiment 
of perfection. (46) 

Penny's peppermint smell, her bow, and her fur clothing make her representative of a 

commercial Christmas. To a young Lyle, she is "the embodiment of perfection"; 

however, we will see that the superficiality of Penny's store-bought whiteness is 

apparent when it is compared to the natural beauty of Autum.  

The naturalness of the Henderson family does not improve their condition in 

the society of which they are a part. Richards continually represents their poverty by 

describing in detail such things as the house in which they live, and Ly1e7s hand-me- 

down clothes. Despite the Hendersons' obvious poverty, when we compare the 

Henderson family to the Voteur family down the road, we see that the Hendersons' 



comection to nature saves them fiom the "poverty of spirit" (48) from which the 

Voteurs suffer. This poverty of spirit is related to the Voteur children's submission to 

popular culture: 

[Darren Voteur] kept to hirnself in a srnaII attic room upstairs, listened 
to heavy rock music, grew his fingernails and hair long. He passed us 
by with a brooding look; his room was filled with posters of the band 
Megadeth. I redized that out of those ainvaves of information that 
always tell the poor who they should be, he had chosen strange 
exarnples. 

Cheryl had had a baby when she was fourteen she called Moo 
Moo. She had the same drearns of any girl her age from California, 
New York, or Toronto - she drearned of being a modeI, of being like 
Madonna or Cyndi Lauper. She had her ears and nose pierced and 
read novels like Love 3 Light Anew, The Weekend Romance, The TaZl 
Dark Strmger, Love Island. They filled the small crooked bookshelf 
in the living room of the dank drab house. (2 18) 

The Voteur children have becorne poor of spirit in the same way as the original Irish 

settlers in the region - who were once "fiery, rough, and not without brilliance" (3) - 

and are now essentially colonized by the "vigorous and more certain empire to the 

south" (4). It can be said that the spirit to which Lyle's family clings comes from 

their strong connection to nature, as opposed to the Voteurs' connection to popular 

culture. Once more, Richards offers nature as the favorable alternative to culture. 

This use of nature, then, is important to both the morality and regionalism of Mercy, 

since Richards establishes the nahiral world of Siis region as a source for positive 

moral values. The above passage also contrasts this region with the Amencan culture 

that enters into it. Thus, we see that even Richards's cornparison of two families 

within the region takes on an element of political regionalism. 



Directly connected to the positive family morality that grows from the 

Hendersons' connection to nature is a form of naturai faith to which Sydney and Elly 

hold fast: 

For as Sydney told [EIIy]], no one owned the ice, or the sunlight 
spiraling down into it, or any other sunlight, nor crisp a u m  days, 
and no orie had authority over her enjoyrnent of the world. That was 
given to her by something - someone else. He told her that when he 
was a boy he had become convinced that nothing man did or said 
rnattered unril this was understood. (76) 

As LyIe tells us, Sydney constantly displays a firm belief in a higher, moral form of 

justice. This belief comes to him after a childhood incident, in which he accidentally 

pushes another young boy, Connie Devlin, fiom the roof of the local church. Fearing 

the boy to be dead, Sydney makes a pact with God: 

. . . he whispered that if the boy lived he would never raise his hand or 
his voice to another soul, that he would attend church every day. 
Every dumn day. What is astounding is, as soon as he made this 
horrible pact, the boy stood up, wiped his face, laughed at him, and 
walked away. . . . 

What my M e r  believed from the time his own father died 
was this: whatever pact you rnake with God, God wiIl honour. You 
may not think He does, but then do you realIy know the pact you have 
actually made? Understand the pact you have made, and you will 
understand how God honours it. (22) 

Sydney and Elly Henderson are connected to positive rnorality through their strong 

connection to nature, and a natural form of faith. Richards, in an interview with 

Sandra Martin, takes a similar stance on justice and morality. He explains that he 

himself has a belief in a higher form of justice: "in the end there is . . . but it is a long 

time coming" (np). Such a statement carries with it the belief in the notion of 



"blessed are the rneek." This is the sort of belief by which Sydney and EIly teach 

their family to live. 

By looking at three scenes in the novel, 1 will demonstrate how Richards's 

presentation of Sydney's morality and faith makes it possible for the reader to see 

how the novel's elements of fate are part of a moral criticism of society. In the first 

of these scenes, Constable Morris mocks Sydney Henderson's philosophic nature: and 

challenges him to quote a line of poetry: 

"...one damn line of any poern from anywhere at any moment 
that was ever written. Corne now - you must know one - do you 
know one?" 

"As flies to wanton boys, are we to the gods;/They kill us for 
their sport," Sydney said, staring almost in shame at the constable. 
(1 19) 

1 made reference to this quotation in my discussion of BZmd Ties, to demonstrate how 

Orville's ordeal in the fields at night made him feel momentady Siat he was the 

victim of a malevolent God. Sydney, however, never loses his faith. Knowing that 

Sydney has faith in God's justice, we should read his statement as a moral criticism of 

the social world in which he Iives - not of his god. Richards clarifies this point in a 

second scene. when the clash between Moms and Sydney resurfaces: 

Constable Morris spoke about how callous my father was when he 
came to the police station, and how Elly seemed to be mesmerized by 
him when he quoted a poem that, as Morris said, didn't even rhyme. 
The courthouse crowd was arnused, and giggled and turned their eyes 
on Sydney. (129) 

Here, Richards obviously satirizes the police officer and the people in the courthouse, 

and so Sydney's quotation becomes a clear statement of social cornrnentary - not of 



tragedy. In a third scene involving Lyle's young brother. Percy, one sees how a 

moral commentary lies beneath the novel's tragic tone: 

Moths gathered under the streetlights in town and fell to the 
raining pools, bathing their powder in water. Percy picked one up, 
dried it with a touch, and released it into the ni&. 

"There are millions of moths, Percy," 1 said scornfully as 1 
watched it flutter in its zigzagged bafflement a few feet away. 

"It doesn't know that, Lyle," Percy said, taking my hand to 
cross the highway. (288) 

This passage expresses the idea that children are not naturaiIy cruel, but mercihl and 

good. Richards appears to suggest that society and, more specifically, social 

institutions, take away the innocence and naturd goodness that exist in chîldren. We 

have seen hints of this suggestion throughout Blood Ties and Wounded, most notably 

through the characters of Orville and Andrew, but here Richards demonstrates his 

point much more clearIy. 

We have seen that Sydney's knowledge of literature is a cause for other 

characters to ridicule him. The Hendersons' bookshelf takes a prominent place in 

their household; in fact, the acts of reading and writing are associated with the 

Henderson family in such a way that books referred to within the novel become a 

source of moral commentary. For example, in an act of kindness, Jay Beard, the 

Good Samaritan across the road, sells Sydney his first books for a paltry sum of 

money. These books are the catalyst in Sydney's decision to give up alcohol, and 

they also teach him a positive sense of morality: 

". . .you know what 1 have found out in books?" He smiled. . . . 
"1 wÏll Say this once, and not to demean al1 the good they have tried to 
do for you. But I have found out, even before the death of my father, 



that no orle can do an injury to you without doing an injury to 
themselves." The wind and rain battered the eaves of the shoebox- 
shaped house, as if to mock him. . -. 

'Those who scom you taunt only thernselves - 1 knew this 
without reading one word; because in reading one is reminded of the 
tmth man is given at birth - by man 1 mean man and woman. My 
father never had to read a book to feel ashamed srfter he hit my mother 
or me." (34-5) 

The sense of morality Sydney descnbes in this passage is reminiscent of the morality 

in Blood Ties and Wounded, since Richards suggests, once more, that as children 

grow older, they are stripped of "the tnith man is given at birth." The title, Mercy 

Arnong the Children, is therefore thematic of the novel, since Richards idedizes the 

innocence and the simplicity of childhood, as we saw in the scene involving Percy 

and the moth. 

In another example of the morality associated with literature, we find Lyle 

describing the afiermath of a meeting between Sydney Henderson and Dr. David 

Scone. In this scene, the reader is asked to take part in a moral assessrnent of Sydney, 

Lyle, and Professor Scone: 

...[ Sydney] felt that [Dr. Scone] had condescended to him. 
What surpnsed him was the fact that an educated man would ever do 
this. He had been innocent enough to assume that the educated had 
excised al1 prejudice from themselves and would never delight in 
injury to others - that is, he believed that they had easily attained the 
goal he himself was smiggling toward. He did not know that this goal 
- which he considered the one û-uthful goal man should strive toward 
- was not even considered a goal by others, educated or not. 

He had by that evrning discovered his gross miscalculation. 
He was angry and decided to write a leiter, and sat down in the 
kitchen and started to write to this professor, in pencil on an old lined 
sheet. But when the words came he realized a crime had taken place. 
(This is how he later described it to my mother.) The crime was that 
he had set out in a letter to injure someone else. He was ashamed of 
himself for this and burned the letter in the stove, sank on his bed with 



his face to the wall. Later 1 came to hate that he did not send it, but 
it was noble. (20-21) 

Sydney, like Jerry Bines in Wounded, is praised for his innocence and naiveté. In a 

later scene, Lyle explains, "My M e r  did not understand what the courts did. Not in 

fhat way. (1 use his gullibi1it.j to explain his greatness)" (41). Sydney feels that it is a 

crime for him to write the letter in response to Scone's condescension, since this 

action marks his attempt to injure someone else. It is significant that Sydney's 

would-be "crime" against Scone is an act of h t i n g .  LyIe7s stance on his father's 

decision - "1 came to hate that he did not send it, but it was noble" - points to 

Richards's position as the author of the novel. Arguably, Richards is guilty of 

detennined action, especially since his writing is a prerneditated attack on the sort of 

people David Scone represents. Because of this, it is paradoxical that Richards would 

preach against determined action. The fact that Mercy shows such blatant moral 

criticisrn once again reflects Richard's own assertion that he has "things to say" and is 

not afraid to say them, despite the paradoxical position in which he places himself 

when writing such novels. Just as Lyle hates his father's noble actions, the very fact 

that Richards writes the moral and regionalist novels he does tells us that Richards 

feels that the David Scones of the world deserve the sort of responses he makes in his 

later work- 

In Mercy, as in Wounded, the reader's passing of moral judgrnent involves 

comparisons between characters. Such is especially the case with Lyle's farnily, as 

Richards sets up deliberate comparisons between the Hendersons and the other 

farnilies of the novel. These comparisons generally use the shortcomings of other 



families to highlight the positive moraiity of the Henderson farnify. One of these 

other families is that of Mathew and Cynthia Pit. In one sense, the Pits and the 

Hendersons are united by their cornrnon alienation: "Across Arron Brook and beyond 

the dark spruce trees, on that day, as on al1 days, sat the Pit residence. The Pits' and 

my father's houses were the only two on this entire stretch" (33). The most notable 

point of contrast between the two families is that the Pit family does not possess the 

sort of morality that Sydney advocates to liis family. For exarnple, the various 

descriptions of Cynthia Pit portray her as opportunistic and manipulative: 

She had been in trouble many times (once for biting a bride's ear), and 
already her face had a charneleon-like changeability seen in those who 
have studied social opportunity more than they have studied themselves 
- a beautifid face, no doubt, wanton at times, at times hilarious, but 
always resolute, fixed on purposes beyond her present state, which was 
rural poor. (27) 

Richards portrays Cynthia's study of social opportunity as a moral defect, and he 

appears to criticize her for attempting to reach beyond her rural condition. This 

passage characterizes Cynthia in tenns of deterrnined action. In a similar passage, 

Richards goes fürther to attach a relationally regionalist message to this mord 

shortcoming: 

Cynthia had been envious of the rich and powerful she saw as a child. 
Politicians and mavencks frorn a11 walks of life, some who owned 
cottages along the bay shore. Farnilies fiom places like Montreal and 
Oshawa. Ottawa and Toronto. People so adept at dismissing these 
wide-eyed children in those small fishing houses. She wanted more 
than anythng to be like them. (98) 



According to Lyle, "There is no worse flaw in a man's character than that of wanting 

to belong" (88). The above passages demonstrate that Cynthia is flawed in this way. 

More importantly, we see that Richards goes as far as to name cultural and political 

centers of society in his description of Cynthia's desire to fit in. Thus, Richards not 

only offers the mord criticism of Cynthia's envy, he also offers a regionalist criticisrn 

of the center. The above passage suggests that, although the region does not offer 

Cynthia the opportunity to improve her social condition, the wealth and power 

associated with cultural and political centers appear to bnng about a loss of one's 

humanity - such powerful people dismiss those who live in "those small fishing 

houses." 

Hitherto, 1 have explained how the Hendersons' connection to nature has 

fostered their positive moral values, and 1 have demonstrated how farnilies that align 

themselves with cultural centers possess what Richards calls "poverty of spirit." 

Such a division between families indicates a simple moral division between natural 

and artificial; however, Richards's moral approach in Mercy becomes much more 

complex when Lyle rebels against his father's morals. At one point in the novel, 

Sydney is forced to leave the household to pay off his family's debt by working in a 

logging camp: 

[Sydney Henderson] was now penalized for not iiling his income 
taxes during a three- or four-year period. It was done, as al1 things 
are done today, by computer fiom Ottawa. The local tax department 
had not even handled the case. (196). 

This passage displays a great deal of regionalist sentiment for its suggestion that, just 

as Canada is separated fiom the United States, this region is alienated from central 



Canada by government bureaucracy. More irnportantly, Sydney's absence carries a 

great deai of moral significance because, at this time, LyIe takes over as the head of 

the household. By this point in the novel, Lyle is disgusted with his father's sense of 

morality and his blind faith, and so he tums to Leo McVicer, the shrewd, self-made 

businessrnan. McVicer is everything Lyle's father is not. For example, Sydney has 

vowed never to injure another human being, while McVicer once made a living as a 

boxer. In contrast to Sydney's patient, meek sense of rnorality, we find the foIIowing 

advice from Leo McVicer: 

"...Already you have to protect this girl here - this Auturnn - and as 
she gets older the more you will have to - 1 know it won't be easy for 
you - life is never easy for McVicers or Hendersons. It wasn't meant to 
be easy - but grab life by the throat like a scrapping dog - and when it 
throws you on your back never hesitate to fight dirty, because it won? 
fight clean with you." (59) 

In his father's absence, Lyle does "fight dirty7' - in response to those who have 

wronged his family. he tums to fighting, thefi, and m o n .  He also begins to drink 

heavily and he becomes involved with dmgs. In much the same way as Lyle wished 

that his father had sent the letter to David Scone, the reader is made to question the 

3-ightness" of Lyle's active quests for retribution when compared to his father's 

humble passivity. This moral dilernma is a central aspect of Mercy. According to 

Richards, this debate is never settled: 

You're ieft with this ambivalence as to who was morally right - his 
father or him. They're both moralIy right. I mean, hopefully people 
will ask these questions because ùlat's why 1 wrote the book. E don't 
think 1 have any one answer. (qtd. in Randolph 104) 



Here, Richards indicates that his purpose for wrïting Mercy is to engage the reader in 

a mord debate. 

In Wounded WC saw that Richards lefi a great ded of ambiguity as to the true 

nature of Jerry Bines, and that this ambiguity allowed the reader to play an active role 

in passing moral judgrnent upon the characters of the novet. The sanie can be said 

about Mercy since the reader is left with no sure answer as to whether Lyle's or 

Sydney's morality is the best way to live in their society. 1 argue that the reader, 

unable to place blame on Sydney or Lyle for the disintegration of their farnily, should 

instead place blame upon the novel's society. In fact, this censure of society appears 

to be a central aspect of the morality of the novel. Richards's political cornrnentary is 

based upon this morality, since, by condemning political centers for their treatment of 

individuals within the region, both Richards and the reader take part in a political 

brand of regionalisrn. For exarnple, the following moral statement by Sydney 

Henderson has a regionalist temperament, and it criticizes a large portion of society: 

"The problem today is between two groups of people ... One group 
believes the world must change - and David Scone and Diedre might 
wish to use you to prove it. There is a second group, the group that 
you and I belong to. The group that says that in a man's heart is the 
only truth that matters. You cannot change a constant by changing 
how rules might be applied to this constant. Someday Diedre will see 
you are closer to the tnith than she is, but it wiII be a long struggle." 
(3 5 -6) 

1 have repeatedly stated that I do not wish to oversimplify Richards's novels by 

employing such a binary system of classification; however, it appears that, in this 

case, Richards calls for such a reading. It would be reductive to attempt to slot the 

novel's characters into categories of progressive vs. humanist; however, 1 argue that 



the division Sydney describes directly aligns with the distinctions between 

spontaneous and determined action, urban and rural, and even center and margin. 

Furthemore, Sydney's division between "two groups of people" goes beyond 

relational, to take on political connotations. Deidre Whyne and David Scone, 

members of the second group, are representatives of social institutions, namely, 

academia and goverment agencies. We see, îhen, that Sydney's moral division 

between these two groups of people carries with it traces of politically regionalist 

commentary, as he outlines a form of "US VS. them" relationship between himself and 

the govemment. 

Thus far, 1 have outlined how the institution of the family - specifically the 

Henderson family - is the source of positive moral values. 1 would now like to 

examine more closely Richards's presentation of social institutions to dernonstrate 

two points: firstly, and on the most general level, Richards presents social institutions 

as immoral bodies. Secondly, on a more specific level, Richards exhibits a form of 

political regionalism by simultaneousIy aligning these institutions with a cultural or 

political center and by exposing the way these institutions lack the moral values 

associated with the more natural, traditional way of life in the Richards's region. 

To begin with the institution of the Church, we see that the Catholic Church is 

satirized as a source of determined action and falseness. Lyle describes the Church's 

superficiality and irrelevance to his life by contrasting it with the nature of which he 

is a part: 

In November the lights shone d e r  seven o'clock on the stained glass 
windows. The windows show the crucifixion or one of the saints 
praying. The hilIs where those saints lived and dropped their blood 



look sofi, distant and blue; the roads wind like purple ribbons toward 
the Mount of Olives. It is so different fiom real nature with its 
roaring waters over valleys of harsh timber where 1 tore an inch and a 
half of skin fiom my calves. Or Miramichi bogs of cedar and 
tamarack and the purgent smell of wet moosehide as the wounded 
moose still bellows in dark wood. I often wanted to enter the worId of 
the stained glass to find myself walking dong the purple road, with 
the Mount of Olives behind me. 1 suppose because 1 wanted too to 
escape the obligation I had toward my own destiny, my family, my 
sister and brother who were more real to me than a herd of saints. 
(1 1) 

Lyle's favoring of his siblings' reahess over the Christian saints is similar to the 

scene in Blood Ties in which Maufat shows his allegiance to his family over the 

Prime Minister, who appears to have little relevance to Maufat's life. In fact, 

Richards's representation of the Church in Mercy has much in cornmon with his 

treatrnent of this institution in Blood Ties. For exarnple, the "white liver-spotted 

hands" (123) of the priest in Mercy recalI the yellow skin of Hood Ties's Father 

Lacey. Also, just as the first word in BZood Ties is "Mass" ( 5 )  the first lines of Lyle's 

narrative are: 

The small Catholic churches here are al1 the sarne, white 
clapboard drenched with snow or blistering under a northem Sun, their 
interiors smelling of confessionals and pale statues of the Madoma. 
Our mother, Elly Henderson, took us to them al1 aIong our tract of 
road - thinking solace would corne. (1 1) 

Elly's strong faith is set in contrast to the unsightly local churches in much the sarne 

way as Irene's goodness was set in contrast to Father Lacey's hypocrisy. 

In Blood Ties, Richards presents the Church as an ineffectual institution. 

Similarly, in Mercy, we see that the Church is now being used toward superficial, 

social ends, as opposed to spiritual purposes: 



The Pits were usually in attendance at mass, for Alvina 
insisted that Mathew take her so she could be seen receiving the 
Blessed Sacrament. It gave Mathew a certain grace, as a worldIy, 
hard-bitten man who had had his share of difficulty now humble 
enough to be seen attending to his mother and to Christ lesus. And 
for Cynthia as well, long considered a seducer of young men, to be 
seated in the pew with black skirt and gloves. (125) 

Zn another scene, Lyle steals the chalice fiom his local church, and the question is 

raised as to the chalice's connection to God: 

What liappened to my sou1 because I stole the chalice? It began to 
shrink. Not because of the saints whose mernories it housed in its 
circular hole, or not fiom any threat from the heavens. But because the 
Sheppards over time, a time when I was paralyzed about how to react, 
found out 1 had it.. . . 1 feIt 1 had to ask their forgiveness. (235-6) 

Lyle is not afraid of any Yhreat from the heavens" both because he (at this time) does 

not believe in God, and because his father has told him, "'Son? a pnest is not the 

Church, and the Church is not the faith"' (103). Indeed, the priest and the Church are 

part of the same system of social institutions that Richards has scomed throughout his 

career: 

... one day there was a falling-out. an "incident," and Father Porier's 
Pontiac never again came down the lane to deliver him home, nor did 
Father ever again trudge off to the rectory to clean the priest's boots. 
Nor did he know that his own father would take the priest's side and 
beat him one Sunday in front of most of the parishioners on the 
church steps. This became Father's first disobedience, not against 
anything but the structure of things. 1 have corne to learn, however, 
that this is not at al1 a cornmon disobedience. (12) 

The "falling-out" to which the above passage refers is the priest's sexual molestation 

of Sydney Henderson and another boy, Comie Devlin. We see, then, that the 



immorality of the priest shows his distance fiom the pure faith ont0 which Elly and 

Sydney cling. 

At the end of the novel, through the chamcter of Cynthia Pit, the distance 

between Church and faith is once more made clear. Cynthia experiences a religious 

epiphany, which comes to her from Vicka, a tnily Christian figure, who is not a 

representative of the Church: 

Cynthia looked at this young woman and went nurnb, It was a 
rather blunt and nual face, not unpretty, but far fiom sophisticated; 
she was dressed extremeIy plainly, and wore no makeup. StiIl never 
had Cynthia seen such a face - it was filled with joy. (357) 

It is notable that this episode does not take place in the local church, but in the town's 

civic center. One gets the sense that Richards would not allow such an uplifting 

moment to take place in a church. Vicka represents al1 that Richards praises. She is 

not "sophisticated" (the word is related to the concepts of "trendy," "urbane," and 

"chic," which Richards scoms), she is dressed plainly, and she wears no makeup. 

Most impcrtantly, she is a child - a rziral child. She is the epitome of naturalness and 

pure religious faith: everything that, according to Richards, the Church is not. 

Hitherto, we have seen how the Church relates to Richards's sense of 

rnorality. Upon closer examination, we find that Richards's representation of the 

Church is also directly comected to the political regionalism of Mercy. In the above 

passage, the word "rural" brings to mind Richards's relational division between the 

region's rural consciousness and the urban influences it encounters. Richards's 

presentation of the Church also goes M e r  to take on a political temperament as he 



aligns this social institution with extemal social institutions, such as the government 

and the media: 

My father then spoke, softly, as if to hirnself. 1 was sitting near him, 
and saw his hands tremble as he talked. He said he had no knowledge 
of why he was abused as a boy, why he was boni in such poverty, 
why he had faced what he had, when others who wrote for the paper 
and became members of the Legislature had never seen a day like he. 

"But remember," he said aloud, "we still have our faith in God 
that everything will tuni out." (103) 

This passage connects the Church with the media and government institutions. which 

Richards presents as being ignorant of the region. We find, then, that the region's 

natue, which fosters pure faith in Elly and Sydney, is directly opposed to extemal 

forces, such as the government and the media. Such a contrast is a prime example of 

how. in Mercy, Richards connects a relational/political form of regionalisrn even to 

such institutions as the Catholic Church. 

Perhaps the most obviously satirized institution in Mercy is academia. By 

focusing upon this institution as 1 did the Church, I will show how Richards's sense 

of moral values is the basis for his political commentary. Perhaps a good summation 

of Richards's views on academia cornes as Leo McVicer explains to Lyle, "Now I'm 

no Prof. David Scone or any of his ilk - they who teach and dos 't know - I don't care 

for leaming - but 1 care for knowledge" ('200). Richards himself is very well read, 

though he did not complete his undergraduate degree From the University of New 

Brunswick, and so he embodies the notion that one can be knowledgeabie without 

being leamed. Mercy demonstrates Richards's extensive literary knowledge, since 

both Lyle and Sydney are very well read - we find countless references to such 



writers as Flannery O'Connor, Tolstoy, Shakespeare, Plato, Dante, Milton, Kant, 

Yeats, Marcus Auelius, Brontë, Hardy, Fitzgerald, Camus. Hemingway, Dickens, 

and Arnold." Richards's establishment of Sydney? Autumn, and Lyle as being well 

read is perhaps a response to critics who claim that Richards writes about iliiterate 

people. In intewiews, he fias voiced similar reactions: "But who are these critics to 

Say that 1 write about illiterate, poor, and unhappy people? Few of my characters are 

illiterate - not that 1 think illiteracy would be an entirely unhappy circurnstance" (qtd. 

in Vaughn np). Just as with Richards's discussion of the Church, his presentation of 

academia contains both moral implications and a political cornmentary that appears to 

stem fiom this sense of morality. In fact, academia is linked to the Church in Mercy 

- we learn that the head of the English department at the local University is "a rather 

rotund priest with thick downy cheeks and a bald spot on the top of his head" (20). 

We see these two forrns of commentary best when exarnining Richards's satincal 

presentation of Professor David Scone: 

Scone smiled, with a degree of naïve self-infatuation seen only 
in those with an academic education, shook his head at the silliness of 
academia, while knowing that his  tenure was secure and every 
thought he had ever had was manifested as safe by someone else 
before him. My father never had such a luxury. There was a time rny 
father wouid have been beaten by his own father if it was known that 
he read. Knowing this, tell me the courage of Dr. David Scone. (20) 

This passage - in particular the final line - does not atternpt to conceal its cal1 for the 

passing of moral judgment upon this character. Sorne reviewers, such as John 

Bemrose, criticize Richards for the occasions upon which his criticism becomes 

blatant : 



The novel [Hope in the Desperate Hour] has its flaws. The figure of 
Christopher Wheern, an academic and failed writer, is burdened with 
too many of Richards's pet dislikes (academia, fashions in literature) 
and sinks into caricature. Also, by treating such a wide variety of 
characters, the book never zchieves the concentrzted focus of For 
Those Who Hunt the Wounded Down. Yet by the time it clirnaxes in a 
tragic fire, Hope in the Desperute Hour has spun a beguiling tale. 
("Beautifid Losers" np) 

Bernrose criticizes Richards for exhibiting too many of his "pet dislikes," yet he 

simultaneously praises him for spiming "a beguiling tale." Thus, we see that 

Bemrose's reading of Hope in ~ h e  Desperate Hour once more demonstrates the Iine 

Richards must walk, as a moraIist and a politically conscious regionalist who writes 

for a popular audience. 

Lyle's description of David Scone adds a sense of regionalism to the moral 

element of Richards's treatrnent of academia. 

The professor, David Scone, a man who had gone to the University of 
Toronto, disliked the Maritimes while believing he knew of its 
difficulties and great diversity. Looking at my father sitting in his old 
bib overalls and heavy woolen shirt proved what he felt. And he 
cornmented that it miglit be better for Dad to find a trade. This was 
not at al1 contradictory to Dr. Scone7s sense of himself as a champion 
of people just like Father. In fact, being a champion of them meant, 
in his mind, fie knew hem well enough to judge thern. (19-20) 

Here, Richards appears to be responding to the popular conception of regional 

writers. In doing so, Richards's criticism of academia goes beyond the idea that 

universities foster determined act:on and progress for the sake of progress. He points 

to the University of Toronto, a cultural and canonical center, showing how people 

fiorn the center of Canada have prejudices against the Maritime region. This echoes 



comments fiom a speech Richards delivered at the 6" International Literature of 

Region and Nation Conference: 

As regional writers, we are supposedly Iirnited not by the bounds of 
our human understanding, or hurnan experience, but by the bounds of 
our garden or gate. However, this same discrepmcy does not seem to 
apply to those who never move much beyond the confines of Yonge 
and Bloor, or Piccadilly Circus. 

"Yes-he or she has gotten this just right," they wili exclaim, 
of our part of the world, at the same time maintaining, that they 
themselves have had little contact with it, or not much to do with it 
thernselves. Heaven forbid. The one thing 1 have noticed almost 
constantly is the critics who applaud my work. will hesitate to 
embrace it as having much to do with them. (75) 

In the previous chapter, I demonstrated how Wounded shows responses to criticism 

Richards has received. The sarne can be said for Mercy, since it appears, in the above 

passage, that Richards is attacking those critics who have oversimplified his work by 

giving him the label "regional." Here, his response to such criticism draws him 

fürther into regionalist discourse in a relational fashion, as he compares writers from 

his region with those of more central locations: Toronto and London. Considering 

Richards's disdain for those who daim to understand the region without having any 

personal connection to it, Lyle's description of Highway 11 as ''a highway only 

Maritimers coufd ~ O W "  (1 1) becomes loaded with regionalist sentiment. Although 

such statements appear to defend a marginal region against a national or cultural 

center, Richards insists that he does not mount regionalist defenses on the part of his 

rcgion. He explains, "There are all kinds of spokespeople in the writing community 

here. But I'm not one of them. My work only pertains to itself' (qtd. in Vaughn np). 

Despite such statements made by Richards, 1 argue that it is difficult for a \miter to 



Richards, I q u e  that it is diffrcuIt for a writer to discuss a particular setting without 

cornrnenting upon it. Richards's novels associate this rural region with positive mord 

values, and by using these same novels to respond to critics of his works, Richards 

inevitably becomes a spokesperson. He is not, however, primarily a regionalist 

spokesperson. Sadly, may critics and reviewers have identified Richards as just that, 

and in doing so, they have overlooked the complexities of his novels. Very little, if 

any, cntical writing has been published on Mercy to date, and so it will be interesting 

to see if critics will treat this novel as they have treated his earlier texts. 



Conclusion 

Each of my novels in certain ways, answers the problem 1 have 
w-îtnessed since a child. That the individual is everything or the 
world is nothing.. . my work is not about the outside [hem; it is about 
al1 of us, and that the work and the struggles of my characters will in 
the end be at Ieast somewhat vindicated. At any rate I c m  stand here 
without blushing, I have given my life to it. (Richards, "My 
Miramichi Tril0g)r" 83-4) 

In each of the three texts I have exarnined, Richards's conception of moral 

values is anchored in farnilies defined by their closeness to nature. The major 

development 1 have outlined between Richards's early work and his later two novels 

is based on the changing relationship between this morality and the concept of 

region. Richards's combination of morality and regionalism should have forged for 

him a unique place in Canadian literature; however, scholars and cntics have often 

been too quick to categorize, and thereby oversimplie, his works. 

In his early work, Richards's moral standpoint is outlined fiom within a 

single region, and so the regional fiamework for this morality is of a confkderal 

nature. In BZood Ties. Richards uses his region in an apolitical manner to discuss 

such universal concems as growing old, fitting in. and finding love. In this novel, 

Richards defines his own moral standpoint by placing the ties of the MacDurmot 

farnily in opposition to the determined action characterized by social institutions 

within the region. As his career progresses, Richards uses this same region in 

relational. political, even postcolonial terrns, as he satirizes specific political and 

cultural centers such as Toronto, Ottawa, and the United States. My discussion of 



Wounded and Mercy has demonstrated how the same division between family and 

social institutions found in Blood Ties can be aligned to involve a relational 

comparison between rural and urban. In Mercy, we find the most extreme 

manifestations of this comparison, as Richards places the region in relation- and 

even opposition - to political and cultural centers. The region, then, functions as a 

context within which Richards establishes rneaning for his moral standpoint. 

Furthemore, this moral standpoint places emphasis upon the individual's struggle in 

an age in which it is difficult to find a single tmth around which to center one's 

existence. 

In the debate over regiondism, many have raised the question as to whether 

the change of focus from nation to region equates to the w-eakening of the country as 

a whole. Some forms of regionalism obviously do mean the undermining of the 

country - that of Quebec, for exarnple. Richards's form of regionalism does not have 

this political implication. In his description of what Canada means to him, Richards 

States that "Canada is a kind of understated sense of justice and fair play" 

("Reflections on Nationhood" np). It is this fair play that Richards appears to value 

in his novels, but we see that fair play is not usually associated with the nation's 

political and cu!tural centers. Richards's morality is more prescriptive than 

deconstructive, because it calls for the reinstatement of such moral values. Even in 

Mercy. when Richards's criticism is most obviously directed toward Ottawa and the 

United States, his satire remains moral. Because his regionalist statements are but a 

part of his morality, the ultimate message of Mercy - Richards's most politicaliy 

regionalist novel - works on an individual, moral level. The political message is 



secondary. Certainly, to dub Richards a political novelist would be even more 

reductive than to concur with readings made by George Byme. William Cornor, John 

Bemrose, and al1 those who have been so quick to paint Richards with the broad 

"regionalist" brush. Had Richards chosen Toronto as his subject matter, perhaps 

critics would not have overlooked the universal morality that lies beneath his texts. 

In order to avoid simplifiing Richards's (and other regionalist writers') 

works, Herb Wyile suggests that 

It is ... necessq  to retain an open conception of regionalism, to 
recognize the ideological and criticd continuities and conflicts behind 
its various applications, and to revive it in a more enabling and less 
dismissive way as a framework within which to discuss certain textual 
qualities or dynamics or strategies. (np) 

We have seen that regionalism, in one of its "various applications," can be efficiently 

used to convey a sense of morality that goes beyond regional boundaries. My 

discussion of regionalism outlined how Canadian nationalists failed to achieve a 

sense of cornmunity among Canadians, because of the differences that exist between 

the geographical and cultural regions of this expansive country. We have considered 

Christian Riegel's and Herb Wyile's suggestion that the region is "a more organic 

alternative to the nation-state with its arbitrary borders" (x), and we have d so  heard 

from Jonathan Hart, who wams that regionalism's attempt to outline a sense of local 

cornrnunity is oAen guilty of re-inscribing stereotypes of women, blacks, and natives 

1 )  In response to such suggestions, I argue that Richards has gone one step 

further to identiQ an even more local sense of comrnunity, based upon positive 

morality at the family level. National and regional loyalties may have been too 



difEcult for individuals to form; however, the ties between family are much more 

naturd and universal than those found in any other institution, be it a school, a 

church, or a nation. It can be said that in focusing upon the particular, Richards has 

encountered the universal again. Even the specific, politically regionalist 

cornmentary in Mercy aids in the conveyance of a universal brand of rnorality. The 

anger and frustration of Lyle's narrative - whether in response to big business, the 

Canadian government, or the bully down the road - calls for a change at the 

individual level. 

It is appropriate now to re-assess Rodenck Haig-Brown's statement that no 

individual "becornes a great patriot without first leaming the cioser loyalties and 

learning them well: loyalry to the family, to the place he calls home, to his province 

or state or country" (qtd. in Woodcock "Tirne and Space" 23). Richards's sense of 

morality begins by favoring these "closer loyalties," since they are the easiest ties to 

form. Such loyalties are the building btocks of a stronger society, if only individuals 

can extend these ties beyond the household, to the community, the region, the nation, 

and beyond. This restoration of a brand of simple morality may seem like mere 

conservatisrn; however, it is possible to see that Richards has actually goneforward, 

beyond regionalism, and perhaps beyond postmodernism. In an earlier passage, T 

quoted f?om Linda Hutcheon's The Canadian Postmodern. On the surface, 

Richards's novels discuss Yhe different, the local, the particular" of Hutcheon's 

description but beneath this, we have seen a sense of morality that is universal. 

Given Richards's progression fiom confederal to relational regionalism, and 

how it relates to the morality of his work, it is important to consider why such a 



change in Richards's writing occurred. It appears that, as Richards matures and 

grows more experienced, he becomes increasingly disillusioned with the impersonal, 

trendy methods of thought by which rnany individuals seem to live. For example, the 

anger involved in LyIe's narrative in Mercy indicates a great deal of dissatisfaction 

with the social world in which he lives. When one considers Richards's 

acknowledgment that he associates with Lyle, one cannot help but transfer Lyle's 

disenchantment to Richards hirnself. The disenchantment Richards exhibits, 

combined with his continued focus upon children in the farnily context, may be 

indicative of a desire to retum to a simpler, innocent time - that of youth - in which 

the pressures of society are significantly less. Throughout his works, Richards shows 

his growing scorn for these pressures by lashing out at specific targets: acadernia. 

organized religion, government bureaucraties, big business, and the media. 

In the light of Richards's recent success (Mercy Among the Children has been 

awarded the Giller Prize (2000), and h a .  been shortlisted for several others), one is 

also left to ask whether the popuiarity of Richards's moral approach is a sign of 

changing literary taste, or perhaps a sign of more profound social change. Richards's 

popuIarity may be attributabIe to a forrn of social change. which, by extension, 

affects literary taste. We find evidence of the retum to a secular brand of morality 

when we consider the wide success of the Chicken Sozp for the Sozd collections of 

anecdotes, the popularity of such films and television series as Pcry ir Fonvard and 

Touched by an Angel, and especially in the influence of the inspirational Oprah on 

North American culture. Each of the abovementioned is a source of a sirnilar, for the 

most part secular, brand of morality which helps to improve the individual in the face 



of a posûnodem worïd that might otherwise appear chaotic. Having recognized the 

popularity of such morality in today's literature, teïevision, and films, and after 

exarnining the implications of such subject matter in Richards's works, 1 believe it 

would prove rewarding to keep rnorality in mind when (re)exarnining the works of 

other contemporary "regional" and "regionalist" artists of al1 media. It is possible 

that such artists, under the conditions of a postrnodemist society, share in Richards's 

skepticism toward social institutions as centering agents in today7s world, and are 

aware that the reinforcement of moral values must begin at the individual level. 

Perhaps a renewed focus upon morality and individualism in art wodd help to 

loosen, if not dissolve, such constricting terrns as ccregionalist." 

Notes 

I Hutcheon, Linda. "'Circling the Downspout of Empire': Post-Coionialisrn and Postrnodemisrn." Ariel 
20.4 (1 989): 149-75. 

1 In The B q  ofLove andsorrows (1998)' Richards goes as far as to include a map of the region of 
which he writes. 

1 Richards's treatment of coincidence in this novel may also stem from his friendship with Alden 
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